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Class Election Turnout 'Poor', 
Okesons Lead Senior Ticket 
*? 
ministration was the planning coming activities for the who- roh, vice-president, Paula Mc- 
andi SSnctaB™ th? prom! HI more class. He said that future cann, secretary; Suanne Hig- 
sald they "would like to con- Plans Include the organisation of gins, treasurer; Christy Schae- 
tinue the policy of furnishing many community and servlcepro- fer, student council, Kenny Wal- 
blg name wterUinment for *e Jects for the campus. Hosatd he ters, student council, Nan Hud- 
lunior-senior Prom " w0uld   "**?   t0   represent    the son, reporter. 
The HIPPIE party was a   re- sophomores In as fine a manner     Also In  elections  Monday, IS 
trrouDimr of the soul party from as  possible and to speah out In Homecoming    Queen candidate* 
fiTylar  r8n    Ma?cum    was matters   which  concern toem."   elected from a group of coeds rep- 
April   by   Okeson.   He obtained president of the sophomore class. He said no major or significant resenting various  campus    or- 
per mission to use the party name Marcum expressed the desire to changes  were P^* J*f *** ^f*'10"'''*lected M Home * 
for the coming year. One of the have members of the other tick- the   year   wouW beJ»«*™re coming   Queen 
basic planks of their ticket was ets that opposed him to work and for   organization   ^   *"■*?«. **»*  Be°U!y' 
experience. Their candidates had become   involved   in class act- while developing exist!        re- jovita    Dick, 
held a total of 40 organizational ivltles to keep "the energies of 80urc*f- . 
off ices during their college car willing students from coming to      M1"*°  a,l8°  "I™. 
waste?" HIPPIE stands for Hon- Presidentialcandidates from the Newe1, Linda Nunn   Sherl Pean, 
The SOBER ticket In which 
Okeson ran on' Is In Its second 
year of existence. Last year the 
SOBER ticket, headed by Jerry 
Stewart, swept the senior class 
elections. SOBER stands for 
Seniors Offering Better Exper- 
ienced Representatives. 
The  ticket was formulated last 
that 
By ALjLEN TRIMBLE 
Managing Editor 
l>enty-eight students were 
elected Monday when 30 per 
cent ofi1 the student body 
turned 6ut to vote in the an- 
nual class elections. 
The newly elected senior class 
officers are: Jeff Okeson, presi- 
dent} Steve Okeson, vice- presi- 
dent; Jeanne Chiseck, secretary; 
Ken Berry, treasurer; Marilyn 
Barnhart, reporter; Oary Llght- 
ner, student council, and Kathy 
Phillips, student council. 
Jeff Okeson said one of   the 
primary purposes of his    ad- 
ministration   would be to "bring 
more recognition to worthy sen- 
iors." He stated as an example ticket. Other class officers elec- 
last   year's friendliest     senior ted were: Jim Marcum,   presl- 
award. He said he felt that more dent;  Ralph  Cox, vice- oresl- 
twards of this nature should be dent;  Donna Justice, secretary; 
given   to deserving seniors. He Shannon Logan, treasurer; Guy 
also   said that "this is the last <Colson,    reporter,    and 
.„. of formal education for most Bowers,  student council. Karen —*■— , 0o Marcum said the   biggest re-     MUtko said his Immediate plans fleers elected were: 1       Cam- 
sponsibillty for the Junior   ad- call for the organisation of Home- sron,  president, 
Candidates are: 
Geneen Decker, 
Todd   Eaatham, 
Louisa     Flook,     Leslie   Funk, 
all Carolyn Hill, Joyce  Mason, Pat 
Float Rules 
Distributed 
By Council 
the HIPPIE  slate  was  elected   Progress *» «..<»«•... ... , ...       tU- 
with the exception of Linda Chlsm      The  MOTHERS  ticket    swept committee, which would    nttUze 
who was elected student council all the class officer positions In their Judgement as much aapos- 
representative from   the JUDE the sophomore class elections. 8"»*'     M(S    . ,    .       Mlf,. 
Elected were: Mike Miltko.presl-     MOTHERS  stands for    Minds 
dent; Stuart Reagan, vice-presl- Organized to Hear Eastern s Re- 
dent; Mary Lynn Jasper,   sec- sponslble Sophomores, 
votary;   Patty  Anderson,  trea-     Kip   Cameron  along with ine 
-...,  surer; Bill Dwelly, reporter;Jim rest of tte APPLE ticket were 
Mike Pcllegrlnon, student council, and elected to be freshman     class 
Bryant, student    council, officers.   Freshmen cU 
seniors. It    should be rememb- 
ered as the best." 
VMM .  ^—-^" 
Charles Dor- 
4 
Parade 
This girl watches test Saturday's Band Day 
Parade which started on campus and pro- 
ceeded   through  downtown  Richmond.   Ap- 
proximately 60 bands marched In the parade 
and later played at halftlme of the Eastern- 
Akron football game. 
Squad Reduced To Three 
* NineEastern Runners Quit Team 
Nine of the twelve mem- BUI   BIB.,  sophomori;  uik.    Tto Hi m.M«r of ti» croup *°h.
,™n*'l^y *%££?£«£%£■ 
be« of sterns «o~— ggflfflSBSaBSi ^S^'SSC^^X^T^ ^J^ 
track Monday, Oct.   U and*"  *"SLi2SiL   riJS!v group's   spokesman, Issued the education and recreation, said he 
wbse^ently left the squad, JKnS ^SSZJTJu followin« statwnent: ^""^..ft JffSijto^ 
the   Progress learned    early the  seven scholarship athletes     ,.Under Comch Sml^ ninnlIlg J^^***? CSM'SSS 
rKiVweek 8lKn*d     8r»nt-in"ald releases. ceftaed to be a spor?and be- sITtk 
. .    ,    ***>** stud,ents thus I0?8" the came a drudgery.   Although we     ..The boa- felt It might be an 
The incident  occur.ed early benefits   of their  scholarships heid no pers^grudges against avertable situation for both 
a        during that day's afternoonprac- effective  the spring semester  Coach Smiu, we declded we ^ JJJSrlid Coach Smith if they 
By JOE EDWARDS 
News Editor 
Regulations about the con- 
struction and disposition of 
Homecoming floats were is- 
sued Tuesday at the Student 
Council Meeting. 
Organisations will be per- 
mitted to use the Hi$ Warehouse 
on U. S. Highway 25 north ok 
Maroon Lanes to work on floats. 
The warehouse will open Satur- 
day at noon. Work on the floats 
may be done at the'warehouse 
until midnight Saturday, from 
noon until 11 p.m. Sunday, from 
3 until U p.m. Monday .through 
Thursday, and ,f*om 3; P 
next Friday until I a.m. Satur 
day  when floats  must be done 
Smoking will be prohibited In 
the' warehouse; alcoholic bev- 
erages will be prohibited in the 
warehouse and on parking areas 
outsldY 
Cars and motorcycles will 
not be permitted In the ware- 
bouse, except to pull the floats 
in or out. The roadway leading 
from the warehouse to U. S. 25 
must be kept clear for emer- 
gency vehicles. 
Organizations will be res- 
ponsible for keeping their areas 
of the building clean and free 
of fire hazards. Groups also 
will be responsible for safe- 
keeping 
brought 
Oh Well!! 
The look on this coed's face Is indicative of the outcome 
of the game Saturday. Although the outcome was bleak 
last Saturday, hopes are high for this week's encounter with 
Western. Look on page 4 for the story, about this week's 
game (Staff Photo by Craig Clover) 
£; Eastern Campus Housing Unique 
For State Supported Schools 
want   to   live   on or off A survey taken by the Progress Western, whose enrollment Is mey 
has shown that Eastern Is the 10,700 requires no student to campus. UK stated that they do 
only state supported university live on cam.*ua. They only have not require students to live three 
which requires all of Its under- dormitory space for 4,600 stu- to a room under any conditions, 
graduates   to   live   on   campus, dents, with the remainder living although   In   one   men's    dorm 
All of the other state flnanc- off campus, or In fraternity or where   there     are   three to   a 
ed Institutions have a large per- sorority  houses.  It's dormitory room, the    men bad the oppor- 
centage of their students living space Is filled by applications, tnnlty to live off campus If they 
In off-campus housing. Besides Western has no students living wished. 
Eastern,  Morehead  is  the only three to a room. UK Is able to house over  5,- 
other school which now requires    As  Is the case with Western, 000 students  out of an enroll- 
some students to live three to a Murray  also  does not require 
room.   At   no   other   institution students to live on campus. Mur- 
tools and    materials are  Juniors  and   seniors    re- ray   has an enrollment of 7,328 
to the warehouse.     -     quired  to live on campus, but and  only   4,000 can be housed 
be  ready rather 
from the choice. 
they   are   given their on campus. The Western Ken- 
tucky School started    the year 
ment close to 15,000 on the Lex- 
ington campus. 
Eastern's policy Is that all stu- 
dents must live on campus as long 
as there are spaces. Exception* 
are made to  those who live with 
tlce shortly after the team had 
met with Coach Conan Smith. 
The runners reportedly had Just 
started Jogging around the track 
when nine suddenly headed for the 
dressing rooms. 
Those who quit the squad are: 
Joe Esplnosa, freshman; Ken 
Long, freshman; Tom Lozlto, 
freshman; Jim Nichols. Junior; 
run  for a coach 
seem  to   respect 
who 
us. 
The nine who quit the squad couldn't 
had been working out In a group djd ^ 
of ten since school started un- 
der the supervision of Smith and "Most of us have been running 
Doug Cordier, graduate as- a long time, and quitting was hard. 
sistant. The other two members As a matter of fact, most of us 
of the team. Grant Colehour. 
Organizations must 
to move their floats 
warehouse In proper parade At Morehead, all freshmen are with 27 rooms which had three their immediate families In the 
order at 8 a.m. Saturday, No- required to live on campus, while students residing, but the sit- Richmond community or are 
vember 2. sophomores with a 3.0 standing uation   has   now   been  resolved within a reasonable   commuting 
The    council's.   Homecoming or better can live off campus If to where   In no Instance Is there distance from their homes. 
Committee  has named    Circle they wish. Seniors and   Juniors three to a room. Eastern has two new   dorm- 
K    to oversee activity at   the have the choice of living on or     Future plans for dormitories itories   now nearlng completion, 
warehouse. They will have    a off  campus  according to their at Murray are the completion of 
person  on  duty  during     open wishes, unless they are on so- one dormitory now under con- 
hours at the building. clal or academic probation. structlon and one more   which 
Floats ' must be dismantled . Morehead is next to Eastern is in the planning stage, 
and removed from the Alumni in the number of students who At the University of Ken- 
Coliseum parking lot by 6 p.m. live three to a room. In two tucky, freshman and sophomres 
Sunday, November 3. Debris men's halls and three women's are expected to live on campus, 
from floats must be taken to halls there are three to a room. This year those freshman and 
the    Richmond   Incinerator   on plans for future dormitories in- sophomores    who requested   to 
with six more planned to com- 
plete the two complexes. 
remained in his class," he said, Four MUe Avenue; non- burnable elude  the  two now under    con- live    off  campus were granted 
"so   we arranged for them to trash   mugt   ^   t^n   t0  BOX. strUctlon  and  two of which are that   permission.   Juniors     and 
AAUP Head 
1 f 
Says Tenure 
Is Under Fire 
either drop the class or transfer 
to another section." 
(continued on page eight)      In the planning stage. seniors have a choice whether 
four-time     cross-country 
track Ail-America, and Ken Sil- 
vlous. worked out on their own. 
n are still working out as an in- 
and dividual track club we hope to 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
To Have Installation 
organize. A coach who doesn't 
deserve our respect Just doesn't 
deserve our physical efforts eith- 
er. He had few, If any. feelings 
toward us as individuals, so we 
in turn, cared little about him. 
An Alpha Gamma Delta Fireside tomorrow in 
"AH of us on scholarship who 
quit were all-state cross-coun- 
the try  or  track   runners In high 
McGregor Hall Date Lounge will begin the installation of JJj^ ^ q^Jf2Jtugt they eajr? 
Gamma Omicron Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta, the take it." 
firs* member Of the National Panhellenic Conference to be    Smlth ua ^ ^^ 
installed here. 
Registration will be from 7:00 
to 7«S0 p.m., according to Reg- 
istration Chairwomen Mrs. Rob- 
ert Stone, and Mrs. James E. 
runners 
who  remained  on the squad— 
An undergraduate   workshop    Colehour, Sllvlous  and Steen— 
Is scheduled for Saturday morn- all declined comment. 
Ing  with Mrs. King. Members      _ " r- ,_z_A 
from Alpha Gamma Delta chap-    f°™*v. th.e«?du*t?a*!lst*w 
from Indiana  University, who had run for Smith in his un- 
days, did not re- ters 
workouts   were easier 
r than any year since 
Humphrey, Jr.   Lexington. «..*   »«-   —-—   *,   [mnna 
The Living Purpose Program University of Tennessee,    and ^J"™* 
will be presented by members of University  of    Kentucky    will main      «• 
the Alpha Gamma Delta chapter assist.   Initiation  services are 
from the University of Tennes- scheduled Saturday afternoon in 
see.   The Oral Pledge    Cere- the Fellowship Hall of the First fve been here 'Cordier said. 
nSny f£ thTfonne? Pi Alpha Christian Church. Officers from ;2°~f«jJ~'*£*££*> 
Thetelh will be conducted by Epsilon Chapter at UK will be that  was  their  only prob em. 
B^oSL^rg^LeSnVon, inltotii«  oMcers with    ritual     "And some of them didn't even 
and Mrs. Merle King   province supervision   by   Mrs. Jess   L. want to run In the meets. I've 
SSJSft.JTSKLS' S&JWi. p« J2S.«™ to nm l" "^ nMte'" 
ma Omlcroa chapter, will pre- go.   Ketterington.   Ohio;   Vicky M sua- 
side at the pledging ceremonies     (continued on page eight) Most of the freshmen who quit 
for seven local women. on the squad expressed a desire 
Go West 
Young Men 
That's what members of the Sigma Nu 
fraternity are doing. They'll be heading — 
via bicycle — for Western at Bowling 
Omn for the 41st renewal of the annual 
Bastern-Western football rivalry. BUI Wood- 
all, commander of the fraternity, starts the 
first- leg of the 170-mile marathon. "It's an 
expression of our support for the team," 
Woodall said. Each boy will cover 15 miles. 
(Steff Photo by Cralg Clover) 
It Is the Judgment of the presi- 
dent of the Kentucky State Con- 
ference of the American Associa- 
tion of University Professors that 
the Kentucky Un-American Ac- 
tivities Committee is acting with 
restraint that tenure in state 
universities may come under the 
attack, and that AAUP deserves 
much of the credit for faculty 
and student representation on the 
boards of regents of state univer- 
sities. 
Addressing the first meeting of 
the local AAUP chapter Tuesday 
evening was Dr. William Pluck- 
nett, associate professor of 
chemistry at the University of 
Kentucky and president of the 
state AAUP conference. Prior 
to Dr. Plucknetf s talk, Dr. Rob- 
ert E. Stebbins president of 
Eastern's AAUP chapter, en- 
couraged faculty members who 
are not members of the chapter 
to contact Dr. Byno R. Rhodes. 
"It is necessary for AAUP to 
constantly Interpret their posit- 
ion to others," said Dr. Pluck- 
nett. "AAUP members view our 
country and our institutions es- 
sentially In the same way other* 
do. We only differ In our meth- 
ods." he added. 
Dr. Plucknett suggested that 
AAUP members will stand be- 
hind freedom of expression even 
though they question the wisdom 
of the action advocated. He stat- 
ed that this was perhaps becauso 
members had a greater confl- 
(continued en page eight) 
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Survey Carries Implications 
adviser Glen  Klelne 
Students Should Never Be Three To A Room 
..  . 
The Progress just completed a survey of 
the housing policies at all tax-supported 
institutions of higher education in Kentuc- 
ky. That survey carries strong implications 
that seem to call for reconsideration of 
housing policies at Eastern. 
The survey (published on page one of 
this issue) shows that Eastern is the only 
state-supported institution in the state 
that requires all of its undergraduates to 
live on campus. In fact, it showed that at 
Murray, Western and the University of 
Kentucky, any student that wished to live 
off-campus could. 
Only at Eastern and Morehead are three 
students placed in rooms built for two oc- 
cupants. And at Morehead, where there are 
less students  living   three-to-a-room   than 
there are here, only the freshmen and sop- 
homores with less than a 2.5 grade standing 
are required to live on campus. It appears 
that the situation there is brought on be- 
cause   students  want   to   live  in   dormi- 
tories, not because they are forced to. 
There're eight dorms on this campus where 
three students are crammed into rooms that 
barely   suffice  for  two.   For those eight 
dorms are the oldest and most poorly equip- 
ped ones flta campus. 
r^ost of the students living three to a 
room are freshmen, and for students just 
trying to make the adjustment, that's the 
worst possible  situation.     The transition 
from high school comes hard enough to 
freshmen without complicating living con- 
ditions to a point where anything comfort- 
able becomes impossible. 
We suggest a reexamination of 
the real purpose of this institution. 
Maybe it's about time we quit cramming 
these dorms every fall with vast numbers 
of students just so the federal government 
will be impressed and grant more money 
for more dorms. Then the merry-go-round 
starts all over.   ._ 
The administration will naturally point 
to a spring semester when two dorms will 
be completed, enrollment will be down and 
everybody will be happy, But it may well 
be too late for many freshmen. And crowd- 
ed living conditions must share part of the 
blame. They certainly don't create an at- 
mosphere conducive to learning and study- 
ing. 
. That brings us back to the real purpose 
of this University. Its purpose should be 
to educate its students in the best manner 
possible. That manner would not seem to 
include any clause about crowded living 
conditions. 
Solutions to these conditions appear re- 
latively simple. Because the University is 
committed on federal bond issues to fill the 
dormitories, they must require that a cer- 
tain number of students live on campus. 
But they aren't committed to anybody to 
crowd living facilflpes. 
If the.school wj&uld allow juniors and 
seniors who wish ta live off-campus file ap- 
plications for permission to do SO, they 
would still find their dormitories filled to 
a normal capacity. In the event thaj there' 
was empty space -remaining, the University 
could require Students who filed the latest 
off-campus applications to move back to 
campus until the.dorms were full. 
Perhaps another plan would be more 
feasible than the one just offered. But some 
plan has to be found to relieve crowded liv- 
ing conditions on this campus. The ad- 
ministration has certainly done an enviable 
job of building new, attractive dormitories. 
In fact, this University has more facilities 
for on-campus housing than any other in 
Kentucky. 
But this University also has more stu- 
dents cramped into conditions that were 
never intended to exist. It's high time East- 
ern keep step with its sister institutions at 
all levels of performance. The Progress 
urges the reevaluation of housing policies 
with the goal of putting ourselves in line 
with 20th century university education. 
*A8 sff/r 
by craig ammerman 
Encouraging, or maybe even ecstatic, 
would best describe the feelings late Mon- 
day night in the data processing1 "Hnt^r 
when a computerized machine startea giv- 
ing results from that day's elections in the 
sophomore, junior and senior classes. 
The freshmen vote had been counted by 
hand earlier in the night, and considering 
that vote count only cast a cloud of gloom 
and hopelessness on the late workers. Less 
than 33 per cent of the newcomers had 
voted in the election .for their own class 
officers. It looked like apathy had once 
again drawn students to its side. 
Then that computer started whirring a- 
way and paper came rolling out of the top, 
and right then came a welcome sight to 
weary eyes. The IBM machine said 648 
seniors had taken the time to complete a 
card and cast a ballot for somebody. 
Now many people might not be impres- 
sed with a turnout of 648 among a class 
that numbers around 1,050. But those who 
weren't impressed just hadn't been around 
many class elections before. Getting people 
to vote used to be as hard as pulling teeth. 
And then over 60 per cent turned out to 
vote in the senior class. Why that was won- 
derful — a 25 per cent increase over the 
highest total ever recorded on this cam- 
pus. 
The joys were short-lived, however. It 
wasn't long before the computer brought 
everyone back to earth. The paper rolled 
out twice more, and each time it had apathy 
stamped all over  it. The sophomore and 
mm* 
,/ 
junior classes, although  showing a better 
vote total than in previous years,  told a 
stpjy^of apathy — one written so many,,, 
times its lines and verses areiiamiliar to j 
alt. ftie*vdte percentage fell fir below the., 
halfway point. Another year of* nothingness 
seemed a good prognostication, 
Though many of the late workers ex- 
pressed disgust with the lackluster ways of 
their peers, there was at least a resem- 
blance of hope. The senior class had fin- 
ally given representative democracy a work- 
ing chance. 
But there is still the other three-fourths 
that needs to involve its members before 
they can call themselves representative 
groups. It still remained for those officers 
to stir the fire from within. 
The senior class had done its part. 'The 
three tickets on that ballot must have of- 
fered real alternatives, because he majority 
stepped to the front and cast a vote for the 
SOBER ticket. But a good part of the credit 
must go to the two defeated slates that 
helped stir the interest. They made students 
care enough about their leaders to finally 
voice a say in who those leaders were going 
to be. 
Now, it's left to the others. It's left to 
them to go the grass roots and find out just 
what their peers want, just what their peers 
think should be changed or altered for the 
good of the students. It's now left to them 
to shake the cobwebs from the apathetic 
majority and drag those people into die 
mainstream of the workings of democracy. 
Students Should Reaqt 
To Powell Report 
The actions taken by the Powell Com- 
mittee in the past few weeks have been en- 
couraging to say the least. The group seems 
to be making good progress, and a Student 
Affairs Report should be released soon. 
The importance of this report is para- 
mount for :t will affect all Eastern students 
on campus now and those who come in the 
years ahead. For that reason; we believe stu- 
dents should have an opportunity to react 
ijeforethei report!' k submitted td'the Fa- 
Vuftfc 'Senate s^'ifttffftf Regents W'jEmal 
approval. /! ' 
Certain areas which, students, feel need 
changes or vast improvements could pos- 
sibly be overlooked in the report. And it's 
certainly easier to ammend a report before 
it's approved. 
The best way to sample student opinion 
of the Powell Report would probably be a 
printing of the said report in its entirety 
in the Progress. Such a move would require 
a large amount of space, but it would give 
all students a chance to react, and to sug- 
gest. 
A Progress reprint would also give the 
students an opportunity to make formal 
recommendation through the Student Asso- 
ciation. 
This vast study of student affairs is now 
in its 15th month.; It appears to be rapidly 
approaching an end. But since this study 
has already taken much time, involved 
many people and caused great concern a- 
mong many, it Would appear unwise to 
report it finished without considering the 
students. 
It seems to us that the Powell Committee 
is bound by decency.and common sense to 
furnish the'student body a chance to 
react to a report that will govern their every 
move for the remainder of their college 
life. 
On The SDS 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to congratulate the Young Re- 
publican Club on its thorough condemnation of 
the S.D.S. I'm sure Washington will be glad to 
share the evidence you have against this or- 
ganization. 
Steve Ferguson 
SDS Condemned 
Dear Editor: 
I congratulate Editor Ammerman for his 
very, infcrmative, editorial, on. Oie tofm&m 
I think a better name for this CommunUit 
Front group would be Students for a Destructive 
Society! '!*■ 
I have also noted the letter In the Progress 
of Oct. 8, 1968, by one James C. Gibson critt- 
cising Editor Ammerman for his stalwart stand 
against the destructive S.D.S.! The Communist 
in New York made the statement that they 
did not need to do special work in the colleges 
as long as they had the S.D.8. to do their work 
for them! James C. Gibson says that the only 
solution to our problems is "revolution," sounds 
like he's a student of Karl Marx, doesn't he? 
The energetic patriotic president of the Uni- 
versity of Virginia in making the June Com- 
irencement address at Centre College in Dan- 
ville said that history has yet to show a single 
caee where a nation destroyed by a violent re- 
volution has ever regained its previous etate— 
let alone "improve it" as James C. Gibson says 
in his letter of Oct. 8, 1888, F.BJ. Director J. 
Edgar Hoover has very aptly labelled 8.D.S. 
irroups as destructive, subversive, and a tool of 
the Communist Party. 
Yours truly, 
A. C. Frank 
, ., , '.'.■■ 
LonfcrWinded Prof. 
Dear Editor: 
I have only ten minutes to fight my way out 
of a class which has just ended, crowd down 
the staircase of Combs classroom building, hike 
across campus to my next class and fight my 
way to a seat. 
Ten minutes is usually enough time for this 
feat, if 1 hurry, but there are some professors 
who would like to see me and my classmates 
make the distance In five minutes. These pro- 
fessors are so engrossed In bestowing their 
learning that they habitually take more than 
their allotted hour of classtime and use the 
class bell as a signal to begin a five minute 
summary of the day's lesson and to make a 
new assignment 
I am sure my feelings are shared by many 
other students. I believe any  student  should 
have the right to walk out of a class when the 
class bell sounds and the period ends. 
BlSSlalllSSt/, 
 FWJd Mamas 
PRs 4Do No Wronfc' 
Dear Editor: 
This letter is la reference to the Illicit sex 
films that were beans; shown In Dupree Hall. 
The statement was made that although the 
films were shown on the seventh floor of the 
above hall which is occupied by the Pershing 
Rifles, there was no reason to believe that the 
latter were involved. 
If a fraternity or any other recognised or- 
I ganlaetion on campus found itself in a similar 
situation, they would have been severely repri- 
manded. But  our R.O.TiO  or Pershtng- Rifle 
, bovs^sn. dp no wrong^^ ^ ^^ 
President—Newman Apostoiate 
Rather Be Ri&ht 
Dear Editor: 
- We would rather be RIGHT than President 
.. .or vIce-President. .or Secretary.. .or Treas- 
urer. ..or Student Council Representative.. .or 
Reporter. 
Love and Kisses, 
Robert E. Sanders 
Dan Kent 
Lee Hess 
Larry Danny 
Eugene White 
Jo Edmundson 
Helen Gebuis 
Procedures Criticized 
Dear Editor: 
In reference to your editorial last .. 
.on student non-participation In school elections, 
I would like to raise the question that students 
are not given notice of the time and place of 
some such elections. This was true of McGregor 
Hall's election of a Homecoming queen candi- 
date. There were absolutely no notices posted 
as to the time and Piece of the voting. I have 
yet to talk to anyone who voted for the staple 
reason that the voting time was not decided 
upon until the previous evening, and no an- 
nouncements were made. The voting took place 
early In the morning in the lobby. The table was 
not marked, and no one working there made 
any attempt to mention what was going on to 
those of us who passed through on the way to 
class. The voting table was closed before 11 
a.m., thus many people knew nothing of the 
election until the dorm choice was anounced 
that   afternon. 
The issue of lack of notice cannot hold 
(Continued On Page Three) 
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Columbia Scholastic Press Association 
National Newspaper Service 
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association 
Represented for national advertising by 
National  Educational  Advertising   Service,  Inc. 
Progress advertising Is Intended to help the* 
bny.   Any false or mtsleadlag advertising should be 
reported to the Progress Office 
I 
All copy intended for publication must be re- 
ceived by the editor p«lor to Monday at 10 ajn. 
STAFF MEMBERS: Elaine Boring, Steve Ca- 
lendar. Tom Carter, Craig Clover, Janet Coane, Sharon 
Cochran. Mary Cox. Shelll Denhem. Kitty BY**0!**'*?** 
Frost, Jsmie Hounchell, Jimmy House, Claudia Kirk, 
Sharcn McBrlde, Steve McTeer. Patricia ONeilWonn 
Perkins, David Rains. Sandra Read, Thomas Dwatae. 
Riddell. Karen Schmidt. Joe Sharp. Single Stephens, Doug 
Vance. Bob WhiUock. 
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McGill 
Wafces In Wallace-Land 
In the we* ushered in by Labor Day education for all children^™*J^ 
there appeared m this space an article com- g* *« are *■£"*»J&Ejfi^S 
u :-':»- nc«fft ...ft-i, f^r «/Q<W»<: that there be an end to   running, down the merrtine on what it costs to work tor wages ,.. .. -.-*?*. 
• <v/ ,,      ,    i South, in Wallace-Mnd. - B     fa their a         defen$c of George 
A sample of the «*«"L»4*> toe. ^      «   _ th     afC 
If you area carpenter ,t costs you $40 a ^       aware. thai the Southern states 
week to work under George Wal lace    In _                     *   _              fa 
Chicago a <?^.^ *^£& capita income, pay for teachers, and so on. 
.nC^veland $5.45; in San Francisco $5.20, fh
F shout it ^ drf^ .^ 0f the men 
,n Detroit, *5.06. Birmingham pay .s $4^ ^.^ fof a contmwtiont or pcpetua- 
If you are a bus driver the ^rt says it ^P° .      ^ fof ^ ^ 
costs you more than $30 a week twork        ^ ^      ^^ ^ 
Mrider George Wallace^ In Ch^go. bus- ^ ^ £g.._ ^ 
Wr .makes $3.41 an hour; in Cleveland been poorer." 
$3.25; m San Francisco, $3.63; in Detroit, fife* unintentionT confessions in 
$3A7. Birmingham wages are.»62. .       ^J^ on J^ Wsillace cam- 
Th* schoolteacher also is told that^it costs _ ^ ^ he 
hec.f2.d00. year or more - .i some: ca*,  P. ^ fa AUbama ^^ 
much more- to work under George W ^^ ^ ^ ^ ■  ^.^ 
lace, .Schoo^adjers uv Chicago.f«4j:«^ the rural areas 0f the OldSouth states, 
^^^^^€^:Il^^>^^^ the rural poverty^ most San Francisco, $10,076; in Detroit, $8,250. 
Birmingham, $6,141. 
The'response to these and other statistics 
was furious resentment from Mr. Wallace's 
suppporters. This was anticipated. The 
truth hurts. But there was the most reveal- 
ing admission in the angry letters. 
of the low quality education are — and 
have been — there was growing,, tytter 
anger over integration of schools. 
Private schools were being begun. Some 
had as few as two or three teachers. Only a 
very small percentage will ever be accredit- 
ed Qr ab,e tQ prepare children for college 
"Wages in the South are lower than _ Qr modem skm$ 
those of the northern cities, they said A Yet, furious Southern adults, because 
couple Of letters said it --was very unfair they themselves have never known anything 
to single out how much worse things were ^tC[ than tlwi^0Wn lives> were proceeding 
in Birmingham a<tf AJabama-because the to> sjifafifice'anpther generation of children 
South always had been behind m incomes   ra^iian 4ei\ail children, attend the best 
This sort of retort may be astonishing to   possible schools: 
one  unfamiliar  with  the  South  and the       They damn the federal  government — 
Southerner. But it is not to the Southerner   "Let us alone," they shout.. ."Never," is 
wno seeks to know his own region.   The   the cry. •..}• ^ 
pattern of angry reply never varies. If one The old, old environment and prejudices 
discusses what the South must do to catch remain in too many areas — and they are 
up — eliminate racist practices, improve   now being pandered to and encouraged. 
i. 
Or&an RecitalCritiqued 
"< 
By CLAUDIA CLICK que   both On the keyboard and pedalboard. 
,john Turnbull presented the first of the Paul Hindemiths"Sonata No. 1" opened 
1968-1969 series of organ recitals in Brock the second part of the program. Hmdemith 
Auditorium last week was  a contemporary, composer^who used 
The,.ornWgf1wo.rVwa^ a    Prelude and $$S*%$tf ^^cttaVions tylW& 
Fugue in g minor   by Deitnch Buxtehude, *- 
which portrayed the solemnity of religious Messiaen. Turnbull displayed his best technical and 
interpretive abilities and seemed to enjoy 
performing this work. 
Procedures Criticized 
music of .the Baroque period. Next was a 
Christmas Carol by Louis-Claude D'Aquin 
caUed "Npel, Grand jue et Pua." 
An interesting effect was created by the 
repetition' of a musical phrase with differ- 
ent stops on the organ. "Passacaglia and 
Fugue,' by Johann Sebastian Bach, which ^ for S'J^presidentlaPelection. I hope 
closed the first part of the program, was that the turnout wil be large. However, I do 
•    . i I..**- hope that such a lack of notice Is causing* much majestic and dramatic. ap^thy fUtumg> my fellow students. The pre- 
The drama and majesty  were in   part   vailing attitude seems to be, that campus acti- 
•-* ,*«.! k« th*. (r^niient iiv nf   low stODS   yiae>B are controlled by the, Greek groups,  so created by the frequent use ot low stops  why ^^ x slnccreiy hope this assumption is 
in the pedals. The interweaving of melo-   incorrect, but the conduct of our dorm election 
dies in the fugue gave-Mr. Turnbull   an   ¥*« •» »«le reason  ^^^Jf^ b   . .?.    . . „ .    .    • Margaret Catherine Oattis 
opportunity to exhibit his excellent tecnni- Box 448 McGregor 
7? 
TAPE PLAYERS 
CAR and HOME 
OVER 300 TA*ES TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS 
TAPE RECORDERS 
| Car Tap* Players-Home Tape Players - Stereo 
'Your Electronic Headquarters" 
. 
tU4*milfSt— 
13S W. IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND,   KENTUCKY! 
The Best of Hay me 
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On The Presidential Candidates / 
-Wkfc Ah- KM TSi-p Ikn M IU~-. Ikl 
Tifc* Cm tl naa Fmpm W« Cdl k, 
B^i».ii<Nr»> WimlmVmm SYNDICATE 
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By STEVE CALLENDER 
Staff Writer 
Have you listened to our presidential can- 
didates lately? 
We've got it made. No matter which one 
is elected, there will be no more Vietnam 
war, no more racial problems, no more hun- 
ger, no more inflation —in short, no more 
problems of any kind in the "good ol' USA" 
Each candidate has his own five-minute 
solution to each and every illness currently 
inflicting our red, white, and blue nervous 
systems. Under these most promising cir- 
cumstances, I feel myself compelled to sayi 
"Goody, goody." 
I once heard it said of Hubert Humphrey 
that his face could be compared to a potato 
with the eyes in the wrong place. I didn't 
see a tremendously great amount of humor 
in the analogy, but I did recognize an ele- 
ment of truth in it. I wonder if the afore- 
mentioned potato had been French-fried, 
mashed, or half-baked ? At any rate, I wish 
to extend a hearty congratulations to Mr. 
Humphrey for his outstanding comeback 
this year. Four years of empting ashtrays 
A Word's Distortions 
By JOE SHARP 
This article is only a short philological 
note. I expect it to make me a large num- 
ber of enemies. 
According to Bishop Pike, the most ob- 
scene word: in the world is 'nigger' said by 
Bull Connor and other bigots. It is offen- 
sive because of the. memories of degrada- 
tion and contempt which are attached to it. 
It is used today either to demonstrate hatred 
to insult a black man, or to raise white 
backlash votes from uneasy white animals 
But I want to look at the word objectively 
for a moment, if possible. "Nigger" is a 
- deformed way of saying 'Negro,' of course. 
It's unfortunate that the word was distorted 
by slavers, because 'the word 'Negro' is a 
descendant of the'^Latin adjective niger, 
which is pronounced nigger and means 
black. 
Here the colloquialism is actually closer 
to the old word than the 'right' word, a 
fact which language purists should notice. 
Also, it's easier to say the word 'nigger' 
than it is to say 'Negro,' and that's the 
main reason: why the word was distorted 
in the first place. ,; _, 
Ki MriNpgr^^cpfltftjps^o,.Jofift, vowels, and 
. an awkward combination of consonants. 
Trigger is a shorter, terser way of saying . 
'Afro-American.' It fits into sentences bet- 
ter and seems to 'have more swing. Besides 
that, it has a rowdy atmosphere. So why 
not forget the offensive connotations and 
use the word ?' 
I'm perfectly willing to be called a honkie 
or a calkie (contracted mutilation of 'Cau- 
casian,' which is another word I don't like) 
in return. Maybe if we didn't take our pig- 
mentation so seriously we'd all be better 
off. y, 
By saying this I don't mean to condemn 
the civil rights movement, which is cor- 
recting a situation that needs to be cor- 
rected. I just want to get rid of some of the 
more pretentious terrrts connected with it. 
Now I'll apologize in print so I won't 
have to do it under duress, To me the word 
'nigger' was never an abusive word. My par- 
ents never trained me to hate one-tenth of 
the people in America. 
Unfortunately, there are a lot of men and 
women who will think that this is a very 
good idea to come from someone whose 
parents were so remiss in his education. But 
1 must confess to their chagrin that I don't 
suggest that the degradation of black men 
be made standard. I wouldn't usse the word 
if it carried offensive connotations to me. 
There are a good many people who will 
tell me I'm taking my convictions too light- 
ly, and in this case they have a point. I've 
had too much practice with the shallow 
scornful front for unpopular opinions. 
Nevertheless, if the Klan endorses me I'm 
going to remind them of a line of Spenser's 
about Christ (a drop of whose blood ap- 
pears on their badge): 
"Love is the lesson which the Lord us 
taught." 
can be hard on the ego. I do hope he doesn't 
worry too much about the Chicago affair 
the gang threw for: him. I'm sure nobody 
has had that much fun since the Boston 
Massacre. 
While the subject of comebacks is in the 
air, Richard Milhouse Nixon must surely 
be mentioned. I remember the old Richard 
Nixon: a fuzz-faced, bug-eyed boy just out 
of the vice-presidency. I remember how he 
cried wheh he lost the California governor- 
ship (the poor, dear boy). 
I remember how a group of merciless, Sata- 
nic reporters simply drove him to angry 
words. I remember his vow, never to run in 
another political election as long as he 
lived. And now, after overcoming seeming- 
ly insurmountable odds, mild-mannered 
Richard Nixon emerges as.. .as.. .Super 
Richard. Immediately, the striking change 
in this "rags-to-riches" hero can be seen. He 
has less hair. Hurray for the Mets, Edsels, 
and Richard.Nixon! 
But while the Republicans are hailing the 
return of the Messiah and the Democrats 
are peeling potatoes, a third voice is being 
heard around the nation. This is the voice 
of George Wallace, comedian of the year. 
I could laugh twice as much at one of his 
speeches than at a show which combined 
the best efforts of Jonathan Winters, Jerry 
Lewis, Red Skeleton & Tom Smothers. Un- 
derneath my laughs, I can picture a young 
black man working in a cotton field; I can 
picture President Wallace cursing out Mao 
tse-Tung at a peace conference; I can 
picture shades of a small, bushy moustache. 
At the risk of being labeled a Communist 
(in the Wallace Unabridged Dictionary 
this noun covers everything from Humphrey 
supporters to boys who need a haircut), I 
cannot picture an educated or remotely in- 
telligent human being casting a vote for 
such a waste. But I know that such will be 
the case. 
i love America. Its ideals are a source of 
great pride to me. But I am not a hypocrite. 
I cannot support a cause in which I have no 
faith. It is on these grounds that I will look 
over each of the three candidates and vote 
"no" in the presidential election, 1$>68. 
iw   MUrbsM hi- 
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OFFICIAL 
RING DAY 
Date 
Time 
Oct. 28 
2-7 P.M. 
in the 
Wallace's | 
ookstore 
m 
MIKE HOLSEY 
a Trained College 
Specialist from 
JOHN ROBERTS 
wants to meet you 1 
- He will assist you in selecting the ring that is 
right for you . . . with the proper stone, weight 
and style, for the most lasting and beautiful 
symbol of your educational achievement. 
FOLfR WEEK SHIPMENT 
J, KJ 
J&^ 
Welcome the winter weather 
in those gay plaids by 
Modern Jr. A selection of 
colors and sizes. $13. 
O^&AjrfMty %$%, 'Til 9 
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Number One Game In OVC History Saturday 
By JACK FROST 
Progress Staff Writer 
"Showdown Saturday"  has  finally arrived, Eastern 
nlets Western Saturday in Bowling Green in what has 
been publicized at "the college division game of the year. 
Iu .take In thoTSHTwill P<>s- ^^oT'thfoti^ hSd"' 
defense which has placed the Hill  most ferocious hitter at Western Runsnock, who is the only re- They will be John Sarakaitls   a Missing from the game will be won twice and tied once during 
toppers as the only unscored upon since Dale Llndsey   who is now tflrnee from last year's line, and   212 pound tackle, and Bill Sykes ike Brown, the standout runner that time. 
team in the nation.                         a       starter   for the Cleveland «fenior   guard   Ed   King.     This at   center.      Western   has two who Is Just a freshman atWest-       Jim Gulce started tthe victory 
But you can not forget the of-   Browns.   As a freshman, Brame is King's first season as a line- quarterbacks in Mike Egan and (rn< Brown started the season skein 
.n<dve  machine of Western. In was selected on the second team man.    He has previously been a Johnny  Vance.     Although Egan as a split end, but when Moore   yi 
«-»-   inh.,-*/l   ho   flllari  In at  the   19 „ 
In 1966, Eastern's squad trav- 
(Continued on Page Seven) 
By KARL PARK Progress Sports Editor 
i        Showdown Battle 
It is that time of the football season again. Eastern meets 
Western As hasten the case so many times before: this annual 
rivalry once again has the features of be ng one Of tjie most im- 
portant NCAA college  division games of the year. . 
The Colonels go into the game with a 4-1 record and Western 
brings a perfect 5-0 slate into the contest. The Hilltoppers have 
scared   179 points through  the   first half of  the  season,  while 
EaStS SIt8Cstrrfking6difference between the two squads per- 
haps, is the amount of points allowed. Western has yet to be 
scored upon, and  the Colonels have allowed 92 points. 
However, Akron (the only team to beat Eastern this sea- 
son) has won more games this year (4) than all of Westerns 
opponents combined. Eastern's opponents' combined record ta 
10-14.  The Hilltoppers' opponents' combined season  marK is an 
W,mFrom VU»ls   data,  Eastern would  seem   to  have  played  its 
roughest part of the schedule already. 
Last year entering the crucial OVC contest, the Colonels 
had allowed twice as many points as Western. But the game 
ended in a 14-14 tie and Eastern went on to win the conference 
and the NCAA Mideast Region. ' 1i t-y„, „ 
This year's game could also go a long way in determining 
the conference champ. .      *.«.„. as™ 
. Eastern still has some key personnel out with Injuries. Tim 
Speaks, Paul Hampton, Ron House, Doug Johnstone and Bob 
Webb missed last Saturday's game against Akron, along with 
Ron Reed, who is'lost for the season with a knee Injury. 
Western has also had injury problems. Dickie Moore, senior 
Uttle All-American fullback, has missed three games with an 
injured  leg.  He was  in on  five plays in  the Hilltoppers   66-0 
Xhing defeat of Western Illinois. This was the only action 
re saw in that game as the coaching staff did not want to 
take a chance on his re-injuring his pulled hamstring muscle after 
he said he felt some pain when making his cuts. 
Also injured for Western are senior quarterback, Mike 
Es»n, who has a knee problem, and end Steve Rusnock, who re- 
irlred his shoulder in the Western Illinois game. 
W Both teams enter the contest with 3-0 conference records 
afl share ffrst place honors with the Murray Racers. A win for 
the Colonels would set them in an enviable position. They would 
have three conference games left—Murray, Tennessee Tech, and 
Morehead. The Murray and Morehead contests would be at home. 
Western will also have three remaining OVC games, but would 
havo  to  travel  to Murray  and  Morehead. 
Not enough importance can be stressed on this game, but 
th*re is something that Eastern fans can do to support the 
team. Go to Western! School spirit has been shown to a great 
extent during each of Eastern's home games and Saturday should 
beT no different. *» 
Everybody has been talking about this game since the first 
week of the season, and just because Eastern lost Saturday should 
not affect the size of the Colonel following, whatsoever. 
How does this corner see the outcome of Saturday's game? 
Eastern 24, Western   13. 
j f i
«MM «^6«"« —~   ern.    when he tossed   u   8- 
fe si , i i a m a wr    n n o s j n   v ard touchdown in fcastenifs 28- 
flve games   Western has scored All-OVC team.    He was an All-   back. has an injured knee, he will play was Injured, he filled in at the 12 win in 1965. 
a total of 1*79 points for a 35.8 Stater   for  Hopkinsvllle's state     Two sophomores will probably m Saturday's game. fullback spot, 
average per game. champs. start for the Hilltoppers. They     Backing Moore in the running    Western leads in the series   eieo. io western anuagaii 
Western has two candidates for     Joining   Brame  at  defensive are Ron Parry, at guard, and department will be Jim Vorhees, between the   two rivals (25-14- ed the Hilltoppers. Itiis 
the Kodak College Division All- end will be Steve Bare, a 200-  Dave Klenz at tackle. who has eclipsed the 1,000 yard 2),  but  the Colonels have not score was 24-12. Guice c< 
American award.  They are full-  pound      sophomore.     Opposite     Two freshmen    will get the   rushing   mark   for   his   career been beaten by Western in the for   two      D»s.     One of these 
back Dickie Moore and defensive Heath at tackle will be Romeo starting nod in this week's game,  this season. last  three years. Eastern has 
tackle Walter Heath. Crennel    a Junior, who is the 
Last season Moore led the na- largest Hilltopper at 240 pounds.    " 
tion in rushing with 1,444 yards.      Bill  Hape and Jerry Humble 
He was selected for the second will be at linebackers for West- 
team AFC A College Division All- ern. Hape is a sophomore and 
American. Other honors receiv- was a   second team     All-OVC 
ed by Moore were the selection pick in 1967. 
to   the All-OVC team ana tne     Humble is one of the few sen- 
OVC 's Offensive Player of the i0rs on the defensive squad of 
Year. Western. 
Heath was named to the OVC The cornerbacks will be sen- 
team last year and was barely j0r Jim Garrett and Junior 
edged out as the league's Defen- Johnny Jaggers. 
sive Player Of the Year. He has Both of these men were AU- 
been the leader of this year's de- OVC selections last season. Gar- 
fensive team which through the rett was selected on the first 
first three games limited op- team, while Jaggers was chosen 
ponents to 14.6 yards per game. on the second unit. 
Both Moore and Heath are sen- The deep backs for Western 
iors this year. Heath is the cap- will be Mike Phelps Bill Green, 
tain while Moore is a co-captain, and Sam Pearson. All three are 
Another defensive standout for sophomores,   but   each   started 
the    Hilltoppers    is    Lawrence last year as freshmen. 
Brame   a 6-1, 203 pound sopho-       The veterans  of the offensiv 
more.' Brame is said to be the line will be flanker end Steve 
PROBABLE OFFENSIVE STARTERS 
Nn.    Eastern Pos. 
87    Don Buchler SE 
Bill Brewer ST 
Fred  Trolke SG 
Don   Minor C 
75 
62 
54 
67 
71 
89 
12 
23 
30 
41 
Don Wigginton QG 
Donnie Evans QT 
James Wilson TE 
Jim Gulce QB 
Jim Brooks TB 
Bob  Beck FB 
John Tasel WB 
No.   Western 
80 Jay   Davis   \ 
77 Terry Thompson 
64 Ron  Parry 
54 Jim Lalvia 
60 Ed King 
73 John   Sarakaitis 
26 Jim Sprinkle 
10 Mike Egan 
33 Jim Vorhees 
46 Dickie Moore 
85 Bill Rose 
No. 
82 
74 
61 
70 
85 
65 
52 
50 
14 
22 
20 
25 
PROBABLE DEFENSIVE STARTERS 
Pos. No.   Western 
RE     83   Lawrence Brame 
RT 75   Walt   Heath 
MG 76    Romeo Crennel 
LT 82    Steve   Bare 
LE 35   Jerry  Humble 
LB'        51    Bill Hape 
LB 22   Jim Garrett 
31   Johnny   Jaggers 
RCB 21    Mike  Phelps 
LCB 20   Sam   Pearson 
RHB 81    Bill  Muller 
LHB 
COMPARATIVE SCORES TO DATE 
Sidney Yeldell 
Miller Arritt 
Teddy Taylor 
Jim Dernier 
Tom Shetler 
Jimmy Moberjy 
Dick Dunkle 
Paul Hampton 
Don  Moore 
Ted Green 
Pete Compass! 
Mike Armstrong 
EKU 
63 
23 
21 
49 
20 
Hlllsdale 
East Tenn. 
Austin Peay 
Middle Tenn. 
Akron 
Opp. 
0 
20 
20 
21 
81 
WKU 
35 
42 
23 
66 
13 
BuUer 
Austin Peay 
East Tenn. 
Western Illinois 
Tennessee Tech 
FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
Eastern 
Western 
Murray 
Austin Peay 
East Tenn. 
Middle Tenn. 
Morehead 
Tenn. Tech 
W 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
L 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
T 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Pt. Opp. 
99 
78 
82 
37 
34 
61 
55 
6 
THE 
College Life Insurance Company 
Of America 
.   - » 
...featuring the life insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusive- 
ly to college men.   Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR." 
MANZ'S FOOTBALL FORECAST 
OVC PICKS 
WINNER LOSER 
61 
0 
34 
79 
52 
102 
76 
46 
W 
4 
5 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
L 
1 
0 
0 
3 
3 
4 
3 
5 
T 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
Ft. Opp. 
Game Of Year's 
176 
179 
116 
50 
40 
83 
97 
33 
Defensive 
Stalwarts 
Shown above are two of the Ohio Valley 
Conference's finest defensive player*. At the 
left is Lawrence Brame, a 6-1 203 pound 
sophomore. He plays defensive end for the 
92 
0 
55 
120 
142 £8:8B^:ft:Afc%^^ 
109 
94 THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE 
Austin Peay*at Middle Tennessee 
Eastern at Western 
Tennessee Tech at Morehead 
East Tennessee at Murray 
Hilltoppers. Teddy Taylor, Easterns All- 
OVC middle guard, leads the team in tackles 
with 38 and has managed 27 assists. 
•*o 
Eastern 
Middle Tennessee 
Murray 
Morehead 
Western 
Austin Peay 
East Tennessee 
Tennessee Tech 
OTHER MAJOR 
WINNER 
Georgia 
Ohio Slate 
Miami 
San Diego State 
Georgia Tech 
Tennessee State 
Missouri 
Alabama 
Syracuse 
COLLEGES 
LOSER 
Kentucky 
Illinois 
Auburn 
San Jose State 
Tukme 
Honda A&M 
Kansas State 
Clem son 
California 
Of EN 
PROM 
10 A. M. 
It 
7 P. M.- 
Bobby Jack Smith       Sftllfh'S ^^ °*y 
Barber & Hair Styling Shop    \ 
Asks that you try all Barber Shops, Then come to the original 
Hair Styling Shop of Richmond, for the professional shopping 
of your hair. 
Phone 623-9128 
or. of Second and Main   Upstairs over 
Open Date Sates 
Bob Cahlll, who's in charge of 
Notre Dame football ticket sales, 
expected a banner year this sea- 
son. 
"Our salbs have been so good 
here," said Cahlll, "I sold out 
an open date."         
xO 
"*0 
2 
(^VALUABLE COPPOlQ'({{JMM 7S\ 
This Coupon Worth ONE DOLLAR 
ON ONE LARGE PLAIN PIZZA 
35c Charge For Extras 
J & D Italian-American 
Restaurant 
This Coupon Good Every Day 
Except Saturday and Sunday 
Expires Oct. 30. At 12:00 P.M. 
. 
See William A. Manz 
"Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
M00MBAY Bi§Tr«AOT 
STOP BY FOR A DELICIOUS 
MEAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 4 A. M. 
Featuring 
Control Kentucky's Finest 
Curb - Dining Area 
- COME AS YOU ARE - 
fOI   THAT   LATE  SHACK   WE 
ARE   OPEN   Ulllt! 12   A.M. 
J 
■ nui 
Lnuufl 
EBBSHSS 
ARROW 
FARAH • 
BASS - 
WEMBLEY 
STETSON 
• MCGREGOR 
PALM BEACH 
WEEJUNS 
- FLORSHEIM 
- PENDLETON 
mam 
^■1 Hi 
^nununj 
I 
L'OOK for 
MOOfiOfiAV KISmTOAOT 
V_£i.wi 
IBIilOSfflrfflTiF'faT' ■      -   - 
Ur 
BURLINGTO 
RITAN — JANTZEN 
■*■ 
SSRIIUBBSSSHHDI  BHuiHraBl Ba 
iluununnuuuunnnuunl 
FOR YOUR 
AMPUS WEAR I 
nUUnUl 
nuRi ■San 
1_ 4 
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No Gain 
For Brooks 
Linebacker Harold Peterson (58) stops fresh- 
man halfback Jimmy Brooks for no gain as 
the Colonels lost their first game of the 1968 
season. Akron defeated the Colonels, 31-20. 
(Staff Photo by Bobby Whitlock) 
onels Lose First Game Of 
Season To Akron, 31-20 
BY BOBBY WHITLOCK 
STAFF      WRITER 
Eastern's unmarred schedule to ter  Eastern opened the   second 
date Saturday by defeating   the with   a  93-yard  scoring drive. The   Colonels were on  their n.jflSrtr^Sta**. «**sas*M»i«wag*s aaLtssyr s um^ss^z ed  to be  Just what it was pre- crowd of 12,500. 
dieted—the   biggest   threat     to      After a scoreless first quar- the Akron six where Jim Guice tor »• ZIP", intercepted Gulce* found Charles Walroth in the end 
zone for Eastern's first' score. 
Jerry Pullins' kick gave the 
Colonels a 7_-QJead. _ 
The Akron Zips were quick to 
retaliate as halfback Jack Beid- 
leman broke up the middle for 
«•'  a- 
pltchout and returned ii 62 yards 
for the score. Harrison's kick 
gave Akron a 28-14 lead witl 
10:02 remaining in the contest 
Reserve quarterback Bill 
March led the Colonels to the 
Akron  25  where   he  connected 
Zips To A 
Touchdown 
Strong Speaks 
In Hazard 
Eastern basketball coach Guy 
Strong was one of the featured 
speakers yesterday at the East- 
ern Kentucky Sports Crusade in 
Hazard. 
Strong discussed the impo» 
tance of athletics and Its rela- 
tionship to Christian fellowship. 
Strong, who has a career won- 
lost record of 97-45 was on a 
program that had Adolph Rupp, 
University of Kentucky basket- 
ball coach and former New York 
Yankee star Bobby Richardson. 
em an (21) sped up 
the middle in the second quar- 
ter of Saturday's game for a 
76 yard touchdown run. Dan 
Ruff (29) blocks two would-be 
Eastern tacklers, Ted Green 
(22) and Don Moore (14), on 
the five-yard line. (Staff Photo 
by Dwalne Riddell) 
76 yards on the second play after with James Wilson for Eastern's 
Eastern's klckoff for an Akron final touchdown. Guice's attempt 
touchdown. John Harrison kick- for the two-point conversion 
ed the extra point to tie the score, failed. 
Eastern took the lead again Akron mounted one final drive 
before half time as the Colonels that moved the Zips from their 
marched from their own 40 with own 21 to the Colonels' eight! 
Gulce posing for all but four Harrison then kicked a 25- yard 
of the yards. A one- yard run by field goal to put the game out oi 
Bob Beck capped the drive with Eastern's reach with Akron lead- 
37 seconds left in the half. Again ing 31-20 with only 1:52 left to 
Pullins   kicked   the   conversion,  play. ..._  
'Vi 
// 
BARBER SHOP 
razor cuts - trims - flat-tops 
in Glyndon Hotel 
n®a][n][n](s \Mnxo)(dl\Mi 
T0WNE CINEMA 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I 
WEST MAIN  
i*'-!T!-!-!-!-!v:-!v:-:-x-x- 
Ss^«$:%%fc:%:::: 
KttLrS 
Florist 
& Greenhouse 
HOW Iin ,he PAUL mm produclion ol 
' rachel.rachei 
TECRMCM.M' FROM WkMEl MB. 
fl 
'///, 
/ ** 
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fATER STREtpr ,f 
623-9674 
W;'~  A 
r.S 
// 
"When Yea Say It 
With Flowers, Say 
It With KeHeys 
Flower*." 
Col Us For Prompt 
Free Delivery s 
623-4998 
The Only Store la 
llWilmwrt With 
REBECCA RUTH CANDY 
WEDNESDAY AND THURSMY-2 DAYS 0N1YI 
3 SH0WIHGS EACH DAY AT 2:00-5:00 & 8:00P.M. 
The 
» greatest 
Othello 
h   * ever 
toy the 
greatest 
actor 
of our 
time. 
LAURENCE 
if 
' / 
AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE OF THE NATIONAL THEATRE OF GREAT BRITAIN 
TECHNICOLOR* MNAVISION* FROM WARNER BROS.,SEVEN ARTS 
SPECIAL SWDEHT DISCOUNT 
ON "OTHELLO"    *L0° w" WI1H YOUR 1.0. CARD 
••' /A 
THIS FALL 
HOMECOMING IS 
AROUND THE CORNER 
JT-.V. 
' 
The 5tyi> l-g^np Offers both 
Men & Women Students The 
Best in TRADITIONAL CLOTHING 
*       ... -     „ . . ...     ......     Wt> I 
... .... 
Come on down & see for yourself 
The Sty* l-§>t|flPhas it - for you 
' 
Halloween is going to be great - come 
down & see the fun for yourself 
Don't Forget WEKY,* at the 
U Shop tonight. Oct. 24. from 7 to 10 
Free Coca-Colas & Free Gifts 
> 
PS. Jim & The Gang Say 'Hey1 or 
it Hay or is that Hea! 
18 H313W! iiis v isnr do! 3H1 S'S'd 
* 
"-:.:'. -;>'~-,-v* .-2&Sr# HBH 
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MNMMmJW 
RESTAURANTS 
Is 
W^fflWffl'Iff?? 
.. 
' 
JlntutrsitB 3nn I:*:*:*H 
WANTED 
DEFENSIVE SIGNAL CALLER 
JIMMOBERLY 
& THE E.K.U. COLONELS' DEFENSE 
■■■..':- 
Ill 
J & D'S ITALIAN-AMERICAN 
RESTAURANT 
LERMANS 
SATISFACTION OUAtANTlID 
■' •■ ■':■:■ '-:'■■■■■■ ■    '*?■   :- — 
•  
ANDY'S 
  
i       in' 
DRIVE-IN 
MYA :;>b»ft   I101T 
£88888888 
I ■k 
COLLEGE DRY CLEANERS 
SMITH'S BARBER 
& HAIRSTYLIST 
;■:   :     '"■  ': ' .  '  :' 
*tf<Hfe 
mmm^M. 
■■■ -"^ ■-■-: :::-u-: 
DAIRY CHEER 
wmmmmmm* aSfi "ilBfliHpB^^ 
135 W. IRVINE BT. 
RICHMOND.   KENTUCKY 
associate stew 
   •  
JACK'S OHE HOUR 
CLEANERS 
LARRY HUMAN 
AND THE MURRAY THOROUGHBREDS 
REWARD 9,500 
EXCITED STUDENTS 
r ■ 
. SUPPORT YOUR TEAM - 
■ 
ATTEND THE tASltRH vs. MURRAY GAME 
SATURDAY, NOV. 2 AND CHEER THE 
COLONELS OH TOHHCT0RY 
:    : —————^^mmmmmm*mmwm!*m*mmmm^^^*^~, 
—■——————mm        r- 
..■• 
« FRANKLIN 
204 MAM STREET STANFORD. KY. 
118 WEST MAM ST. RICHMOND, KY. 
— 
^•;v:v^:v:•:■:■:•;•;^'^:■:■:^^■:•;■;•;•;•^^:^■^>^>^^:^•:■:■>^:■>^>^:^':^*^:v 
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Sty* 
Ittturrattrj 
Sis;: •   ••• 
i in I I I limn gPfcaB^sss 
misi tAsmH BOOSTIRS AM BACKING 
THi COLONUSALL THE WAY 
iii.ii........... 'J. .'.'.)■! 
THE SWEET SHOP 
ROYAL ONE HOUR 
CLEAHERS 
(StoUmtal (£imnm 
■\ - 
HINKLE 
fccasm 1 
.- 
— 
DRUGS 
0\vJUJtl4> 
Pool Named To Honor Coach Combs 
BY   STEVE McTEER 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
Rich Judson won the intramural 
Eastern has officially designs!- have never  lost  to a Kentucky 
ed the swimming pool In  Alumni college or university." 
Coliseum as the Don Combs Na-     others   attending the     cere- 
tatorium, for the winnlngest coach monies  included  Mrs.     Donald 
in Kentucky collegiate athletics. COmbs; Mrs. Martin; 'the 25- Hole-in-One golf tournamenttro- 
Combs, coach of Eastern's member Eastern swimming team; Phy ^st week. The object of the 
swimming Eels, who have won Mive.nd Mrs. Earle Combs* sr, "»**<* *a» to see who could get 
six consecutive Kentucky In- Mr# and Mr8< Cnarie8 combs, closest to the hole from a dts- 
tercolleglate Swimming and Div- EarU Comb8# Jr., Dr. Ned War- tance of 100 yards. 
tag Championships, unveiled the ren chairman of Eastern's De- Judson s distance of 12 1/2 
marker naming the pool tiL«««e- payment of Physical Education; inches from the hole won over 
monies Friday. Eastern's athletic committee;      second  place Gary  Schwekert s petition. 
' The pool was named for Combs Glenn E presnell, director of 26 feet, 10 1/2 Inches. Dennis 
by Eastern's Board of Regents. Athletics; Basketball Coach McKenzle, winner of the ln- 
Hls teams have established a Guy strong, Dr. Thomas Stovall, tramural archery trophy, fin- 
vice president for academic af- ished third In the golf tourney 
fairs; John L. Vickers, executive with  a distance  of 27 feet,    8 
"inches, 
lost only once In 24 meets in the "sjstant  to the president; Col-     Blll Crme, representing Sigma 
oriel Ernest Chapman and Don- Nll| w0n the fraternity archery 
aid Feltner, dean of public af- tournament held last Thursday 
f*lrs* in front of the Alumni Coliseum. 
v Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 24, 1968, Page 7 
Intramural Report 
Hole-In-One Golf Tournament Held 
Crane's winning score was 83. Fraternity tennis is now in 
Ben Hek of Alpha Chi Lamba fl- Progress but results will be slow 
nlshed second with 77 points. ln coming as it Is a double el- 
Thlrd place went to Dave Von Iminatlon tournament. 
Hoik of Phi Kappa Alpha with Entries for the handball tour- 
67 points. nament, which is scheduled   for 
In Intramural tennis, Roger October 28, are slowly coming in. 
Basham defeated Dave Butler to Entries for intramural basketball 
become the overall champion of wU1 •* accepted by the Intramural 
the 26 players entered ln com- otflce now- P1»y *« scheduled to 
start November 4. 
71-14 won-lost record against 
the best competition in south- 
eastern  United  States and have 
I 
Eastern Pool 
i 
Dedicated 
Eastern'.? new pool has been dedicated ln honor of the coach 
of the Eels. Don Combs, right in the picture. The pool is lo- 
cated in Alumni Coliseum. Also shown above is Earle B. 
Combs, former New York Yankee great and the father 
of the "coach whose teams have never lost to a Kentucky 
(Staff Photo by   Ken Harlow) college or university. 
I 
Natatorlum. 
At a lunch following the un- 
veiling ceremonies, Eastern Ex• 
ecutive Dean J. C. Powell said 
Combs "Is characterised as a 
winner in the tradition of his 
father, Earle Combs, a former 
New York Yankees baseball play- 
er   and  member  of    Eastern's 
Board of Regents." 
Saying Combs has "trained 
more than a score All-Amerlcan 
swimmers," Powell added that 
the swimming coach "symbolizes 
what can be achieved by a man 
who Is unsatisfied with less than 
the best performance by team 
members." 
Dr. Robert R. Martin, East- 
ern's president, Introduced 
Combs as "a coach whose teams 
.LAST WEEK'S OVC SCORES 
Murray 35.    Middle Tennessee 13 
Akron 31,   Eastern 20 
Western 13,    Tennessee Tech 0 
Chattanooga 16,    East Tennessee 6 
Morehead 35,    Youngstown 26 
TELEVISION REPAIR 
JOHN TAZEL 
Renegade  Back   of  the 
FRED TROIKjE 
Week Renegade Lineman of the Week 
Colonels Travel To Western 
(Continued from Page Four)   after touchdown to tie the score. 
tosses was to John Tasel. Tim Speaks ** be OUt ***" 
Last year the two schools bat- this week suffering from an ln- 
tled to a 14-14 deadlock. The hired knee. Dick Dunkle was ln- 
Colonels were trailing 14-6 un- jured ln the Akron game but there 
til Bob Beck scored with two mln- are a couple of bright spots as 
utes and forty seconds remaining 
in the game. The touchdown made Ron   House  and Paul Hampton 
the score 14-12. Gulce rolled a- could possibly be suited for Sat 
round  right  end for the points urday's action. 
Olsen Gives Views On 
Contact In Pro Football 
Renegades 
John Tasel, senior split- age of 49 yards per kick, 
end from Aliqulppa Pa. has been The Renegade Lineman of the 
selected as the Renegade Back of Week award went to Fred Trolke. 
the Week. He caught nine pas- The senior guard from Miami, 
ses for 141 yards Saturday and Fia. was honored for the sec- 
punted three times for an aver- ond time this 
"We really do get like anlm- tackle, "your life is at stake out 
als, trying to claw one another there. I'm not a weak man and 
apart ln there," admits All-Pro !'ve had quarterbacks bent under 
tackle Merlin Olsen of the Los me ln such a **y that I'd only 
Angeles Rams ln an exclus- have to twist them a little to 
ive Interview ln the current is-end their careers. I don't do it 
sue of SPORT Magazine. because I don't want to and I 
Olsen, explaining what it's like don,t want It done to me. Few 
In pro football's world of the ln- *>, or there would be more ser- 
terior lineman , says: "We get lous injuries than there are. 
so bruised and battered and tired Sometimes I'm twisted ln such 
we sometimes wind up laying ln a "^ that an opponent could 
sort of a coma. By the end of break my neck as easy as snap- 
the first half, your instincts Ping his fingers. If he did, he 
have taken over. By the end of might kill me." 
the game you're an animal. 
WftSSftSftaS &&tmm&mmm 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin Operated Laundry 
"It you'i'v ton busy .studying to do your wash, 
kit our attendants do it for you.'' 
2 Blocks off W. Main, 
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets 
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's 
Specialist In Transistors. 
Phonographs, Car 
CLICK'S 
RADIO & TV SERVICE 
W. IRVINE STREET   PHONE 623-3272 
'•When you come right down to 
It,"   says  the Ram's  All-Pro 
Headaoater 
JIM DEMLER 
the Week Headhunter Lineman of the Week 
Headhunters 
Headhunter Beck of the Week Jim Dernier, a senior tackle 
award went to Rich Dryden. Dry- from Bellevue, Ky, was chosen 
den, pressed into service at the Headhunter Lineman of the Week, 
linebacker position because of in- He threw the passer for two los- 
Juries, had 10 tackles and eight ses and also had seven tackles 
assists ln Saturday's game a- and 12 assists. 
gainst Akron. 
Simca   -   Alpine 
Tiger  -   Minx 
Sunbeam 
Alpine        Imp 
RICHMOND 
MOTOR COMPANY 
W    Main   St. Dial   623-5441 
Call  or See Gip  Parke or  Letter  Everso«e 
It's about time 
he got the 
accurate time. 
With ACCUTRON* 
he'll never be 
without it. 
ACCUTRON CUINBftt "AP" $179.00 
The Accutron movttntnt does not da* 
pond on witchworks. Instead, an elec- 
tronic-powered tuning fork keeps precise 
time through vibrations. In fan, Bulova 
farantaes monthly accuracy to within 
minute.t 
ACCUTRON- by BULOVA 
y Itgoaahmmmm. 
McCORDS 
JEWELRY 
fW« will adjust llmikuplni te this toltr. 
•net, If MMutry. Cuinnttf it for OIK yt»r, 
:*:•: 
i 
HAMMOND'S 
Barber and Style Shop 
PAUL DANIEL 
HOMER FULTZ 
JESSIE HAMMOND 
"we need your head to run our business" 
Now Richmond Hotel 623-5604 
Canfield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Across From Krogen—Phone 623-4010 
Horses 
DANIEL BOONE 
RIDING STABLE 
Highway 227 
Between Winchester and Boonesborouqh 
i m 
Rides — Picnic Area 
Open Daily 10-6 
*:: 
m 
•:•:•:• 
-1 
TKirnOtapAn- 
Xondoix Ijeir 
fiBRQGUE& 
glove-lined, 
veddy soft! 
I 
'.:■■• 
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: 
MAIN STREET     and   WATER STREET 
*&<:'A&ys'\&^^^ 
Outside—antiqued 
golden leather, styled 
like a brogue. Inside- 
smooth leather lining, soft 
as gloves. That's not all—the 
outsole is sueded for soft flexible walking. Aaah! 
Come try on glove-lined London Heir brogues. Veddy soft. Veddy 
reasonable. $12.99 
LERMANS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED —- 
eniunf* 
uvava puaarr nuairrv av ALWAYS WIST QUALITY 
Man's Towncraft turtleneck 
swsatsr of Orion® acrylic 
8.98 
Here's the* popular turtle in a luxurious inter- 
lock stitch sweater of machine washable, soft 
Orion* acrylic So comfortable... so easy care. 
Keeps its shape wash after wash. Full turtleneck 
style. White and solids Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
•      ^     - . :.-"■■■■ 
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♦ 
DRY 
Where your clothes receive thdt 
personal care that only (ong 
experience can give. 
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT. 
We Guarantee To Please. 
PHONE 623-1368 t  240 S. SECOND 
77H? Lettermen Display 
Professional Touch 
,    BY DONNA FAUST 
FEATURE    EDITOR 
STOP and SNACK at 
BURGER BROIL 
"I came, I saw. I conquered," 
f" aid Julius Caesar upon enter- 
ngGaul. 
"We came;  we sang and we 
Jlconquered," procliamed the Let- 
termen after their appearance at 
Alumni Coliseum last Wednesday. 
night. 
Critics have long hailed a lack 
of professionalism as the major 
fault with today's popular enter- 
tainers. 
But on Wednesday night three 
professionals arrived to enter- 
tain an audience of 2,768. From 
the moment -the Wilson Brown 
Trio stepped on stage and swung 
into a fast .empoed. "1 Say A Lit- 
tle Prayer " to the Lettermen*s 
closing strains of "Goin» Out of 
My Head," the audience was 
captured. 
The Lettermen, all in their late 
20*s.     reached a quick rapport 
•   • 
In the entertainment   field.       drink  except   tor an occasional 
Their popularity grew on a wid- beer."      For some performers 
ening scale till  the  end of the that's   O.K.,   but   It   Just   isn't 
last year when disaster struck, our bag. And, now since we have 
Bob announced he was leaving the built up ths reputation, we Just 
group as of January 1st. Bob at couldn't add someone to the act: 
the time had a 5-year-old son who would destory it." 
about to enter school, and he felt    "We were having a very hard 
that the road life was not ton- time finding someone who acted 
(ducive to the boy or his younger u^e a person, not a hero. We 
sisters. like  to  feel  that  we  are not 
"We really paniced and ran presumptious performers." 
scared," Tom said. "I immed- There was only one flaw in the 
lately placed ads In the trade evening's performance. Jim 
papers to start auditioning for a Pike, who sings the high part, 
replacement." The boys felt that suffered from a sore throat dur- 
to maintain their image they ing the performance. The singer 
needed someone who looked Just has been plagued by the problem 
like Bob. had the same sound since a severe case of laryn- 
and was the same size. gitis last year. The group wason 
They auditioned over 250 sing- tour when the attack occured.but 
ers, and found only two that might he continued to travel. The result 
be suitable. About that time the was damage and weakening to the 
other third of the trio. Jim Pike, muscles surrounding the vocal 
remembered Ids little brother, chords. 
Gary.    Gary had been playing     Jim then spent   the summer 
in the service, and was Just re- 
turning home. 
KMiien »■-■"«"     ' The auditioned Gary, and his 
showmanship in the two and performance can testify for his 
df hour show.  Their reoer- ablllty> 
- 
, 
The Hemt of the Famous 15c Hamburgers 
and French Fries. 
Shakes:    Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate 
Broiling makes the difference 
West Main Street Richmond. Ky 
with the crowd and it held 
to the end  of  their  show. The 
Letterme  exhibited enthusiams 
and 
a half 
toire covered such hits as the 
old standard. "Softlv As I Leave 
You " Herb Alperts'" This Guy," 
and'the hard rock of "Run Away." 
All total, the group performed 
14 selections with only one short 
intermission. 
California was the birthplace 
of the Lettermen in 1961 as Jim 
Tony and Bob gained rapid ground 
Pp'J guitar for the group before going visiting a throat specialist dally 
ttgnt |- t a „o i„a   gnivK «ti«t M.   .wi wirMw to rebuild the dam 
The Lettermen image has some 
very hard to fit specifications. 
"We      are essentially a 
square group " Tony said. 
have a very humble attitude to- 
ward our public." 
Square? 
"No seriously" Tony said, 
"we don't use drugs, we don't 
smoke, 
The 
Lettermen 
ffSSfflSfflSfS!: Student Council Issues Regulations For Floats 
formances.   "VU go to bit a C, 
ana o king t il  t  - 
aged muscles. WbJle the mus- 
cles were not permanently In- 
jured. Jim still has trouble with 
Jim Pike seems to be throwing a left hook during a take off 
on the eong 'Tm Mr. Blue." The Letterman Included a 
medley of group Impereonatlons In their show Wednesday 
night. The song Is said to have gotten its inspiration from 
an Ingemar Johannsen fight.    (Staff photo by Craig Clover) 
and something entirely differ- 
very ent will come without me know- 
"We ing it." he said. 
When the group is on tour 
their travel arrangements are 
rather unique. A year and a half 
The council passed ■   motion committee, said that convertlbli 
ITSVOUR 
fc 
^ 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab 
24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
All CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OfRCE 
(Continued from Page One) 
ley   dump.  Both  will  be    open favoring the utilization of camp- -      neede<i for queen Candida 
until noon Sunday. us buildings  by recognized East- ^ rlde  ^ for me Homecoml 
Organizations disobeying reg- ern  groups for the cost of Jan- parade. 
ulatlons will  be ordered* to ap- ltorlal  and electrical fees only.     The   council   is scheduled t 
, a n n pear m stuc|ent Court and could     In another matter, Nelll Day, meet agmln n#3tt Tuesday at 5:1$ 
ago they bought a greyhound bus ^ flned $25   me miesindlcat- vice-president of the council and ln m# Grl^ Room, 
to  use for traveling, but they ^ chairman   of   the  Homecoming.* 
don't travel ln it. Instead, the ^.ne cOUncll Issued other rules 
three boys all drive their own aboutfloat8 two weeks ago. Floats 
cars. The bus doesn't go to waste are not to exceed 14 feet high or 
though, because all of the stage u f eet yMe ^fa the   Home - 
coming   Committee   has     rec-       (Oenttaued from Page One) 
ommended that groups not spend denc<j lQ ^ strength of Ameri-     The Commonwealth AAUP oft 
more than $250 for each float.     ,§     economic    and political flclal warned that much of the 
Two awards,  one     Mr WMf'. systems  than  those who would student unrest ln the future may 
lnallty  and one for beauty, will °1_   __, 
Professors Organization Here 
"A GOOD 
j   MA1TTO 
KNOww 
GEORGE 
RIDINGS, JR. 
404 Springfield Drive 
Phone 623-4638 
■^eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaewet 
crew and musicians use it. 
"Our contract reads that we 
cannot be booked more than two 
hundred    miles    apart  for con-      0 a ardSf  0ne those ^b would 
8^£Tf 'l^^'SSniements  *? °? .°  Kffi 7" gag critics ox these systems, be" focused on faculty members 
, ^*iJS^lome?rwttme * *iven /or fl„°atS- JZKS ^"S "There was a time " Dr father than administrators. He 
•S^SSteSK^S? «* ***** ,0r, re8ldenCe haU PlucSett    2d.    "tnaT 'AAUP added that some faculty   mem- 
&*1^rtg,™|^ i^a^oa^inaiMMrmt^ «—« * Eastern were relu- ^^^^1^^ travel with my golf clubs. bowl-d        ^ motlons were defeated <**«*  to admit .membership to "j^^ Sd**^. """H 
ing,  ball,   shotgun  and fishing^'one was passed. toe association." "Your chapter dents like dirt, 
pole." lony said when asked The Councll defeated a motion jff come a long way " he added 
about his leisure activities, opposing student organizations ■■■_" *** **E**2 instru- 
For seven years the Lettermen from reserving seats at campus n»«ntal ln promoting the forma- 
have given a smooth, meUow soclal and athietlc events. The 
tion of a faculty senate on your 
blending of their unique voices vote ^g 28 to 32 with one ab- campus.' 
to the popular music field.   In gtentlon In *he area ot academic tr9e~ 
days whan tha real ballad seems     Al80 " defeated was a motion dom, Dr. Plucknett suggested that 
to be doing a quick disappearing a^^t permitting students    to there     was considerable 
 i      iv...    »._„   Ir.^tY,   with   cmr>h ... .       .... i 
Installation 
(Continued from Pag* One) 
act   they come forth with such wear nlgn 
great hits  as  "Theme  for A 
Summer Place." "When I Fall 
In Love," and many more. 
wee'speeeee^eeeeeeeeeeee**'! 
. nt 
!,«l 
:** **,***% llJ tm <mi 
• LIFE INSURANCE 
• GROUP INSURANCE 
• ANNUITIES 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
• PENSION PLANS 
623-5400 
110 SOUTH SECOND STREET 
Open 7 days a week 
Sunday - Thursday   4 p.m. -1 A.M. 
Friday « Saturday   4 p.m. - 2 A.M. 
| CAttJnMHCT1 PlLIRfilY| 
•      w - - — --.. —   . 
nts    to there     as considerable     ap- Tanner   Richmond; Linda Nunn, 
school       er lackets Prehension  among the chapters Louisville;    Nancy   Ehrenberg, 
ers Intact The vote was because of the swing to the right Cincinnati,   Ohio; Debbie Daw- 
SMto 26 wiS five aitentioVs  «"* the support garnered by the kins, Independence; Linda   Da- 
third party presidential candi- vis, Eiizabethtown; Carol John- 
date George Wallace. He added son, Ashland; Vlcld Long, Louis- 
that the attempted speaker ban villa; Ann Preece, Grundy, Vlr- 
by some members of the last ginla; Georgia Thomason, Lei- 
legislature the formation of the tchfleld; Mary Jean Hampton, 
Kentucky  Un-American Acttvlt- LaGrange. 
les Committee, and Covemprr.i^Pa^Wges, Louisville; Janit 
Louie Nunn's public comment Angel, Lloyd; Carol Miller Fail- 
that some faculty members dale; Chris Lewandowskl Cof- 
should be removed, added to Ungswoood, N. Jv Lee Watson, 
this apprehension. 
Dr. Plucknett , quickly added 
that while there was this Initial 
apprehension, about the KUAC, 
he could not find fault with the 
restrained way ln which It Is 
now carrying out is responsl- 
IREN     •     MISS  BREN 
Colors... .'Winter White 'Irish Oxford •Orange Tenn, 
lUXYLEWECK PM6\e*:BUEKY FISHERMAN'* 
KNIT. 65% Wool, 35% fctxlcl Polyester. 
COMPLETELY WASHABLE. Co-ordinate 
DATE-MATE SET. 
DATE MATES! 
"We go together" 
IF ITS QUALITY YOURS LOOKING FOR 
THE SUPREMES 
(STEREO) SING RODGERS & HART $3.79 
THE BEST OF THE BEACH BOYS STEREO $3.79 
" PAUL REVERE & THE RAIDERS 
SOMETHING HAPPENING $3.79 
hUtties. 
$12.00 EACH 
S 
Richmond's 
Family Store 
Since 1893 
Next To Glyndon Hotel 
Use Oder's Convenient Lay Away Plan 
Store Hours: 
Monday Through Thursday 9 to 5:30 
Friday 9 to 9    Saturday 9to 6 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE IN THEATRE 
4 Miles South on U.8. t5 
Berea Road—Ph. tU-1718 
FRIDAY SAT*. SUN. 
MOVIE STARTS 7:00 P.M. 
ONE SHOWING SUN. 
illllt* ▲ r - — — **■ 
Kettering, Ohio; Debbie Dig- 
by Moorestown, N. J.; Sharon 
Shlvely, Batavia, Ohio; Susan 
Nance, Pikevllle; Gay Jennings, 
Nicholasvllle; Beverly Meece, 
Clayton, Ohio; Trlsh McDevitt, 
Cherry HiU. N. J.; and Ltafc 
Scott. 
Miss Phillips and Miss Sand- 
ker, were initiated in June dur- 
ing the fraternity's inter - 
national convention. 
The presentation of the new 
chapter's charter by Mrs. C. 
Robert Swinehart, third grand 
vice president of Alpha Gamma 
Delta, to Miss Phillips will 
highlight the Installation Banquet 
Saturday evening In the Sidney 
Clay Dining Room. 
The main speaker at the ban- 
quet will be Dr. Henry G. Mar- 
tin, vice-president for student 
affairs. .  
jkton; 
ROBERT MICHUM 
"THUNDER ROAD" 
OPEN SAT. & SUN. 
NIGHTS FOR THE WINTER 
\* 
I 
VISIT NEWBERRY'S 
COMPLETE RECORD DEPT. 
FEATURING THE TOP FORTY IN 45'* 
MAIN & 
SECOND 
IF ITS QUALITY YOURE LOOKING FOR 
Mun Street 
Welcome 
Eastern 
Students 
and 
Faculty 
623-3248 
"CALL   US 
FOR YOUR 
DWG 
NEEDS" 
Madame Pandit 
Speaks Oct. 29 
The only woman ever to   sit 
as president of the United Na- 
tions General Assembly, India's 
Madame V. L. Pandit, will speak 
at Eastern on Oct. 29. 
Mediae Pandit 
Madame Pandit, sister of the 
late Prime Minister Nehru, will 
deliver the fourth lecture in the 
annual Garvice Kincald Lecture 
Series at 8 p.m. in Brock Aud- 
itor! um.__j ___ 
She is now a member of the 
Indian Parliament. Besides 
serving as U.N. General As- 
sembly president she has also 
served her country as ambas- 
sador to the Soviet Union, the 
United States and the United 
Kingdom. 
Madame Pandit was elected 
to the municipal board of Alla- 
habad in 1935. In 1937^ she was 
elected to the United Provinces 
Legislative Assembly and ap- 
pointed minister in the Cabinet 
She served two terms as the 
first woman Provincial Minis- 
ter. 
She  led delegations to diplo- 
matic   conferences  in the U.S 
and for several years led the 
Indian     delegation   to the U.N. 
Assembly at Lake Success   the 
only woman to have led a dele- 
gation.   She was elected presi- 
dent  of the  eighth session     of 
the U.N. General Assembly Sept. 
15,1953. 
She holds six honorary degrees 
from American colleges and a 
commission as a Kentucky 
Colonel. 
of House of Styles 
Beauty Salon 
EASTERN BY-PASS 
6234161 
8 A.M. ■ © r .M. 
HAIR STYLISTS 
Phyllis MiHion 
Carolyn Hofl 
Brenda Cain 
Mary Ellen Stout 
Ann Montgomery 
Ann Smith 
..... 
i iu 
ALEX'S MUSIC 
120 BIG _ .   _ 
HILL AYE.   WORLD 623-6010 
RICHMOND. KY. 
JUST    ARRIVED 
SHEET MUSIC INCLUDING TOP 30 HITS 
STEREO RECORDS AND CARTRIDGE TAPES 
......   I.-.J 
t .-ixi \^rHb1eVe^iln* -Of"    - 
DANCE BAND EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME 
BAND INSTRUMENTS AND ALL 
MUSICAL ACCESSORIES 
WURUTZER PIANOS AND ORGANS 
ALSO PORTABLE COMBO ORGANS 
■f Sign Up Now For A Time That Fits Your Schedule (evening lessons are available) 
French purse of leather. S14.50 
Kevcase of leather $4.SO 
Cigarette case of leather $9.00 
I    m 
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CAMPUS 
FASHIONS, 
Jumpers -Han :■■■■• 
Colleen Lleske, freshman from Brownsburg, Indiana, wears 
a wool plaid suspendered Jumper, aet off by turtle nee* 
sweater with matching: tifhta. Hie veraatile jumper eU- 
aemble can be teamed with different blouses or worn by 
itself.     -* - (St*** Pta*0 ** To™ Carter) 
By CHIP TOLBERT 
ESaUIHE'S FASHION EDITOR 
FLOCCIPAUCIHIHIUPILIFICATIOM-try that on you* Fun, a 
Wagnaltol Actually, it has nothing whatsoever to do with this col- 
umn...! just wanted a classy opener. Now then, about fashion. 
I can hardly remember a Fall when there's been such a wide selec- 
tion of good looking men's wear. New styles, new colors and fabrics 
...there's something for everyone, with plenty of room for indi- 
viduality. First off, let's consider color. Current and choice for Fall 
are the new... 
HARVEST COLORS—warm browns, sunlit greens, livelier blues 
and golden wheat These ate not single, specific colors; rather, a 
group of warm autumnal tones—each made more vibrant by an 
underlying "sunlit" cast. Greens are clearer, bearing no relation- 
ship to the olive range; blues are seen in brighter, intermediate 
tones; browns range from rich bronze to russet; and golden wheat 
livens up the beige/tan shades. Look for these Harvest Colors in 
all types of tailored apparel, including... 
THE COUNTRY SUIT, which comes to campus 
with a POW! Bold, colorful plaids and over- 
plaids emphasise the casual aspect of these new 
suits, while the smoother finish of the worsted, 
cheviot or saxony fabrics allows for more flexi- 
bility in where they can be worn. Available in 
either two or three-button models, this suit 
makes unmistakable impact—particularly when 
worn with matching vest. 
THE POWER OF PLAID is also seen in the re- 
turn of authentic clan tartans in sportswear. 
Slacks, shirts, ties, jackets—all will be bearing 
the stamp of MacDonald, Munro, Royal Stew- 
art. Try the slacks with a solid color blaxer. Or 
a red tartan jacket...just the thing for your 
next fling. Highland or otherwise. 
DONEGAL TWEEDS are back, too, and one can't help wondering 
r why the long hiatus. This classic fabric—a sturdy woolen flecked 
| with multi-colored, nubs—looks mighty handsome on its own, or 
p mix it with any patterna you like since it has an cer-all solid color 
I look. Harvest Wheat is particularly suited to this tweed, affording 
■ 
na 
, 
Fall Jumpers 
Get New Flair 
By CAROL LAIRD 
Women's Editor 
Popular again this year is the jumper. This fall brings 
many more variations than ever before. 
The basic style — sleeveless and collarless — is back, 
but saddle stiching, decorative darts, monograms, and em- 
broidered yolks add a new flair. 
Fabrics such as homespun, merlng velvet sleeveless dreli. 
hopsacking, wool flannel, felt, Here the added accents ate 
corduroy, leather, and tweeds glittery Jewelry of gold, »liver, 
are adding individuality. Cor- and /"or "rhlnestones, a frilly 
duroy, especially the super wide- blouse of satin, organdy, or 
wale type, can be worn in the lace in a contrasting color i 
early fall through spring. bright white often eompiim 
Coming on very  strong   this the ensemble, 
winter is the leather Jumper with      With all  the new accessori 
saddle stiching for campus wear now available — Jewelry,   tU 
suedes mat   look scarfs,    sweaters,, end stoc or the soft 
great lor more «ophlatt«ato*oc~ .lpef.-fc JuBODes, 4e y*>i*wic 
2£t SL fe^rtlSXk i0\ ^^IT^    •,  *J loota"or^i."combiition make it equally acceptable with or with- 
h3..ni2merfan5 *%£%•  A Ml)?   Re CIV I teX out a jacket. However, it doe. mske a perfect partner for the solid 
•^ * color blaser or one of those antiqued leather jackets that are so 
On C ampus   • popular right now. 
Representatives  of the U. S.. 3||Ap£ UP i8 our parting word for this month. With more and 
£f "X ^lcer_5^ld*teJrTC **?« more fitted apparel making the scene, it behooves us all to watch 
fel o£DWMtern  | EwS^And believe'me. if. one heck of a lot easier when 
"lE wUradmlnister I. Arm-J you're college age...I know, the hard way! 
ed Forces Qualification Test and' 
a warm neutral background for all sorts of color accents. 
THE TURTLENECK TAKEOVER continue. 
strong this Fall, as is evidenced by the extraor- 
dinary selection available. One idea we like— 
the bulky knit pullover with an extra-high cuff 
at the neck...enough to be adjustable, depend- 
ing on the depth of the turn-over. Intricate 
vertical cables and stylized variations of fisher- 
men's knits add textured, dimensional interest 
to many of these sweaters. There's plenty of 
opportunity for individuality, so forget the 
over-worked white turtleneck with navy blue 
blazer. You're college men...not U-boat com- 
manders. 
. make fashion news in bold woven 
      The fwJon.ifiift from fa#fli.Hni 
cottons to lightweight woolen blends, and the rugged good 
tique mahogany to velvet suedes 
in pastel pinks and blues. 
Styles have the '68 flavor 
also. The all-girl dirndl skirt 
with bibs or suspenders are 
springing up with strong ap- 
proval from coeds. 
Colleen Lleski, a freshman 
fro Brownburg, Indiana, chose 
this plaid version from Belair'a 
for spectator wear. The sporty 
suspenders and patch pockets 
set off the dirndl skirt topped 
with a wide cumberbund waist- 
band. 
Underneath it all is a great 
new duo— the matching knit 
turtleneck and opaque hose. Her 
bright red stockings and swea- 
ter catch the red accent in the 
predominately brown and beige 
Plaid. 
Tweed and leather make a 
good combination and are often 
teamed with paisley or wool 
knit ties and barrel cuffed shirts 
to give the jumper the tailored 
look. 
On to the evening version, the 
soft smooth,   sometimes  shim- 
fficer Candidate Test   toj •co«rrt«wortob«iM.»s©.uinKM 
senior students interested in de- 
termining if they can qualify for 
the Army Officer Candidate Pro- 
gram. 
Lieutenant Ralph B. Grieme, 
Jr., ocs Procurement Officer, 
and Lieutenant Bette A. Dellert, 
Women's Army Corps will setup 
a display in the student   union. 
They will be available there to 
Interview students and answer 
questions concerning the various 
commissioned officer and war- 
rant officer programs available to 
both men and women. 
The exact time and place that 
the qualifying tests will be ad- 
ministered will be available at 
the OCS team display during the 
selection team's visit on 30 Oct- 
ober 1968. 
M^;0?Srn
er^8Sigma Tau Pi meeting - 318 Comb. Bid*. 
9mm$F^J*KlM* - 322  Comb. Bldg. 
Wednesday. October SO 
8-00 p.m. — Spoon River Anthology — Pearl Buchanan 
Theater    ** 
Thursday, October 81 
7:30 p.m. — Audubon Film — Brock Auditorium 
8:00 p.m. — Spoon River Anthology — Pearl Buchanan 
Theater 
The 
Little House 
200J/, SOUTH THJRP STREET 
College &> Career 
THE SIDEUNER 
lip a flair, clashed with a diagonal side 
. rmitw Stag's s«isaHoiid 65% Da* 
T«(R) polyesfer. 35% catton poplin bench coat 
wings out with a giant flappedI patchipocket and 
wild, wild body lining of striped, brushed Or- 
iCR) acryic plush.  We HnecT the *"•**« 
tube-quilted acetate . . . and cafl it Fan great 
Sites: 8-16      Retail: $45.00 
!*"    ■-. 
Welcome Alumni and Friends! 
For Any Help You Need In 
Selcting Flowrs, Visit 
RICHMOND    GREN HOUSES 
WESTOVER AVENUE 
623-3410 
PLENTY OF PARKING SPAG^ 
l j 
COIFFURES by JOY 
"Let us show you how a hair- 
piece by Classic can add to your 
hair style and bring out a prettier 
you." 
Next to First Methodist Church 
Open Thursday * Friday Nights 
405 WEST MAIN ST. 
DIAL 623-6246 
»If. **m, • >^* 
The Yfelow- BHed worapiCKer 
doesrrt write words. 
It helps you remember them. 
< 
i 
The! Ibrdpicker is a marking pen 
that pinp      Phames, gleans words, and 
highlights them all In bright yellow. You don't 
use it to write down the words you have to 
remember. You use it to write over them. 
The Yellow-Billed Wordpicker. 
It reminds you how smart you should b* 
And for 49c, you shouldn't have to be 
reminded to buy one. 
Heflef ,-•> 
HB    EJJ ■   1 BBBBBBBBBBJ. 
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ALL PURCHASES 
ENGRAVING FREE 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
10% EKU Student Discount 
(Must Have I.D. Card) 
KESSLER JEWELRY 
Richmond's Leading Diamond Store For 25 Yrs. 
NoxtDoorToBoglo/s *"-,z 
'Ag' Building 
Plans To Be Set 
ornamental horlculture and had 
sent him to investigate Eastern's 
training program, 
. The guests toured Eastern s 
greenhouse at the conclusion of 
the meeting. 
Africa-America 
Dr W. A. Householder re- 
ported at the meeting of the 
Ornamental Horticulture Coun- 
cil on Oct. 18 that plans for the 
proposed site of Eastern s new 
Agriculture Building would soon 
be   finalized- 
Nine boys are receiving work 
schoUrshlps^These scholarships Cnnf(%rf%n pp   Cpf 
are financed by horticulture In- \^UIIIC1 CllCt/   JVl 
dustrles. They give each boy the 
right to work 18 hours at $1.20 
per hour as administered by the 
EKU Foundation Fund. They op- 
erate, Eastern's greenhouseunder 
teacher supervision. 
Dr. Householder noted that 
"Africa - America*' Is the 
theme of a conference sponsored 
by the office of International 
Education at Eastern Friday and- 
Saturday at the Student Union 
Building. 
Dr. Michael Lofchle and Dr. r. ousenuiuei "««« ——      iOXcm  a u
the Agriculture Dept. was trying John P()Vey of the UCLA African 
to encourage students to woric studles center, key resources 
for the horticulture industries ^ ^ coherence will be pub- 
durlng the summer Instead or «u recelved on Friday at 8 p.m. 
returning home to farm. He be- ln Walnut Hall, 
lieves  that  If the boys practice     Dr> j^^ ^ discuss Afri- 
CORNER NORW SECOND & IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND.  KENTUCKY 
wtn-inM "PETE" NOLAND,  MGR. 
es  ran  " »H" "-'" r  u . wacme wui UIJ>«UB» "Aia- 
in   greenhouses   and  nurseries can.Amercan history during the 
during    the summer It would in- flrst   80sslon   whiCh begins at 
crease their knowledge and bene-   1Q ^^  The aecood session will 
be a small group seminar study- 
ing the American racial crisis 
State Emplo 
In EKU Course 
When schoolbells rang this fall, a unique one*room 
schoolhouse opened its doors to 25 students and Kentucky 
embarked on a new educational venture. jg 
The schoolhouse Is Room 327, According to Gov.Nunn the pro- 
the Senate Caucus Room, ln the ject is unique ln the United 
Capitol Building in Frankfort states. No other state has any 
and the students are all senior  program of this nature. 
The future of the One - room 
schoolhouse looks bright. Plans 
are to expand the size and num- 
ber of classes available, bring- 
ing in courses ln administrative 
law and public service. 
The Senate schoolhouse will 
have   its  very own graduating 
employees 
Fee Payments* 
fit them in the horticulture pro- 
An Explanation 
» 
Dr D B Pettenglll. chairman of the political ■dence depart- 
^«t *f TB«atern explains a question to a student concerning 
3 caadmtaSS5 Unde^a new program. >**«&* 
?eUHng graduate courses to   state «^^g ££"% 
Sam   Whlttaker   In reviewing  i^e"8tudy" of Africa in Ameri- 
the objectives  and  curricula of ^ scnools# 
the present program stated that        After lmcli  Dr. Povey will 
one of the purposes of the meet- (Uscm8 tne uterary   movement ' -. . , StarAssas «j^.gjttsz Geography Department 
could  evaluate the program and M „ 
mistakes In the present training j^pnpnlly conducted, the con- 
program, ference will have a general 
In comment on this program ^^^i^ by the audience of 
Carl Drelsbach, greenhouse op- introduced by Dr.'s Povey 
erator said, "I think that Dr. JJg Lofchle. AH interested facul- 
Householder and Sam Whitaxer, ^^ student3 are invited to at- 
by opening up new fields to ' 
people in horticulture, wiU have "**— 
created, when it materializes, a g~s TOgx   Planned. 
great Industry   for Southeastern (^OUrSC   STIdllUW 
*3Er2 coiaceuo from the For  Coroners 
E. G. Hill Company said, "We've „„.,.„„ 
been associated with the program jhe Law Enforcement council 
one year. We worked with the ha8 tenatlvely decided to set up 
boys this summer and are very a training course for coroners 
pleased with the program made." ln the state. The council s ex- 
Dr. Kenneth Nelson, a former ecutive director, Robert CiarK 
sericulture professor at Ohio stone, said the suggestion was 
State University and chairman made by representatives of the 
of the Vocational Training Com- Kentucky coroners Association. 
mission of the Ohio Florist As- A committee has been appointed 
soclation,   said   the association tp investigate the   possibility or 
was interested in improving vo- conducting the coroners course 
catlonal  training In the field of a the University. 
administrators and 
of State government. 
They are participating in a 
program which Gov. Louie B, 
Nunn proposed to "upgrade State 
government, and provide Ken - 
tuckians the best State personnel 
possible."   
The program is a simple one. class. 
Offer graduate level studies  in 
public administration and    re- 
lated fields to qualified   State 
uato°credit from a Slate uni-  JrOr   Determents 
varsity.   And    most^Important male studenta whoareafr- 
brlng the teacher to them so that but wn0 ^vt not 
more interested personnel   can J^Tregistration fees are i*1* 
*W£«« of this proposal BV3ft^*Bffi 
is a Monday n^htpuc^claw of ^S^^SWE- * 
25 taking Eastern's Political ^ R9JsiTlt cannot no«y 
Science Course M5 "Theory of ^ selective Service Board the 
Public AdmiMs ration," for J™^, college enroiiroent «e- 
<1?^Cn!!:^,.     „t«,ir    less the schedule card is in, toe 
Dr* A B; P<?ep*% J?fci"   office and stamped "fees pa$' man of Eastern's PoUflcal Set-   nMm MmAwmmk ^ tn th- ^ 
To Make Aerial Map 
jtae. sss isas *-« 38ES ed soon by Dr. Joseph Schwend- lson County map on the other 
?maT chairman of the depart-side of the paper," says Sen- 
ment of geography at Eastern, wendeman. 
ence Department, is the teacher 
and according to him over   15 
potential students had to be turn- 
ed away for lack of space. 
The  pilot course    Identifies 
This card must be l  t e office 
la order for a student to be of- 
ficially enrolled. 1-9 
Students who become eighteen 
years of age after enrolling here 
Richmond's Finest 
Record Shop 
Gifts For All Occasions 
GOODWIN'S 
GIFT SHOP 
:.«•     j; 
"Trie Finest In Music"* 
Located Corner First and Water St. 
Greeting 
Sealing Wax and Seal 
Schwendeman, a commander in 
the United States Naval Reserve, 
will be flight checking a new air- 
craft out of Andrews Air Force 
Base Washington, where he com- 
mands an air patrol squadron. 
The aircraft, an anti - sub- 
marine patrol bomber, is called 
the SP2-H. 
Schwendeman hopes for   Navy 
permission to take aboard at the 
Lexington airport an Eastern geo- 
graphy student, David Rains from 
Arlington, Va., who will photo- 
graph Richmond and its vicinity 
from the air. Rains, a senior, 
is in charge of the photo   lab- 
oratory  ln the department    of 
geography.   The facilities     are 
used ln support of cartography 
classes   within the department. 
"No accurate aerial mapping 
has  ever been done, for    the 
Richmond city map as far as we 
know"       says    Schwendeman. 
"Some existing maps are    in- 
accurate,    partly   because   toe: 
city has "grown rapidly   within 
the   last few years. We'd like to 
show new suburbs and   areas in 
the county that are likely to build 
up. We also want to letter   and 
index all streets."   _    _____ 
Freshman Text 
On Campus 
"Fiction for Composition" 
freshman English test, by Dr.| 
Bert C. Bach and Dr. Gon 
Browning, Is being used for 
first time on campus, 
authors are members of 
Eastern faculty. Dr. Bach, 
native of Whitesburg Kentucky ■ 
is Chairman of the Departmenil 
of English for Central University! 
College and an Associate Pro-I 
fessor of English. He has been| 
at Eastern since 1966. 
m na iu«u«uw j»" "* °6c •"« «»«*««.».,, .~.». 
executive systems and analyzes should bring their selective serv- 
their functions, conditions and ice number to the Registrar's 
problems. Their course also office as soon as they receive 
studies changes to administra- it. Then their application for 
Uve processes from both toe a scholastic deferment can be 
historical and operational point processed and sent to their lo- 
Of View.     «a.1 hoard. 
Fiction for Composition 
i\WTef/ 
* 
WELL'S BARBER SHOP 
Water Street Next to Bus Station 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
COLLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS 
are your 
contact lenses 
more work than 
thej^e worth? 
Hair 
Styling 
Featuring 
i 
5 HairctUiii *V 
to 
Razor 
Cutting 
TAX SHELTERED 
ANNUITIES 
See 
Orem G. Wright 
P.O. Box 4065 Gardenside 
Lexington, Ky. 40504 
is ,^;;;;,i"„r ;|^e»iitin£ 
l 
Southwestern Life 
WSUKWCC COMPANY • DAUA* • •**»» 
®tie 
Hmueraitg 
Go where your Patronage is Appreciated. 
PHONE 623-3985 
As seen in MADEMOISELLE 
£hip'nShort 
guru shirt, 
shaper of 
wardrobe 
philosophies) 
5.00 
1 
If you're tired of using 
two or more separate so- 
lutions to take care of 
your contact lenses, we 
have the solution. It's 
Lensine the all-purpose 
lens solution for com- 
plete contact lens care- 
preparing, cleaning, and 
soaking. ■ Just a drop or 
two of Lensine before you 
insert your contacts coats 
and lubricates the lens 
surface making it smooth- 
er and non-irritating. 
Cleaning your contacts 
with Lensine retards the 
buildup of foreign de- 
posits on the lenses. ■ 
Lensine is sterile, self- 
sanitizing, and antisep- 
tic making it ideal for 
storage of your lenses 
between wearing periods. 
And you get a removable 
storage case on the bot- 
tom of every bottle, a 
Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in 
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine.aCaringfor con- 
has been demonstrated tact lenses can be as con- 
venient as wearing them 
with'Lensine, from the 
Murine Company, Inc. 
that improper storage 
between wearings may 
result in the growth of 
bacteria on the lenses. 
This is a sure cause of eye 
irritation and could seri- 
ously endanger vision. 
)<\      IS 
Dr. Browning originally from 
Lake Charles, Louisiana, is an 
Associate Professor of English 
and  has also been at Eastern 
since 1966. 
"Fiction for Composition" was 
written under contract for Scott- 
Foresman     Publishing    Com- 
pany, and was published in April. 
Professors Bach and   Brown 
ing»8   reaction ot the acceptance 
of the text at Eastern was: "We 
were pleased that it was accepted 
here, was we would be pleased 
wherever It was accepted." They 
withdrew from the selection of 
texts by the English Department. 
Both completed a rhetoric and 
writing manual in August that Is I 
scheduled to be published in the 
fail of 1969, by Random House 
Publications.    Dr. Bach had a 
critical introduction to Dickens* 
"Great   Expectations"  publilh- 
ed ln 1966, and he U currently 
working  on a critical book of 
poetry in collaboration with Wil- 
liam   Walling of Rutgers State 
University     and. with William 
Sessions  of Georgia State Col- 
lege.     This book is  scheduled 
to be published by Dodd-Meade 
in the spring of 1969. 
Dr. Browning had an article 
published in "Clthria," in May 
1968    on Eugene Zaniatln, and 
writes book reviews for the^Lex- 
ington Herald-Leader."     
CD 
FWWOIWOIHCIOUS m»\» lean to*** th« "windowpane" owlgfl.   f 
If s new. Take the accented sport coat, above, for example. If> 
complimented by solid color slacks with the distinctive "U. 
Shop fit" fnm ***• 
The charcoal wool panel dress, above, is one of many U. Shop 
tailored selections. Augmented by the linen-lace collar and cofls, 
(Pie Iitoersttsftmp gjgg        623-9674 
Why meditate? The guru takes, with everything you 
own. Carefree 50% polyester, 50% cotton oxford. 
Masterful shaping. Mister shades. Sizes 28 to 38. 
/flfek *=£2^%ae-AMERICAN 
1®§ RESTAURANT 
228 S. 2nd ST. ":00 A.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT 
WE CAN CATER FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
PIZZA MADE TO ORDER 
CALL AHEAD FOR YOUR 
CARRY OUT ORDERS 
623-5338 
GtNi SHOP 
NORTH SECOND STREET 
ALSO 
Try Our New Supreme' 
em 
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Homecoming Weekend Expected To Be Biggest Ever For Alumni 
*"^ ' v UiinJUrMt     Frankfort   KY406- 
-BY LORRAINE FOLEY 
ALUMNI NEWS EDITOR 
Before retlrment, AMELIA 
JANE SCOTT CANIVAN '18, 
worked It years in a lunch room 
NANCY FLORENCE BOUDI-and gas station, and 15 years 
NOT JOHNSON, «18, is retired sewing covers on soft bans and 
and resides with her husband base balls, In her home, for 
Clyde, at 1820 Fourth Ave.. PI- McGregor Sports Co., Clncln- 
cayune. Miss. 38486. Before re- nati. She and her husband John, 
tirement Mrs. Johnson did grad- now reside at 419 Fountain Ave- 
uate work at the University of the nue , Georgetown, KY 40324. 
City of St. Louis under Dr. COREY S. ACRA, «88 is own- 
George Payne, a former Eastern er of Corey S. Acre * Assoc- 
faculty     member, and also at latet-Appraisers 
to use good 
training 
the Home 
she had at 
E.     Montecito     Sierra Madre, putting 
Calif.  91084.  Mr. Acra was on Economlc- 
eampus last Alumni Day for his Extern. 
40th reunion of his Class. j«  ^^ COINS NASSIDA, 
VINA SILEB '34, if™ teach- .„ ^^ art at umUmn Cen- 
^■^iZTJi1?' ^5h     **» tral High School, has served on with a total of 46 teaching years. ^ ^ Councll and ^ Chair- 
reslde at 544 Watson Rd.t Apt. 
4LErlanger, KY. 
SARAH JEAN GIRVIN Is teach- 
ing In Orangeburg, New York. 
Her address Is Roundtree Apt 
12. 9W_ Plermont. NY 
Church Children's Home In Dan- DENNIS J. BURROWS Is an 
vllle. He and Ann reside at 416 English teacher at Estlll Co. 
CHara Di- Danville Ky 40422. High School In Irvine, Ky. He 
ALAN KENT CHALFIN is em- and his wife the former LINDA 
ployed by Armco Steel and re- c. ADAMS reside at College 
sides  with his wife. Judy at 20 Hill. KY 40416. 
He 
Berkley University, Calif. daughers and resides at 487 
YESTERDA Y 
Her address is Route 3, Box, — ^ CUy Beauttflcatlon 
9, Corbln, KY 40701. 
Mrs. Blake Plnson ( ANNA 
DOTSON), who attended Eastern 
in 1988 ft 1936) was chosen to be 
two listed in the 1968 publication of 
"Who's Who in American Wo- 
men." Mr. Plnson is a real 
estate broker for the Plnson 
Realty Company located in 
the Plnson Hotel Building, Plke- 
rllle, Kentucky. 
WILLIAM E. ADAMS,   presi- 
dent of the '40 class, and a cer- 
ROSALIND   ADELLE   GLASS-  Kenwood Drive, Middletown, Ohio     JERALDINE   BLACKBURN Is 
COCK is a teacher In Lebanon 
Elementary School and resides 
lit* ttfled public accountant in Rich- 
..      i- . t . u .. i        t  tDxxAs^^ been named to a one- Thc yellowed pages 6t tune weave oft-told tales ot  year ^mrm «, the Slate Boara 
nostalgia. They spice the mind with memories and others 
which some may just as soon forget. m 
They say youth and laughter and vigor to the tired. 
They crease the comers of lips with smiles as the mind 
whirls back through time. Memories leak from the attic 
trunk and there is a longing.. .a sad longing.. .to return. 
/Come then, blow away the dust 
and raise time's rusty lid as we 
explore that cliche which stu- 
dents of today seen hesitant to 
travel Memory Lane. 
If you're a Puella Indian, you 
Sobably remember more about 
e campus than most. For It 
was Puella.who first camped In 
the area known today as East- 
ern Kentucky University. 
It was in 1906 that the State 
Legislature     established East- Chapel Site 
This picture of Hanger Stadium shows the approximate lo- 
cation of the Meditation Chapel. The chapel whiofc is to bo 
built by money raised through the Century Fund Is hoped to 
I 
of  accountancy. 
WILLIAM STOCKER,   '42, an 
Eastern faculty member, visit- 
ed Russia this past summer on a 
''People to People" tour, osten- 
sibly to study Russian agricul- 
ture.     Mr. Stacker is a doc- 
toral  candidate  in agriculture 
education at the University of 
llvan Hall because    It was too Kentucky, 
small, five girls were nominated    Walter Tevis, husband  of the 
as Break Girls, a very high hon- former JAMIE GRIGGS, ' 52  is 
or as you may remember. Nom- the well known author of "The 
lasted were Vivian Garnett, Mil- Hustle '   a novel subsequently 
dred Leverldge, Dot Neff, Helen maa9 'into a widely distributed 
Osborne and Penny White. film  as well as a second novel 
If you were a student then, you g^ numerous short stories. He 
probably bad a date to see Cecil **« at Eastern this summer as 
B.   DeMiil's     "Reap The Wildest critic and lecturer at East- 
Wind" at the Madison Theatre. ern»s Creative Writing Confer- 
In 1944, when Helen Osborne ence.    Tevis currently Is lect- 
was Miss Eastern, you elected urer jn English at Ohio Unlver- 
ern Kentucky Normal School (and" Patsy Newell and Neal Roberts slty at Athens. He and Ms fam- 
a sister institution in the west as Mr. and Miss Popularity.        Uy     r#slde     at 12 Maplewood 
whose name we won't mention).      Remeber  Joe Harper,    Carl Drive, Athens, Ohio, 45701. 
At    that   time,   Richmond was   Eagle and Harold Moberly? You      MARGARET  GOVER JOHNS, 
having its problems. The Grand* <*° " 7°^ were at Eastern   In .g*  ^ Economics Insturctor at 
Jury, In fact, returned 109 In- «»••■fly 50»s. They were   our. «>,* Somerset Community Col- 
dlctments In an attempt to keep BMOC's,       theiL    leading   the we of the University of Kentucky. Drive of Richmond.    Her hus- 
local saloon keepers from selling Maroons (or  Colonels, if    you Her husband, JERRY JOHNS,'55, band, FRANK, «55, who was co- 
Jhiskey to minors. Seems to be Prefer) to success in basketball. i5head football coach at Somer- captain of the celebrated   Ma- 
i constant problem^ doesn't it? Blanche McCown was our Home- get High.  They have one daugh- foon team that went to the Tan- 
Members oi the class of 1922 coming queen that year. tor ,„<, receive their mall at 
irlll  rememBer  Earle  Combs,     Names like Bob Zweigart, Jack Box ^g   Somerset, Ky, 42801. 
i'one of the  most popular stu- Adams, Guy Strong, and Roy Kldd     EFFIE GILBERT FISHER,'53, 
tlents  at  the  Normal School," were household names in Rich- ^ Home Economics teacher at 
venturing off on his own to try n?°°d In the mid 80's. Zweigart, Knox Central High School. Her 
out for the LoulsvUle baseball President  of  all four of    his husband, Louis, Is retired from 
team.   Combs,  now  a member classes, was an Eastern cheer- u* u.8. Marine Corps and they 
of the Eastern Board of Regents, laader and Mr. Popularity. Betty reCeive their mail at Box 372, 
later   gained fame with the New '••n McLocklin was his female BarbourvUle KY 40906. 
York Yankees.                              counterpart. ROBERT L. GARRETT, Jr., 
A span of 19 years and a World    For you youngsters mere was .53     ls   district   traffic man- 
War saw enrollment drop to 269. i963# the year Alumni Coliseum gg£  for Southern  Bell Tele- 
lg   The girls dominated the camp- was dedicated after crumbling to   phone Co.   He ls married to the State University, Kent, Ohio, 44- 
4us  then.  Cleo McGuire,    Jean itie ground once during construe- f0rmer Jeanne Burke and they  240. 
Anthony and Patsy Newell weretl0tta And who can forget Frank ^9 one daughter, Laura. Their 
presidents of the senior, Junior Quertln and BiU Goedde as they address is: P.O. Box, 482, Dan- 
and    sophomore   classes,   tfeV'i^j   the Maroon football team?   yiil9 Ky# 40422. 
spectlvely.                                   And that good-looking sophomore     j^r      graduating   In 1953 
.     That was in 1948, the   same quarterback,     Larry   Marmle. gjRgy DELK  was married to 
<-'year President Roosevelt signed Carolyn King was aqueen.Home- ^ c sanclento(Pete) and taught 
. the antt-lnfUtlon bill and aUied coming Queen.                         ■     a- ciarksville Indiana. Dayton, 
bombers      raided    Nati    held     And to 1954, Eastern  proudly 0hto ^ lma 'been at fcagtview 
45048 . teaching for the Wayne County 
JOAN ELIZABETH BERK- Board of Education and resides 
EMEYER Is a first grade teach- on Route 1 Box 6, Monticello, 
er In the Lincoln School, Day- KY 42633. 
ton, Ky. Her address is 213 CONNIE JANE BUNTAIN was 
Linden Ave., Southgate, KY 410- married to WILLIAM S.BURRIS, 
71. '68   on August 31   1968 and is 
DONALD COPE ls principal of employed as Tax Examiner for 
Russell Cave School in Fayette the KY. Dept. of Revenue. The 
Co. He and Margaret Ann have Burrls' reside at 610 1/2 East 
one daughter Lisa Ann, and re- 
side at 1059 barley Drive, Lex- 
ington, KY 40505. 
MICHAEL FRANKLIN DIL- 
LION, AA in Recreation, ls at- 
tending Eastern working toward 
his BS degree. His address ls 
Route 1, Paint Lick, KY 4046L 
JAMES G. BURNETTE, in 
teaches social studies and is as- 
sistant football coach at Franklin 
County High School. He was mar- 
ried  to REBECCA CASEY, now 
Main St ee .,  
01. 
JAMES DONALD CAREY and 
his wife, the former Diana Kayi 
Hopkins, reside at 121 West Josie, 
Hiiisboro Ohio and James ls em- 
ployed by the Smith & HopkUtf 
Lumber Corp. there. 
NANCY CHASEY  ls   teaching 
second grade in the Montpeliet 
Public Schools.   Her address li 
314   Newdale, Dr.,  Bryan, Ohio, 
43506. 
JANET LOIUSE CARDIN BA- 
KER is teaching In Jefferson Co 
She and Charles reside at 201 
Rockford Lane, LoulsvUle, K 
40216.    ^___ » 
tending Eastern on June 7 1968. 
Their address ls 900 Tierra 
Linda Dr., Apt. 6, Frankfort 
KY 40601. 
MARVIN BISHOP is attending 
medical school at the University 
of Kentucky and lives at 1345 
Royalty Ct., Apt. 3, Lexington 
40804. 
JAMES ROBY GAMBILL is 
employed by the Paintsvllle In- 
dependent Schools. He and 
his wife, the former PATRICIA 
ANN BRANHAM, have a new son, 
James Christopher who was born 
September 8,1968. Their address 
is   West Van Lear. KY 41268. 
EVANS C. SPURLIN 
REALTOR 
310 EAST MAIN STREET -   OFflCE PHONE 423-3830 
Phillip Cunnoqin    —      Sole*mett Dooqias Cfctaaeitt, 
Phone 623-496? Nitws Phot* 423-4574 
be completed by 1970. 
gerine Bowl in 1955, ls Police 
Chief for the City of Richmond. 
They have two children, Frank 
and Darlene. 
(Staff photo by Ken Harlow) 
SHARON   KAYE   fiOCKER   is 
tending at Deep Springs Elemen- 
tary School     She and William 
on Route 2, Gravel Switch, KY ^^ ^ 1M4  Versailles Road, 
DAVID   TEE  CAMPBELL  ra-   Apt. 83-D   Lexington 40504. 
?      7 ,« ■«   r.-     «    I        JOHN   6.   HAIL   ls a social 
sides at 126 Rockaway St.   Ha-      rt      ta the pubUc assistance 
zard. KY 40471 and teaches In office at Somerset.  His address 
ADA MARLENE HAY WYLES, 
•57, lives on Route 9 Lexington 
40505 and teaches third grade 
at Seventh St. Elem. School In 
Parts, KY. 
CHARLES E. CLEAVER, «60, 
is assistant professor in the 
mathematics department of Kent 
lal    worker     at the Christian 48801. 
KENNY'S DRIVE IN 
France.   Richmo 
jMtheh centered arc 
■ouota. It waa 880,000 pounds shy an(| 
T» October. And, by the way, it 
also was the year Youngstown 
swamped Western Teachers 40- dorms 
0. 
At  Eastern, coaches Turkey Eastern, 
Hughes and Rome Rankln devoted ahui 
their  time to training men for i0in  us again 
-fighting Instead of football. Ran- sneak  back  a 
■kin was later "loaned" to   the 
.University  of Kentucky so   the 
^Lexington school could have   a 
^football team. 
mwuoced completion of the ''^VElsm. School in Avon Lake, Ohio 
lest"  dorms  In Kentucky, T|f«£J»ce 1959. She and her husband, 
ike Ohio 44012. 
ETTA   LEE   Bl 
which soared*l2 
stories into Sky. Today* n»»«oat 
of you  know, mere are three 
'   » 
RANHAM,   «53, 
irch St.. Thorn- 
Recall the 
travel 
Also in  '43, 
were forced to 
when the   girls 
move out of Sul- 
MARY CAROLE BOONE ASH- 
««good ol' days," as we TON ,„ u du- for n^on 
through those frayed pages of af|t» tea'Mng 8lnce 1966 ^ ^ 
time. You can laugh... .ana H^,^ CMld Care center In 
even cry, if you like. . . as we p#arl C£ty  Hawtll# she and her 
visit Easterns past. 
Richmond 
One-Hour Cleaners 
featuring 
'Martinizing" 
MOST in Dry Ckanincj 
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY 
TwoDrivevIn  Windows 
423-3939 311 W. Main 
husband, Andrew, have one son 
and one daughter, 
MARTHA JANE ALLNUTT 
BURKHART; '53, teaches 4th 
grade at Dixie Elem. School In 
Louisville Ky. She and Rob- 
ert have three sons and reside 
at 9816 Ponder Lane Valley 
Stalon, KY 40172. 
JACQUELINE BURNETT 
MASSEY, :5S, resides at 1103 
Richland Drive, Memphis Term. 
38116. with her husband Robert, 
and their two sons, Robert, Jr. 
and John.   She ls a Homemaker, 
EDWARD   B. DODD,  who at- 
tended 1960-61, received his B.S. 
at Pembroke Stato College. Hep:; 
and Ida wife, the former EMMA 
CAROL   LOGAN,   who attend 
Eastern are both working for the 
Dept of Community Colleges iff 
North Carolina. They haveth: 
children and live at 805 HlUc 
Drive, Rocttngbam, N,C. 
Dodds would love to hear fro 
former classmates. 
DOUHLAS L. MASSEY, 
'68, has been named dean of 
labor at Berea College. Doug 
has been the director'of alumni 
affairs at Berea for several 
years. 
JOYCE MARSH, »66, received 
her MA degree in English lit- 
erature from the University of 
Colorado In August, 1968. Her 
address in 929 MaxweU, Boulder, 
Colorado 80302. 
1968 GRADUATE NEWS 
A  .<*.,       Your Purchase FREE 
If We Do Not 
Thank You 
-    - Open All Year - 
Suds 
Duds 
HambuTqers-ConeYS-Milk Shakes 
BIG HILL AVE. RICHMOND 
Color this year like never before. Popular stripes, plaids, checks, 
all with the distinctive University Shop's "clinging fit" Good 
selection of materials, weights, sizes, prices and styles. So don't 
beiuatMa»4..u«adif(»(BMrfWa^orafuR.    «|kT UffTfp 
tttt KHIPKI sltg 9kf% 
LINDA LEE BENNETT BLAIR, 
is now working as anurse*s aide 
at a nursing home In Lexington. 
She loves the medical field and 
eventually plans to go to nursing 
school. She and Michael reside 
at 183 Zandale Dr., Apt. 8, Lex- 
ington, Ky 40803. 
RONALD F. BATES, a teach- 
er In the Kenton Co. School 
System, was married on Sept- 
ember 7. 1968.   He and Deborah 
Cam Flick 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUTITORIUM 
October 24—Thursday 
FAB FROM THE 
4, MAO01NO CBOWD 
S 
Julie Christie, 
Terence Stamp 
DAYLIGH 
SAVINGS 
»       TIME 
ENDS 
October 85—Friday 
**TAR FROM THE 
MADDING CBOWD 
Julie Christie, 
Terence Stamp 
October 88—Saturday 
ATTACK ON THE 
IRON COAST 
Lloyd Bridges 
October 88—Menday 
THE SAND PEBBLES 
: Steve McQueen 
Richard Attenboroug-h 
Richard Crenna 
CandJce Bergen 
October 89—Tueeday 
MADAME PANDIT 
Oarvloa Kincald Lecture 
8 p.m. in Brock Auditorium 
October 30—Wednesday 
THE SAND PEBBLES 
Steve McQueen 
Richard Attenborough 
Richard Crenna 
Candle* Bergen 
■ELECTED    SHORT    SUB- 
JECTS   ALL   rmoamAMS- 
sr«w.VrJ£is # •ton 7f« - (CfcBdre.) under 1 
6 
OCT7st7fh 
BURGERMATIC 
ON EASTERN BY-PASS 
Hamburgers 18< 
French Fries 15< 
Chuck Wagon, 
Creamy Milkshakes 
\ 
■ 
mA7g @MIISS m® 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS- 
- MAIN STREET & WG Hill AVENUE 
BIG MACHINE ON CAMPUS 
You don't need a slide rule to 
figure the capabilities of the 
great new Olds 4-4-2. 
Check out the vital statistics 
and you'll see what we mean. 
400 cu. in. displacement. 350 
horsepower. 440 Ib.-ft.torque. 
4-barrel carb. And dual low- 
restriction exhaust. 
And if it's the ultimate head- 
turner you're after, you can 
order your 4-4-2 with Force-Air 
Induction. (Better known as Dr. 
Oldsmobile's W-30 Machine.) 
So if you're planning an es- 
cape from the ordinary/why 
not make it big! Make it in a 
1969 Olds 4-4-2. 
Oldsmobile: Your escape from the ordinary. 
Olds ads for cortege students are created by college students. 
-y-aw-i'-. <■--■■ m 
■i 
Pog« 12, Cottarn Progr—», Thurs., Oct. 24, 1968 
* ■• 
i  • -.fl*Wfc     iOfil 3MSU 
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i 
bWBC 
+ ANY SIZE UP TO 9 x 14 
I ANY TIME AT OUR SERVICE COUNTER 
* EACH 10c COPY--9c FOR 50 OR MORE 
* OVER 2.000 LF  _ 
J WHERE YOU GET DISCOUNT PRICES 
EVERY DAY 
+ SPECIAL ORDER 
CHALK UP ANOTHER 
RECORD ... 
a - 
■ 
i 
I, I 
imm w - 
CMIIIS 
Wes Montgomery 
Lovin' Spoonful 
Johnny Mathis 
;     .,      The Monkees 
jimmy Smith 
Cannonball Adderley     The Animals 
Righteous Bros.      Herman's Hermits 
phis many more of your 
Mamas & The Pap 
Ray Charles      Thi 
Jack Jones   TIJI 
Sam the Sham Bobbie I 
Cal Tjader        Stan Getz^ 
all-time favorites. 
* ALL YOUR FAVORITE ARTK 
* SPECIAL ORDER DEPARTMI 
* DISCOUNT PRICED 
* BEST SELECTION IN TOWN 
- 
MEMBER 
NAT* 
»*»»**»¥*»***** 
riON 
m^m 
«►!»■  m * *•»■. 
1 
EASTERN 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICE 
FOOTBALL BLANKETS 
EASTERN JACKETS (LINED AND UNLINED) 
POMPS FOR FLOATS At Discount To Clubs 
COMPLETE LINE OF STUDY NOTES 
CONTACT COLD CAPSULES , 
■ REG. $1.59 Now $1.39 
RIGHT GUARD REG. $1.00 SIZE NOW 89c 
GILLETTE BLADES REG. $1.45 NOW 98c 
CONVERSE TENNIS SHOES $8.50 
FREE GIFT-PAC FOR STUDENTS 
BOM gAOTBM 
IS AVAILABLE AT 
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
(DESIGN COPYRIGHT 
BY RING COMMITTEE) 
; 
STORE HOURS 
MPUS ' 
OOK 
8-5 WEEKDAYS 8-12 SATURDAY 
astern 
TORE STUDENT UNION BUILDING 623-2696 
entucky 
niversity 
c- 
-*ki 
IMMI 
.«   I^IIBI 
s 
f 
/- 
OV&s Biggest 
Game 
Capitol School 
House 
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Class Election Turnout 'Poor', 
Okesons Lead Senior Ticket 
*? 
ministration was the planning coming activities for the who- roh, vice-president, Paula Mc- 
andi SSnctaB™ th? prom! HI more class. He said that future cann, secretary; Suanne Hig- 
sald they "would like to con- Plans Include the organisation of gins, treasurer; Christy Schae- 
tinue the policy of furnishing many community and servlcepro- fer, student council, Kenny Wal- 
blg name wterUinment for *e Jects for the campus. Hosatd he ters, student council, Nan Hud- 
lunior-senior Prom " w0uld   "**?   t0   represent    the son, reporter. 
The HIPPIE party was a   re- sophomores In as fine a manner     Also In  elections  Monday, IS 
trrouDimr of the soul party from as  possible and to speah out In Homecoming    Queen candidate* 
fiTylar  r8n    Ma?cum    was matters   which  concern toem."   elected from a group of coeds rep- 
April   by   Okeson.   He obtained president of the sophomore class. He said no major or significant resenting various  campus    or- 
per mission to use the party name Marcum expressed the desire to changes  were P^* J*f *** ^f*'10"'''*lected M Home * 
for the coming year. One of the have members of the other tick- the   year   wouW beJ»«*™re coming   Queen 
basic planks of their ticket was ets that opposed him to work and for   organization   ^   *"■*?«. **»*  Be°U!y' 
experience. Their candidates had become   involved   in class act- while developing exist!        re- jovita    Dick, 
held a total of 40 organizational ivltles to keep "the energies of 80urc*f- . 
off ices during their college car willing students from coming to      M1"*°  a,l8°  "I™. 
waste?" HIPPIE stands for Hon- Presidentialcandidates from the Newe1, Linda Nunn   Sherl Pean, 
The SOBER ticket In which 
Okeson ran on' Is In Its second 
year of existence. Last year the 
SOBER ticket, headed by Jerry 
Stewart, swept the senior class 
elections. SOBER stands for 
Seniors Offering Better Exper- 
ienced Representatives. 
The  ticket was formulated last 
that 
By ALjLEN TRIMBLE 
Managing Editor 
l>enty-eight students were 
elected Monday when 30 per 
cent ofi1 the student body 
turned 6ut to vote in the an- 
nual class elections. 
The newly elected senior class 
officers are: Jeff Okeson, presi- 
dent} Steve Okeson, vice- presi- 
dent; Jeanne Chiseck, secretary; 
Ken Berry, treasurer; Marilyn 
Barnhart, reporter; Oary Llght- 
ner, student council, and Kathy 
Phillips, student council. 
Jeff Okeson said one of   the 
primary purposes of his    ad- 
ministration   would be to "bring 
more recognition to worthy sen- 
iors." He stated as an example ticket. Other class officers elec- 
last   year's friendliest     senior ted were: Jim Marcum,   presl- 
award. He said he felt that more dent;  Ralph  Cox, vice- oresl- 
twards of this nature should be dent;  Donna Justice, secretary; 
given   to deserving seniors. He Shannon Logan, treasurer; Guy 
also   said that "this is the last <Colson,    reporter,    and 
.„. of formal education for most Bowers,  student council. Karen —*■— , 0o Marcum said the   biggest re-     MUtko said his Immediate plans fleers elected were: 1       Cam- 
sponsibillty for the Junior   ad- call for the organisation of Home- sron,  president, 
Candidates are: 
Geneen Decker, 
Todd   Eaatham, 
Louisa     Flook,     Leslie   Funk, 
all Carolyn Hill, Joyce  Mason, Pat 
Float Rules 
Distributed 
By Council 
the HIPPIE  slate  was  elected   Progress *» «..<»«•... ... , ...       tU- 
with the exception of Linda Chlsm      The  MOTHERS  ticket    swept committee, which would    nttUze 
who was elected student council all the class officer positions In their Judgement as much aapos- 
representative from   the JUDE the sophomore class elections. 8"»*'     M(S    . ,    .       Mlf,. 
Elected were: Mike Miltko.presl-     MOTHERS  stands for    Minds 
dent; Stuart Reagan, vice-presl- Organized to Hear Eastern s Re- 
dent; Mary Lynn Jasper,   sec- sponslble Sophomores, 
votary;   Patty  Anderson,  trea-     Kip   Cameron  along with ine 
-...,  surer; Bill Dwelly, reporter;Jim rest of tte APPLE ticket were 
Mike Pcllegrlnon, student council, and elected to be freshman     class 
Bryant, student    council, officers.   Freshmen cU 
seniors. It    should be rememb- 
ered as the best." 
VMM .  ^—-^" 
Charles Dor- 
4 
Parade 
This girl watches test Saturday's Band Day 
Parade which started on campus and pro- 
ceeded   through  downtown  Richmond.   Ap- 
proximately 60 bands marched In the parade 
and later played at halftlme of the Eastern- 
Akron football game. 
Squad Reduced To Three 
* NineEastern Runners Quit Team 
Nine of the twelve mem- BUI   BIB.,  sophomori;  uik.    Tto Hi m.M«r of ti» croup *°h.
,™n*'l^y *%££?£«£%£■ 
be« of sterns «o~— ggflfflSBSaBSi ^S^'SSC^^X^T^ ^J^ 
track Monday, Oct.   U and*"  *"SLi2SiL   riJS!v group's   spokesman, Issued the education and recreation, said he 
wbse^ently left the squad, JKnS ^SSZJTJu followin« statwnent: ^""^..ft JffSijto^ 
the   Progress learned    early the  seven scholarship athletes     ,.Under Comch Sml^ ninnlIlg J^^***? CSM'SSS 
rKiVweek 8lKn*d     8r»nt-in"ald releases. ceftaed to be a spor?and be- sITtk 
. .    ,    ***>** stud,ents thus I0?8" the came a drudgery.   Although we     ..The boa- felt It might be an 
The incident  occur.ed early benefits   of their  scholarships heid no pers^grudges against avertable situation for both 
a        during that day's afternoonprac- effective  the spring semester  Coach Smiu, we declded we ^ JJJSrlid Coach Smith if they 
By JOE EDWARDS 
News Editor 
Regulations about the con- 
struction and disposition of 
Homecoming floats were is- 
sued Tuesday at the Student 
Council Meeting. 
Organisations will be per- 
mitted to use the Hi$ Warehouse 
on U. S. Highway 25 north ok 
Maroon Lanes to work on floats. 
The warehouse will open Satur- 
day at noon. Work on the floats 
may be done at the'warehouse 
until midnight Saturday, from 
noon until 11 p.m. Sunday, from 
3 until U p.m. Monday .through 
Thursday, and ,f*om 3; P 
next Friday until I a.m. Satur 
day  when floats  must be done 
Smoking will be prohibited In 
the' warehouse; alcoholic bev- 
erages will be prohibited in the 
warehouse and on parking areas 
outsldY 
Cars and motorcycles will 
not be permitted In the ware- 
bouse, except to pull the floats 
in or out. The roadway leading 
from the warehouse to U. S. 25 
must be kept clear for emer- 
gency vehicles. 
Organizations will be res- 
ponsible for keeping their areas 
of the building clean and free 
of fire hazards. Groups also 
will be responsible for safe- 
keeping 
brought 
Oh Well!! 
The look on this coed's face Is indicative of the outcome 
of the game Saturday. Although the outcome was bleak 
last Saturday, hopes are high for this week's encounter with 
Western. Look on page 4 for the story, about this week's 
game (Staff Photo by Craig Clover) 
£; Eastern Campus Housing Unique 
For State Supported Schools 
want   to   live   on or off A survey taken by the Progress Western, whose enrollment Is mey 
has shown that Eastern Is the 10,700 requires no student to campus. UK stated that they do 
only state supported university live on cam.*ua. They only have not require students to live three 
which requires all of Its under- dormitory space for 4,600 stu- to a room under any conditions, 
graduates   to   live   on   campus, dents, with the remainder living although   In   one   men's    dorm 
All of the other state flnanc- off campus, or In fraternity or where   there     are   three to   a 
ed Institutions have a large per- sorority  houses.  It's dormitory room, the    men bad the oppor- 
centage of their students living space Is filled by applications, tnnlty to live off campus If they 
In off-campus housing. Besides Western has no students living wished. 
Eastern,  Morehead  is  the only three to a room. UK Is able to house over  5,- 
other school which now requires    As  Is the case with Western, 000 students  out of an enroll- 
some students to live three to a Murray  also  does not require 
room.   At   no   other   institution students to live on campus. Mur- 
tools and    materials are  Juniors  and   seniors    re- ray   has an enrollment of 7,328 
to the warehouse.     -     quired  to live on campus, but and  only   4,000 can be housed 
be  ready rather 
from the choice. 
they   are   given their on campus. The Western Ken- 
tucky School started    the year 
ment close to 15,000 on the Lex- 
ington campus. 
Eastern's policy Is that all stu- 
dents must live on campus as long 
as there are spaces. Exception* 
are made to  those who live with 
tlce shortly after the team had 
met with Coach Conan Smith. 
The runners reportedly had Just 
started Jogging around the track 
when nine suddenly headed for the 
dressing rooms. 
Those who quit the squad are: 
Joe Esplnosa, freshman; Ken 
Long, freshman; Tom Lozlto, 
freshman; Jim Nichols. Junior; 
run  for a coach 
seem  to   respect 
who 
us. 
The nine who quit the squad couldn't 
had been working out In a group djd ^ 
of ten since school started un- 
der the supervision of Smith and "Most of us have been running 
Doug Cordier, graduate as- a long time, and quitting was hard. 
sistant. The other two members As a matter of fact, most of us 
of the team. Grant Colehour. 
Organizations must 
to move their floats 
warehouse In proper parade At Morehead, all freshmen are with 27 rooms which had three their immediate families In the 
order at 8 a.m. Saturday, No- required to live on campus, while students residing, but the sit- Richmond community or are 
vember 2. sophomores with a 3.0 standing uation   has   now   been  resolved within a reasonable   commuting 
The    council's.   Homecoming or better can live off campus If to where   In no Instance Is there distance from their homes. 
Committee  has named    Circle they wish. Seniors and   Juniors three to a room. Eastern has two new   dorm- 
K    to oversee activity at   the have the choice of living on or     Future plans for dormitories itories   now nearlng completion, 
warehouse. They will have    a off  campus  according to their at Murray are the completion of 
person  on  duty  during     open wishes, unless they are on so- one dormitory now under con- 
hours at the building. clal or academic probation. structlon and one more   which 
Floats ' must be dismantled . Morehead is next to Eastern is in the planning stage, 
and removed from the Alumni in the number of students who At the University of Ken- 
Coliseum parking lot by 6 p.m. live three to a room. In two tucky, freshman and sophomres 
Sunday, November 3. Debris men's halls and three women's are expected to live on campus, 
from floats must be taken to halls there are three to a room. This year those freshman and 
the    Richmond   Incinerator   on plans for future dormitories in- sophomores    who requested   to 
with six more planned to com- 
plete the two complexes. 
remained in his class," he said, Four MUe Avenue; non- burnable elude  the  two now under    con- live    off  campus were granted 
"so   we arranged for them to trash   mugt   ^   t^n   t0  BOX. strUctlon  and  two of which are that   permission.   Juniors     and 
AAUP Head 
1 f 
Says Tenure 
Is Under Fire 
either drop the class or transfer 
to another section." 
(continued on page eight)      In the planning stage. seniors have a choice whether 
four-time     cross-country 
track Ail-America, and Ken Sil- 
vlous. worked out on their own. 
n are still working out as an in- 
and dividual track club we hope to 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
To Have Installation 
organize. A coach who doesn't 
deserve our respect Just doesn't 
deserve our physical efforts eith- 
er. He had few, If any. feelings 
toward us as individuals, so we 
in turn, cared little about him. 
An Alpha Gamma Delta Fireside tomorrow in 
"AH of us on scholarship who 
quit were all-state cross-coun- 
the try  or  track   runners In high 
McGregor Hall Date Lounge will begin the installation of JJj^ ^ q^Jf2Jtugt they eajr? 
Gamma Omicron Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta, the take it." 
firs* member Of the National Panhellenic Conference to be    Smlth ua ^ ^^ 
installed here. 
Registration will be from 7:00 
to 7«S0 p.m., according to Reg- 
istration Chairwomen Mrs. Rob- 
ert Stone, and Mrs. James E. 
runners 
who  remained  on the squad— 
An undergraduate   workshop    Colehour, Sllvlous  and Steen— 
Is scheduled for Saturday morn- all declined comment. 
Ing  with Mrs. King. Members      _ " r- ,_z_A 
from Alpha Gamma Delta chap-    f°™*v. th.e«?du*t?a*!lst*w 
from Indiana  University, who had run for Smith in his un- 
days, did not re- ters 
workouts   were easier 
r than any year since 
Humphrey, Jr.   Lexington. «..*   »«-   —-—   *,   [mnna 
The Living Purpose Program University of Tennessee,    and ^J"™* 
will be presented by members of University  of    Kentucky    will main      «• 
the Alpha Gamma Delta chapter assist.   Initiation  services are 
from the University of Tennes- scheduled Saturday afternoon in 
see.   The Oral Pledge    Cere- the Fellowship Hall of the First fve been here 'Cordier said. 
nSny f£ thTfonne? Pi Alpha Christian Church. Officers from ;2°~f«jJ~'*£*££*> 
Thetelh will be conducted by Epsilon Chapter at UK will be that  was  their  only prob em. 
B^oSL^rg^LeSnVon, inltotii«  oMcers with    ritual     "And some of them didn't even 
and Mrs. Merle King   province supervision   by   Mrs. Jess   L. want to run In the meets. I've 
SSJSft.JTSKLS' S&JWi. p« J2S.«™ to nm l" "^ nMte'" 
ma Omlcroa chapter, will pre- go.   Ketterington.   Ohio;   Vicky M sua- 
side at the pledging ceremonies     (continued on page eight) Most of the freshmen who quit 
for seven local women. on the squad expressed a desire 
Go West 
Young Men 
That's what members of the Sigma Nu 
fraternity are doing. They'll be heading — 
via bicycle — for Western at Bowling 
Omn for the 41st renewal of the annual 
Bastern-Western football rivalry. BUI Wood- 
all, commander of the fraternity, starts the 
first- leg of the 170-mile marathon. "It's an 
expression of our support for the team," 
Woodall said. Each boy will cover 15 miles. 
(Steff Photo by Cralg Clover) 
It Is the Judgment of the presi- 
dent of the Kentucky State Con- 
ference of the American Associa- 
tion of University Professors that 
the Kentucky Un-American Ac- 
tivities Committee is acting with 
restraint that tenure in state 
universities may come under the 
attack, and that AAUP deserves 
much of the credit for faculty 
and student representation on the 
boards of regents of state univer- 
sities. 
Addressing the first meeting of 
the local AAUP chapter Tuesday 
evening was Dr. William Pluck- 
nett, associate professor of 
chemistry at the University of 
Kentucky and president of the 
state AAUP conference. Prior 
to Dr. Plucknetf s talk, Dr. Rob- 
ert E. Stebbins president of 
Eastern's AAUP chapter, en- 
couraged faculty members who 
are not members of the chapter 
to contact Dr. Byno R. Rhodes. 
"It is necessary for AAUP to 
constantly Interpret their posit- 
ion to others," said Dr. Pluck- 
nett. "AAUP members view our 
country and our institutions es- 
sentially In the same way other* 
do. We only differ In our meth- 
ods." he added. 
Dr. Plucknett suggested that 
AAUP members will stand be- 
hind freedom of expression even 
though they question the wisdom 
of the action advocated. He stat- 
ed that this was perhaps becauso 
members had a greater confl- 
(continued en page eight) 
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Survey Carries Implications 
adviser Glen  Klelne 
Students Should Never Be Three To A Room 
..  . 
The Progress just completed a survey of 
the housing policies at all tax-supported 
institutions of higher education in Kentuc- 
ky. That survey carries strong implications 
that seem to call for reconsideration of 
housing policies at Eastern. 
The survey (published on page one of 
this issue) shows that Eastern is the only 
state-supported institution in the state 
that requires all of its undergraduates to 
live on campus. In fact, it showed that at 
Murray, Western and the University of 
Kentucky, any student that wished to live 
off-campus could. 
Only at Eastern and Morehead are three 
students placed in rooms built for two oc- 
cupants. And at Morehead, where there are 
less students  living   three-to-a-room   than 
there are here, only the freshmen and sop- 
homores with less than a 2.5 grade standing 
are required to live on campus. It appears 
that the situation there is brought on be- 
cause   students  want   to   live  in   dormi- 
tories, not because they are forced to. 
There're eight dorms on this campus where 
three students are crammed into rooms that 
barely   suffice  for  two.   For those eight 
dorms are the oldest and most poorly equip- 
ped ones flta campus. 
r^ost of the students living three to a 
room are freshmen, and for students just 
trying to make the adjustment, that's the 
worst possible  situation.     The transition 
from high school comes hard enough to 
freshmen without complicating living con- 
ditions to a point where anything comfort- 
able becomes impossible. 
We suggest a reexamination of 
the real purpose of this institution. 
Maybe it's about time we quit cramming 
these dorms every fall with vast numbers 
of students just so the federal government 
will be impressed and grant more money 
for more dorms. Then the merry-go-round 
starts all over.   ._ 
The administration will naturally point 
to a spring semester when two dorms will 
be completed, enrollment will be down and 
everybody will be happy, But it may well 
be too late for many freshmen. And crowd- 
ed living conditions must share part of the 
blame. They certainly don't create an at- 
mosphere conducive to learning and study- 
ing. 
. That brings us back to the real purpose 
of this University. Its purpose should be 
to educate its students in the best manner 
possible. That manner would not seem to 
include any clause about crowded living 
conditions. 
Solutions to these conditions appear re- 
latively simple. Because the University is 
committed on federal bond issues to fill the 
dormitories, they must require that a cer- 
tain number of students live on campus. 
But they aren't committed to anybody to 
crowd living facilflpes. 
If the.school wj&uld allow juniors and 
seniors who wish ta live off-campus file ap- 
plications for permission to do SO, they 
would still find their dormitories filled to 
a normal capacity. In the event thaj there' 
was empty space -remaining, the University 
could require Students who filed the latest 
off-campus applications to move back to 
campus until the.dorms were full. 
Perhaps another plan would be more 
feasible than the one just offered. But some 
plan has to be found to relieve crowded liv- 
ing conditions on this campus. The ad- 
ministration has certainly done an enviable 
job of building new, attractive dormitories. 
In fact, this University has more facilities 
for on-campus housing than any other in 
Kentucky. 
But this University also has more stu- 
dents cramped into conditions that were 
never intended to exist. It's high time East- 
ern keep step with its sister institutions at 
all levels of performance. The Progress 
urges the reevaluation of housing policies 
with the goal of putting ourselves in line 
with 20th century university education. 
*A8 sff/r 
by craig ammerman 
Encouraging, or maybe even ecstatic, 
would best describe the feelings late Mon- 
day night in the data processing1 "Hnt^r 
when a computerized machine startea giv- 
ing results from that day's elections in the 
sophomore, junior and senior classes. 
The freshmen vote had been counted by 
hand earlier in the night, and considering 
that vote count only cast a cloud of gloom 
and hopelessness on the late workers. Less 
than 33 per cent of the newcomers had 
voted in the election .for their own class 
officers. It looked like apathy had once 
again drawn students to its side. 
Then that computer started whirring a- 
way and paper came rolling out of the top, 
and right then came a welcome sight to 
weary eyes. The IBM machine said 648 
seniors had taken the time to complete a 
card and cast a ballot for somebody. 
Now many people might not be impres- 
sed with a turnout of 648 among a class 
that numbers around 1,050. But those who 
weren't impressed just hadn't been around 
many class elections before. Getting people 
to vote used to be as hard as pulling teeth. 
And then over 60 per cent turned out to 
vote in the senior class. Why that was won- 
derful — a 25 per cent increase over the 
highest total ever recorded on this cam- 
pus. 
The joys were short-lived, however. It 
wasn't long before the computer brought 
everyone back to earth. The paper rolled 
out twice more, and each time it had apathy 
stamped all over  it. The sophomore and 
mm* 
,/ 
junior classes, although  showing a better 
vote total than in previous years,  told a 
stpjy^of apathy — one written so many,,, 
times its lines and verses areiiamiliar to j 
alt. ftie*vdte percentage fell fir below the., 
halfway point. Another year of* nothingness 
seemed a good prognostication, 
Though many of the late workers ex- 
pressed disgust with the lackluster ways of 
their peers, there was at least a resem- 
blance of hope. The senior class had fin- 
ally given representative democracy a work- 
ing chance. 
But there is still the other three-fourths 
that needs to involve its members before 
they can call themselves representative 
groups. It still remained for those officers 
to stir the fire from within. 
The senior class had done its part. 'The 
three tickets on that ballot must have of- 
fered real alternatives, because he majority 
stepped to the front and cast a vote for the 
SOBER ticket. But a good part of the credit 
must go to the two defeated slates that 
helped stir the interest. They made students 
care enough about their leaders to finally 
voice a say in who those leaders were going 
to be. 
Now, it's left to the others. It's left to 
them to go the grass roots and find out just 
what their peers want, just what their peers 
think should be changed or altered for the 
good of the students. It's now left to them 
to shake the cobwebs from the apathetic 
majority and drag those people into die 
mainstream of the workings of democracy. 
Students Should Reaqt 
To Powell Report 
The actions taken by the Powell Com- 
mittee in the past few weeks have been en- 
couraging to say the least. The group seems 
to be making good progress, and a Student 
Affairs Report should be released soon. 
The importance of this report is para- 
mount for :t will affect all Eastern students 
on campus now and those who come in the 
years ahead. For that reason; we believe stu- 
dents should have an opportunity to react 
ijeforethei report!' k submitted td'the Fa- 
Vuftfc 'Senate s^'ifttffftf Regents W'jEmal 
approval. /! ' 
Certain areas which, students, feel need 
changes or vast improvements could pos- 
sibly be overlooked in the report. And it's 
certainly easier to ammend a report before 
it's approved. 
The best way to sample student opinion 
of the Powell Report would probably be a 
printing of the said report in its entirety 
in the Progress. Such a move would require 
a large amount of space, but it would give 
all students a chance to react, and to sug- 
gest. 
A Progress reprint would also give the 
students an opportunity to make formal 
recommendation through the Student Asso- 
ciation. 
This vast study of student affairs is now 
in its 15th month.; It appears to be rapidly 
approaching an end. But since this study 
has already taken much time, involved 
many people and caused great concern a- 
mong many, it Would appear unwise to 
report it finished without considering the 
students. 
It seems to us that the Powell Committee 
is bound by decency.and common sense to 
furnish the'student body a chance to 
react to a report that will govern their every 
move for the remainder of their college 
life. 
On The SDS 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to congratulate the Young Re- 
publican Club on its thorough condemnation of 
the S.D.S. I'm sure Washington will be glad to 
share the evidence you have against this or- 
ganization. 
Steve Ferguson 
SDS Condemned 
Dear Editor: 
I congratulate Editor Ammerman for his 
very, infcrmative, editorial, on. Oie tofm&m 
I think a better name for this CommunUit 
Front group would be Students for a Destructive 
Society! '!*■ 
I have also noted the letter In the Progress 
of Oct. 8, 1968, by one James C. Gibson critt- 
cising Editor Ammerman for his stalwart stand 
against the destructive S.D.S.! The Communist 
in New York made the statement that they 
did not need to do special work in the colleges 
as long as they had the S.D.8. to do their work 
for them! James C. Gibson says that the only 
solution to our problems is "revolution," sounds 
like he's a student of Karl Marx, doesn't he? 
The energetic patriotic president of the Uni- 
versity of Virginia in making the June Com- 
irencement address at Centre College in Dan- 
ville said that history has yet to show a single 
caee where a nation destroyed by a violent re- 
volution has ever regained its previous etate— 
let alone "improve it" as James C. Gibson says 
in his letter of Oct. 8, 1888, F.BJ. Director J. 
Edgar Hoover has very aptly labelled 8.D.S. 
irroups as destructive, subversive, and a tool of 
the Communist Party. 
Yours truly, 
A. C. Frank 
, ., , '.'.■■ 
LonfcrWinded Prof. 
Dear Editor: 
I have only ten minutes to fight my way out 
of a class which has just ended, crowd down 
the staircase of Combs classroom building, hike 
across campus to my next class and fight my 
way to a seat. 
Ten minutes is usually enough time for this 
feat, if 1 hurry, but there are some professors 
who would like to see me and my classmates 
make the distance In five minutes. These pro- 
fessors are so engrossed In bestowing their 
learning that they habitually take more than 
their allotted hour of classtime and use the 
class bell as a signal to begin a five minute 
summary of the day's lesson and to make a 
new assignment 
I am sure my feelings are shared by many 
other students. I believe any  student  should 
have the right to walk out of a class when the 
class bell sounds and the period ends. 
BlSSlalllSSt/, 
 FWJd Mamas 
PRs 4Do No Wronfc' 
Dear Editor: 
This letter is la reference to the Illicit sex 
films that were beans; shown In Dupree Hall. 
The statement was made that although the 
films were shown on the seventh floor of the 
above hall which is occupied by the Pershing 
Rifles, there was no reason to believe that the 
latter were involved. 
If a fraternity or any other recognised or- 
I ganlaetion on campus found itself in a similar 
situation, they would have been severely repri- 
manded. But  our R.O.TiO  or Pershtng- Rifle 
, bovs^sn. dp no wrong^^ ^ ^^ 
President—Newman Apostoiate 
Rather Be Ri&ht 
Dear Editor: 
- We would rather be RIGHT than President 
.. .or vIce-President. .or Secretary.. .or Treas- 
urer. ..or Student Council Representative.. .or 
Reporter. 
Love and Kisses, 
Robert E. Sanders 
Dan Kent 
Lee Hess 
Larry Danny 
Eugene White 
Jo Edmundson 
Helen Gebuis 
Procedures Criticized 
Dear Editor: 
In reference to your editorial last .. 
.on student non-participation In school elections, 
I would like to raise the question that students 
are not given notice of the time and place of 
some such elections. This was true of McGregor 
Hall's election of a Homecoming queen candi- 
date. There were absolutely no notices posted 
as to the time and Piece of the voting. I have 
yet to talk to anyone who voted for the staple 
reason that the voting time was not decided 
upon until the previous evening, and no an- 
nouncements were made. The voting took place 
early In the morning in the lobby. The table was 
not marked, and no one working there made 
any attempt to mention what was going on to 
those of us who passed through on the way to 
class. The voting table was closed before 11 
a.m., thus many people knew nothing of the 
election until the dorm choice was anounced 
that   afternon. 
The issue of lack of notice cannot hold 
(Continued On Page Three) 
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Member: 
Associated Collegiate Press Association 
Columbia Scholastic Press Association 
National Newspaper Service 
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association 
Represented for national advertising by 
National  Educational  Advertising   Service,  Inc. 
Progress advertising Is Intended to help the* 
bny.   Any false or mtsleadlag advertising should be 
reported to the Progress Office 
I 
All copy intended for publication must be re- 
ceived by the editor p«lor to Monday at 10 ajn. 
STAFF MEMBERS: Elaine Boring, Steve Ca- 
lendar. Tom Carter, Craig Clover, Janet Coane, Sharon 
Cochran. Mary Cox. Shelll Denhem. Kitty BY**0!**'*?** 
Frost, Jsmie Hounchell, Jimmy House, Claudia Kirk, 
Sharcn McBrlde, Steve McTeer. Patricia ONeilWonn 
Perkins, David Rains. Sandra Read, Thomas Dwatae. 
Riddell. Karen Schmidt. Joe Sharp. Single Stephens, Doug 
Vance. Bob WhiUock. 
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McGill 
Wafces In Wallace-Land 
In the we* ushered in by Labor Day education for all children^™*J^ 
there appeared m this space an article com- g* *« are *■£"*»J&Ejfi^S 
u :-':»- nc«fft ...ft-i, f^r «/Q<W»<: that there be an end to   running, down the merrtine on what it costs to work tor wages ,.. .. -.-*?*. 
• <v/ ,,      ,    i South, in Wallace-Mnd. - B     fa their a         defen$c of George 
A sample of the «*«"L»4*> toe. ^      «   _ th     afC 
If you area carpenter ,t costs you $40 a ^       aware. thai the Southern states 
week to work under George Wal lace    In _                     *   _              fa 
Chicago a <?^.^ *^£& capita income, pay for teachers, and so on. 
.nC^veland $5.45; in San Francisco $5.20, fh
F shout it ^ drf^ .^ 0f the men 
,n Detroit, *5.06. Birmingham pay .s $4^ ^.^ fof a contmwtiont or pcpetua- 
If you are a bus driver the ^rt says it ^P° .      ^ fof ^ ^ 
costs you more than $30 a week twork        ^ ^      ^^ ^ 
Mrider George Wallace^ In Ch^go. bus- ^ ^ £g.._ ^ 
Wr .makes $3.41 an hour; in Cleveland been poorer." 
$3.25; m San Francisco, $3.63; in Detroit, fife* unintentionT confessions in 
$3A7. Birmingham wages are.»62. .       ^J^ on J^ Wsillace cam- 
Th* schoolteacher also is told that^it costs _ ^ ^ he 
hec.f2.d00. year or more - .i some: ca*,  P. ^ fa AUbama ^^ 
much more- to work under George W ^^ ^ ^ ^ ■  ^.^ 
lace, .Schoo^adjers uv Chicago.f«4j:«^ the rural areas 0f the OldSouth states, 
^^^^^€^:Il^^>^^^ the rural poverty^ most San Francisco, $10,076; in Detroit, $8,250. 
Birmingham, $6,141. 
The'response to these and other statistics 
was furious resentment from Mr. Wallace's 
suppporters. This was anticipated. The 
truth hurts. But there was the most reveal- 
ing admission in the angry letters. 
of the low quality education are — and 
have been — there was growing,, tytter 
anger over integration of schools. 
Private schools were being begun. Some 
had as few as two or three teachers. Only a 
very small percentage will ever be accredit- 
ed Qr ab,e tQ prepare children for college 
"Wages in the South are lower than _ Qr modem skm$ 
those of the northern cities, they said A Yet, furious Southern adults, because 
couple Of letters said it --was very unfair they themselves have never known anything 
to single out how much worse things were ^tC[ than tlwi^0Wn lives> were proceeding 
in Birmingham a<tf AJabama-because the to> sjifafifice'anpther generation of children 
South always had been behind m incomes   ra^iian 4ei\ail children, attend the best 
This sort of retort may be astonishing to   possible schools: 
one  unfamiliar  with  the  South  and the       They damn the federal  government — 
Southerner. But it is not to the Southerner   "Let us alone," they shout.. ."Never," is 
wno seeks to know his own region.   The   the cry. •..}• ^ 
pattern of angry reply never varies. If one The old, old environment and prejudices 
discusses what the South must do to catch remain in too many areas — and they are 
up — eliminate racist practices, improve   now being pandered to and encouraged. 
i. 
Or&an RecitalCritiqued 
"< 
By CLAUDIA CLICK que   both On the keyboard and pedalboard. 
,john Turnbull presented the first of the Paul Hindemiths"Sonata No. 1" opened 
1968-1969 series of organ recitals in Brock the second part of the program. Hmdemith 
Auditorium last week was  a contemporary, composer^who used 
The,.ornWgf1wo.rVwa^ a    Prelude and $$S*%$tf ^^cttaVions tylW& 
Fugue in g minor   by Deitnch Buxtehude, *- 
which portrayed the solemnity of religious Messiaen. Turnbull displayed his best technical and 
interpretive abilities and seemed to enjoy 
performing this work. 
Procedures Criticized 
music of .the Baroque period. Next was a 
Christmas Carol by Louis-Claude D'Aquin 
caUed "Npel, Grand jue et Pua." 
An interesting effect was created by the 
repetition' of a musical phrase with differ- 
ent stops on the organ. "Passacaglia and 
Fugue,' by Johann Sebastian Bach, which ^ for S'J^presidentlaPelection. I hope 
closed the first part of the program, was that the turnout wil be large. However, I do 
•    . i I..**- hope that such a lack of notice Is causing* much majestic and dramatic. ap^thy fUtumg> my fellow students. The pre- 
The drama and majesty  were in   part   vailing attitude seems to be, that campus acti- 
•-* ,*«.! k« th*. (r^niient iiv nf   low stODS   yiae>B are controlled by the, Greek groups,  so created by the frequent use ot low stops  why ^^ x slnccreiy hope this assumption is 
in the pedals. The interweaving of melo-   incorrect, but the conduct of our dorm election 
dies in the fugue gave-Mr. Turnbull   an   ¥*« •» »«le reason  ^^^Jf^ b   . .?.    . . „ .    .    • Margaret Catherine Oattis 
opportunity to exhibit his excellent tecnni- Box 448 McGregor 
7? 
TAPE PLAYERS 
CAR and HOME 
OVER 300 TA*ES TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS 
TAPE RECORDERS 
| Car Tap* Players-Home Tape Players - Stereo 
'Your Electronic Headquarters" 
. 
tU4*milfSt— 
13S W. IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND,   KENTUCKY! 
The Best of Hay me 
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On The Presidential Candidates / 
-Wkfc Ah- KM TSi-p Ikn M IU~-. Ikl 
Tifc* Cm tl naa Fmpm W« Cdl k, 
B^i».ii<Nr»> WimlmVmm SYNDICATE 
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By STEVE CALLENDER 
Staff Writer 
Have you listened to our presidential can- 
didates lately? 
We've got it made. No matter which one 
is elected, there will be no more Vietnam 
war, no more racial problems, no more hun- 
ger, no more inflation —in short, no more 
problems of any kind in the "good ol' USA" 
Each candidate has his own five-minute 
solution to each and every illness currently 
inflicting our red, white, and blue nervous 
systems. Under these most promising cir- 
cumstances, I feel myself compelled to sayi 
"Goody, goody." 
I once heard it said of Hubert Humphrey 
that his face could be compared to a potato 
with the eyes in the wrong place. I didn't 
see a tremendously great amount of humor 
in the analogy, but I did recognize an ele- 
ment of truth in it. I wonder if the afore- 
mentioned potato had been French-fried, 
mashed, or half-baked ? At any rate, I wish 
to extend a hearty congratulations to Mr. 
Humphrey for his outstanding comeback 
this year. Four years of empting ashtrays 
A Word's Distortions 
By JOE SHARP 
This article is only a short philological 
note. I expect it to make me a large num- 
ber of enemies. 
According to Bishop Pike, the most ob- 
scene word: in the world is 'nigger' said by 
Bull Connor and other bigots. It is offen- 
sive because of the. memories of degrada- 
tion and contempt which are attached to it. 
It is used today either to demonstrate hatred 
to insult a black man, or to raise white 
backlash votes from uneasy white animals 
But I want to look at the word objectively 
for a moment, if possible. "Nigger" is a 
- deformed way of saying 'Negro,' of course. 
It's unfortunate that the word was distorted 
by slavers, because 'the word 'Negro' is a 
descendant of the'^Latin adjective niger, 
which is pronounced nigger and means 
black. 
Here the colloquialism is actually closer 
to the old word than the 'right' word, a 
fact which language purists should notice. 
Also, it's easier to say the word 'nigger' 
than it is to say 'Negro,' and that's the 
main reason: why the word was distorted 
in the first place. ,; _, 
Ki MriNpgr^^cpfltftjps^o,.Jofift, vowels, and 
. an awkward combination of consonants. 
Trigger is a shorter, terser way of saying . 
'Afro-American.' It fits into sentences bet- 
ter and seems to 'have more swing. Besides 
that, it has a rowdy atmosphere. So why 
not forget the offensive connotations and 
use the word ?' 
I'm perfectly willing to be called a honkie 
or a calkie (contracted mutilation of 'Cau- 
casian,' which is another word I don't like) 
in return. Maybe if we didn't take our pig- 
mentation so seriously we'd all be better 
off. y, 
By saying this I don't mean to condemn 
the civil rights movement, which is cor- 
recting a situation that needs to be cor- 
rected. I just want to get rid of some of the 
more pretentious terrrts connected with it. 
Now I'll apologize in print so I won't 
have to do it under duress, To me the word 
'nigger' was never an abusive word. My par- 
ents never trained me to hate one-tenth of 
the people in America. 
Unfortunately, there are a lot of men and 
women who will think that this is a very 
good idea to come from someone whose 
parents were so remiss in his education. But 
1 must confess to their chagrin that I don't 
suggest that the degradation of black men 
be made standard. I wouldn't usse the word 
if it carried offensive connotations to me. 
There are a good many people who will 
tell me I'm taking my convictions too light- 
ly, and in this case they have a point. I've 
had too much practice with the shallow 
scornful front for unpopular opinions. 
Nevertheless, if the Klan endorses me I'm 
going to remind them of a line of Spenser's 
about Christ (a drop of whose blood ap- 
pears on their badge): 
"Love is the lesson which the Lord us 
taught." 
can be hard on the ego. I do hope he doesn't 
worry too much about the Chicago affair 
the gang threw for: him. I'm sure nobody 
has had that much fun since the Boston 
Massacre. 
While the subject of comebacks is in the 
air, Richard Milhouse Nixon must surely 
be mentioned. I remember the old Richard 
Nixon: a fuzz-faced, bug-eyed boy just out 
of the vice-presidency. I remember how he 
cried wheh he lost the California governor- 
ship (the poor, dear boy). 
I remember how a group of merciless, Sata- 
nic reporters simply drove him to angry 
words. I remember his vow, never to run in 
another political election as long as he 
lived. And now, after overcoming seeming- 
ly insurmountable odds, mild-mannered 
Richard Nixon emerges as.. .as.. .Super 
Richard. Immediately, the striking change 
in this "rags-to-riches" hero can be seen. He 
has less hair. Hurray for the Mets, Edsels, 
and Richard.Nixon! 
But while the Republicans are hailing the 
return of the Messiah and the Democrats 
are peeling potatoes, a third voice is being 
heard around the nation. This is the voice 
of George Wallace, comedian of the year. 
I could laugh twice as much at one of his 
speeches than at a show which combined 
the best efforts of Jonathan Winters, Jerry 
Lewis, Red Skeleton & Tom Smothers. Un- 
derneath my laughs, I can picture a young 
black man working in a cotton field; I can 
picture President Wallace cursing out Mao 
tse-Tung at a peace conference; I can 
picture shades of a small, bushy moustache. 
At the risk of being labeled a Communist 
(in the Wallace Unabridged Dictionary 
this noun covers everything from Humphrey 
supporters to boys who need a haircut), I 
cannot picture an educated or remotely in- 
telligent human being casting a vote for 
such a waste. But I know that such will be 
the case. 
i love America. Its ideals are a source of 
great pride to me. But I am not a hypocrite. 
I cannot support a cause in which I have no 
faith. It is on these grounds that I will look 
over each of the three candidates and vote 
"no" in the presidential election, 1$>68. 
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Time 
Oct. 28 
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MIKE HOLSEY 
a Trained College 
Specialist from 
JOHN ROBERTS 
wants to meet you 1 
- He will assist you in selecting the ring that is 
right for you . . . with the proper stone, weight 
and style, for the most lasting and beautiful 
symbol of your educational achievement. 
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Welcome the winter weather 
in those gay plaids by 
Modern Jr. A selection of 
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Number One Game In OVC History Saturday 
By JACK FROST 
Progress Staff Writer 
"Showdown Saturday"  has  finally arrived, Eastern 
nlets Western Saturday in Bowling Green in what has 
been publicized at "the college division game of the year. 
Iu .take In thoTSHTwill P<>s- ^^oT'thfoti^ hSd"' 
defense which has placed the Hill  most ferocious hitter at Western Runsnock, who is the only re- They will be John Sarakaitls   a Missing from the game will be won twice and tied once during 
toppers as the only unscored upon since Dale Llndsey   who is now tflrnee from last year's line, and   212 pound tackle, and Bill Sykes ike Brown, the standout runner that time. 
team in the nation.                         a       starter   for the Cleveland «fenior   guard   Ed   King.     This at   center.      Western   has two who Is Just a freshman atWest-       Jim Gulce started tthe victory 
But you can not forget the of-   Browns.   As a freshman, Brame is King's first season as a line- quarterbacks in Mike Egan and (rn< Brown started the season skein 
.n<dve  machine of Western. In was selected on the second team man.    He has previously been a Johnny  Vance.     Although Egan as a split end, but when Moore   yi 
«-»-   inh.,-*/l   ho   flllari  In at  the   19 „ 
In 1966, Eastern's squad trav- 
(Continued on Page Seven) 
By KARL PARK Progress Sports Editor 
i        Showdown Battle 
It is that time of the football season again. Eastern meets 
Western As hasten the case so many times before: this annual 
rivalry once again has the features of be ng one Of tjie most im- 
portant NCAA college  division games of the year. . 
The Colonels go into the game with a 4-1 record and Western 
brings a perfect 5-0 slate into the contest. The Hilltoppers have 
scared   179 points through  the   first half of  the  season,  while 
EaStS SIt8Cstrrfking6difference between the two squads per- 
haps, is the amount of points allowed. Western has yet to be 
scored upon, and  the Colonels have allowed 92 points. 
However, Akron (the only team to beat Eastern this sea- 
son) has won more games this year (4) than all of Westerns 
opponents combined. Eastern's opponents' combined record ta 
10-14.  The Hilltoppers' opponents' combined season  marK is an 
W,mFrom VU»ls   data,  Eastern would  seem   to  have  played  its 
roughest part of the schedule already. 
Last year entering the crucial OVC contest, the Colonels 
had allowed twice as many points as Western. But the game 
ended in a 14-14 tie and Eastern went on to win the conference 
and the NCAA Mideast Region. ' 1i t-y„, „ 
This year's game could also go a long way in determining 
the conference champ. .      *.«.„. as™ 
. Eastern still has some key personnel out with Injuries. Tim 
Speaks, Paul Hampton, Ron House, Doug Johnstone and Bob 
Webb missed last Saturday's game against Akron, along with 
Ron Reed, who is'lost for the season with a knee Injury. 
Western has also had injury problems. Dickie Moore, senior 
Uttle All-American fullback, has missed three games with an 
injured  leg.  He was  in on  five plays in  the Hilltoppers   66-0 
Xhing defeat of Western Illinois. This was the only action 
re saw in that game as the coaching staff did not want to 
take a chance on his re-injuring his pulled hamstring muscle after 
he said he felt some pain when making his cuts. 
Also injured for Western are senior quarterback, Mike 
Es»n, who has a knee problem, and end Steve Rusnock, who re- 
irlred his shoulder in the Western Illinois game. 
W Both teams enter the contest with 3-0 conference records 
afl share ffrst place honors with the Murray Racers. A win for 
the Colonels would set them in an enviable position. They would 
have three conference games left—Murray, Tennessee Tech, and 
Morehead. The Murray and Morehead contests would be at home. 
Western will also have three remaining OVC games, but would 
havo  to  travel  to Murray  and  Morehead. 
Not enough importance can be stressed on this game, but 
th*re is something that Eastern fans can do to support the 
team. Go to Western! School spirit has been shown to a great 
extent during each of Eastern's home games and Saturday should 
beT no different. *» 
Everybody has been talking about this game since the first 
week of the season, and just because Eastern lost Saturday should 
not affect the size of the Colonel following, whatsoever. 
How does this corner see the outcome of Saturday's game? 
Eastern 24, Western   13. 
j f i
«MM «^6«"« —~   ern.    when he tossed   u   8- 
fe si , i i a m a wr    n n o s j n   v ard touchdown in fcastenifs 28- 
flve games   Western has scored All-OVC team.    He was an All-   back. has an injured knee, he will play was Injured, he filled in at the 12 win in 1965. 
a total of 1*79 points for a 35.8 Stater   for  Hopkinsvllle's state     Two sophomores will probably m Saturday's game. fullback spot, 
average per game. champs. start for the Hilltoppers. They     Backing Moore in the running    Western leads in the series   eieo. io western anuagaii 
Western has two candidates for     Joining   Brame  at  defensive are Ron Parry, at guard, and department will be Jim Vorhees, between the   two rivals (25-14- ed the Hilltoppers. Itiis 
the Kodak College Division All- end will be Steve Bare, a 200-  Dave Klenz at tackle. who has eclipsed the 1,000 yard 2),  but  the Colonels have not score was 24-12. Guice c< 
American award.  They are full-  pound      sophomore.     Opposite     Two freshmen    will get the   rushing   mark   for   his   career been beaten by Western in the for   two      D»s.     One of these 
back Dickie Moore and defensive Heath at tackle will be Romeo starting nod in this week's game,  this season. last  three years. Eastern has 
tackle Walter Heath. Crennel    a Junior, who is the 
Last season Moore led the na- largest Hilltopper at 240 pounds.    " 
tion in rushing with 1,444 yards.      Bill  Hape and Jerry Humble 
He was selected for the second will be at linebackers for West- 
team AFC A College Division All- ern. Hape is a sophomore and 
American. Other honors receiv- was a   second team     All-OVC 
ed by Moore were the selection pick in 1967. 
to   the All-OVC team ana tne     Humble is one of the few sen- 
OVC 's Offensive Player of the i0rs on the defensive squad of 
Year. Western. 
Heath was named to the OVC The cornerbacks will be sen- 
team last year and was barely j0r Jim Garrett and Junior 
edged out as the league's Defen- Johnny Jaggers. 
sive Player Of the Year. He has Both of these men were AU- 
been the leader of this year's de- OVC selections last season. Gar- 
fensive team which through the rett was selected on the first 
first three games limited op- team, while Jaggers was chosen 
ponents to 14.6 yards per game. on the second unit. 
Both Moore and Heath are sen- The deep backs for Western 
iors this year. Heath is the cap- will be Mike Phelps Bill Green, 
tain while Moore is a co-captain, and Sam Pearson. All three are 
Another defensive standout for sophomores,   but   each   started 
the    Hilltoppers    is    Lawrence last year as freshmen. 
Brame   a 6-1, 203 pound sopho-       The veterans  of the offensiv 
more.' Brame is said to be the line will be flanker end Steve 
PROBABLE OFFENSIVE STARTERS 
Nn.    Eastern Pos. 
87    Don Buchler SE 
Bill Brewer ST 
Fred  Trolke SG 
Don   Minor C 
75 
62 
54 
67 
71 
89 
12 
23 
30 
41 
Don Wigginton QG 
Donnie Evans QT 
James Wilson TE 
Jim Gulce QB 
Jim Brooks TB 
Bob  Beck FB 
John Tasel WB 
No.   Western 
80 Jay   Davis   \ 
77 Terry Thompson 
64 Ron  Parry 
54 Jim Lalvia 
60 Ed King 
73 John   Sarakaitis 
26 Jim Sprinkle 
10 Mike Egan 
33 Jim Vorhees 
46 Dickie Moore 
85 Bill Rose 
No. 
82 
74 
61 
70 
85 
65 
52 
50 
14 
22 
20 
25 
PROBABLE DEFENSIVE STARTERS 
Pos. No.   Western 
RE     83   Lawrence Brame 
RT 75   Walt   Heath 
MG 76    Romeo Crennel 
LT 82    Steve   Bare 
LE 35   Jerry  Humble 
LB'        51    Bill Hape 
LB 22   Jim Garrett 
31   Johnny   Jaggers 
RCB 21    Mike  Phelps 
LCB 20   Sam   Pearson 
RHB 81    Bill  Muller 
LHB 
COMPARATIVE SCORES TO DATE 
Sidney Yeldell 
Miller Arritt 
Teddy Taylor 
Jim Dernier 
Tom Shetler 
Jimmy Moberjy 
Dick Dunkle 
Paul Hampton 
Don  Moore 
Ted Green 
Pete Compass! 
Mike Armstrong 
EKU 
63 
23 
21 
49 
20 
Hlllsdale 
East Tenn. 
Austin Peay 
Middle Tenn. 
Akron 
Opp. 
0 
20 
20 
21 
81 
WKU 
35 
42 
23 
66 
13 
BuUer 
Austin Peay 
East Tenn. 
Western Illinois 
Tennessee Tech 
FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
Eastern 
Western 
Murray 
Austin Peay 
East Tenn. 
Middle Tenn. 
Morehead 
Tenn. Tech 
W 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
L 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
T 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Pt. Opp. 
99 
78 
82 
37 
34 
61 
55 
6 
THE 
College Life Insurance Company 
Of America 
.   - » 
...featuring the life insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusive- 
ly to college men.   Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR." 
MANZ'S FOOTBALL FORECAST 
OVC PICKS 
WINNER LOSER 
61 
0 
34 
79 
52 
102 
76 
46 
W 
4 
5 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
L 
1 
0 
0 
3 
3 
4 
3 
5 
T 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
Ft. Opp. 
Game Of Year's 
176 
179 
116 
50 
40 
83 
97 
33 
Defensive 
Stalwarts 
Shown above are two of the Ohio Valley 
Conference's finest defensive player*. At the 
left is Lawrence Brame, a 6-1 203 pound 
sophomore. He plays defensive end for the 
92 
0 
55 
120 
142 £8:8B^:ft:Afc%^^ 
109 
94 THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE 
Austin Peay*at Middle Tennessee 
Eastern at Western 
Tennessee Tech at Morehead 
East Tennessee at Murray 
Hilltoppers. Teddy Taylor, Easterns All- 
OVC middle guard, leads the team in tackles 
with 38 and has managed 27 assists. 
•*o 
Eastern 
Middle Tennessee 
Murray 
Morehead 
Western 
Austin Peay 
East Tennessee 
Tennessee Tech 
OTHER MAJOR 
WINNER 
Georgia 
Ohio Slate 
Miami 
San Diego State 
Georgia Tech 
Tennessee State 
Missouri 
Alabama 
Syracuse 
COLLEGES 
LOSER 
Kentucky 
Illinois 
Auburn 
San Jose State 
Tukme 
Honda A&M 
Kansas State 
Clem son 
California 
Of EN 
PROM 
10 A. M. 
It 
7 P. M.- 
Bobby Jack Smith       Sftllfh'S ^^ °*y 
Barber & Hair Styling Shop    \ 
Asks that you try all Barber Shops, Then come to the original 
Hair Styling Shop of Richmond, for the professional shopping 
of your hair. 
Phone 623-9128 
or. of Second and Main   Upstairs over 
Open Date Sates 
Bob Cahlll, who's in charge of 
Notre Dame football ticket sales, 
expected a banner year this sea- 
son. 
"Our salbs have been so good 
here," said Cahlll, "I sold out 
an open date."         
xO 
"*0 
2 
(^VALUABLE COPPOlQ'({{JMM 7S\ 
This Coupon Worth ONE DOLLAR 
ON ONE LARGE PLAIN PIZZA 
35c Charge For Extras 
J & D Italian-American 
Restaurant 
This Coupon Good Every Day 
Except Saturday and Sunday 
Expires Oct. 30. At 12:00 P.M. 
. 
See William A. Manz 
"Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
M00MBAY Bi§Tr«AOT 
STOP BY FOR A DELICIOUS 
MEAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 4 A. M. 
Featuring 
Control Kentucky's Finest 
Curb - Dining Area 
- COME AS YOU ARE - 
fOI   THAT   LATE  SHACK   WE 
ARE   OPEN   Ulllt! 12   A.M. 
J 
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No Gain 
For Brooks 
Linebacker Harold Peterson (58) stops fresh- 
man halfback Jimmy Brooks for no gain as 
the Colonels lost their first game of the 1968 
season. Akron defeated the Colonels, 31-20. 
(Staff Photo by Bobby Whitlock) 
onels Lose First Game Of 
Season To Akron, 31-20 
BY BOBBY WHITLOCK 
STAFF      WRITER 
Eastern's unmarred schedule to ter  Eastern opened the   second 
date Saturday by defeating   the with   a  93-yard  scoring drive. The   Colonels were on  their n.jflSrtr^Sta**. «**sas*M»i«wag*s aaLtssyr s um^ss^z ed  to be  Just what it was pre- crowd of 12,500. 
dieted—the   biggest   threat     to      After a scoreless first quar- the Akron six where Jim Guice tor »• ZIP", intercepted Gulce* found Charles Walroth in the end 
zone for Eastern's first' score. 
Jerry Pullins' kick gave the 
Colonels a 7_-QJead. _ 
The Akron Zips were quick to 
retaliate as halfback Jack Beid- 
leman broke up the middle for 
«•'  a- 
pltchout and returned ii 62 yards 
for the score. Harrison's kick 
gave Akron a 28-14 lead witl 
10:02 remaining in the contest 
Reserve quarterback Bill 
March led the Colonels to the 
Akron  25  where   he  connected 
Zips To A 
Touchdown 
Strong Speaks 
In Hazard 
Eastern basketball coach Guy 
Strong was one of the featured 
speakers yesterday at the East- 
ern Kentucky Sports Crusade in 
Hazard. 
Strong discussed the impo» 
tance of athletics and Its rela- 
tionship to Christian fellowship. 
Strong, who has a career won- 
lost record of 97-45 was on a 
program that had Adolph Rupp, 
University of Kentucky basket- 
ball coach and former New York 
Yankee star Bobby Richardson. 
em an (21) sped up 
the middle in the second quar- 
ter of Saturday's game for a 
76 yard touchdown run. Dan 
Ruff (29) blocks two would-be 
Eastern tacklers, Ted Green 
(22) and Don Moore (14), on 
the five-yard line. (Staff Photo 
by Dwalne Riddell) 
76 yards on the second play after with James Wilson for Eastern's 
Eastern's klckoff for an Akron final touchdown. Guice's attempt 
touchdown. John Harrison kick- for the two-point conversion 
ed the extra point to tie the score, failed. 
Eastern took the lead again Akron mounted one final drive 
before half time as the Colonels that moved the Zips from their 
marched from their own 40 with own 21 to the Colonels' eight! 
Gulce posing for all but four Harrison then kicked a 25- yard 
of the yards. A one- yard run by field goal to put the game out oi 
Bob Beck capped the drive with Eastern's reach with Akron lead- 
37 seconds left in the half. Again ing 31-20 with only 1:52 left to 
Pullins   kicked   the   conversion,  play. ..._  
'Vi 
// 
BARBER SHOP 
razor cuts - trims - flat-tops 
in Glyndon Hotel 
n®a][n][n](s \Mnxo)(dl\Mi 
T0WNE CINEMA 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I 
WEST MAIN  
i*'-!T!-!-!-!-!v:-!v:-:-x-x- 
Ss^«$:%%fc:%:::: 
KttLrS 
Florist 
& Greenhouse 
HOW Iin ,he PAUL mm produclion ol 
' rachel.rachei 
TECRMCM.M' FROM WkMEl MB. 
fl 
'///, 
/ ** 
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fATER STREtpr ,f 
623-9674 
W;'~  A 
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"When Yea Say It 
With Flowers, Say 
It With KeHeys 
Flower*." 
Col Us For Prompt 
Free Delivery s 
623-4998 
The Only Store la 
llWilmwrt With 
REBECCA RUTH CANDY 
WEDNESDAY AND THURSMY-2 DAYS 0N1YI 
3 SH0WIHGS EACH DAY AT 2:00-5:00 & 8:00P.M. 
The 
» greatest 
Othello 
h   * ever 
toy the 
greatest 
actor 
of our 
time. 
LAURENCE 
if 
' / 
AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE OF THE NATIONAL THEATRE OF GREAT BRITAIN 
TECHNICOLOR* MNAVISION* FROM WARNER BROS.,SEVEN ARTS 
SPECIAL SWDEHT DISCOUNT 
ON "OTHELLO"    *L0° w" WI1H YOUR 1.0. CARD 
••' /A 
THIS FALL 
HOMECOMING IS 
AROUND THE CORNER 
JT-.V. 
' 
The 5tyi> l-g^np Offers both 
Men & Women Students The 
Best in TRADITIONAL CLOTHING 
*       ... -     „ . . ...     ......     Wt> I 
... .... 
Come on down & see for yourself 
The Sty* l-§>t|flPhas it - for you 
' 
Halloween is going to be great - come 
down & see the fun for yourself 
Don't Forget WEKY,* at the 
U Shop tonight. Oct. 24. from 7 to 10 
Free Coca-Colas & Free Gifts 
> 
PS. Jim & The Gang Say 'Hey1 or 
it Hay or is that Hea! 
18 H313W! iiis v isnr do! 3H1 S'S'd 
* 
"-:.:'. -;>'~-,-v* .-2&Sr# HBH 
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MNMMmJW 
RESTAURANTS 
Is 
W^fflWffl'Iff?? 
.. 
' 
JlntutrsitB 3nn I:*:*:*H 
WANTED 
DEFENSIVE SIGNAL CALLER 
JIMMOBERLY 
& THE E.K.U. COLONELS' DEFENSE 
■■■..':- 
Ill 
J & D'S ITALIAN-AMERICAN 
RESTAURANT 
LERMANS 
SATISFACTION OUAtANTlID 
■' •■ ■':■:■ '-:'■■■■■■ ■    '*?■   :- — 
•  
ANDY'S 
  
i       in' 
DRIVE-IN 
MYA :;>b»ft   I101T 
£88888888 
I ■k 
COLLEGE DRY CLEANERS 
SMITH'S BARBER 
& HAIRSTYLIST 
;■:   :     '"■  ': ' .  '  :' 
*tf<Hfe 
mmm^M. 
■■■ -"^ ■-■-: :::-u-: 
DAIRY CHEER 
wmmmmmm* aSfi "ilBfliHpB^^ 
135 W. IRVINE BT. 
RICHMOND.   KENTUCKY 
associate stew 
   •  
JACK'S OHE HOUR 
CLEANERS 
LARRY HUMAN 
AND THE MURRAY THOROUGHBREDS 
REWARD 9,500 
EXCITED STUDENTS 
r ■ 
. SUPPORT YOUR TEAM - 
■ 
ATTEND THE tASltRH vs. MURRAY GAME 
SATURDAY, NOV. 2 AND CHEER THE 
COLONELS OH TOHHCT0RY 
:    : —————^^mmmmmm*mmwm!*m*mmmm^^^*^~, 
—■——————mm        r- 
..■• 
« FRANKLIN 
204 MAM STREET STANFORD. KY. 
118 WEST MAM ST. RICHMOND, KY. 
— 
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i in I I I limn gPfcaB^sss 
misi tAsmH BOOSTIRS AM BACKING 
THi COLONUSALL THE WAY 
iii.ii........... 'J. .'.'.)■! 
THE SWEET SHOP 
ROYAL ONE HOUR 
CLEAHERS 
(StoUmtal (£imnm 
■\ - 
HINKLE 
fccasm 1 
.- 
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DRUGS 
0\vJUJtl4> 
Pool Named To Honor Coach Combs 
BY   STEVE McTEER 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
Rich Judson won the intramural 
Eastern has officially designs!- have never  lost  to a Kentucky 
ed the swimming pool In  Alumni college or university." 
Coliseum as the Don Combs Na-     others   attending the     cere- 
tatorium, for the winnlngest coach monies  included  Mrs.     Donald 
in Kentucky collegiate athletics. COmbs; Mrs. Martin; 'the 25- Hole-in-One golf tournamenttro- 
Combs, coach of Eastern's member Eastern swimming team; Phy ^st week. The object of the 
swimming Eels, who have won Mive.nd Mrs. Earle Combs* sr, "»**<* *a» to see who could get 
six consecutive Kentucky In- Mr# and Mr8< Cnarie8 combs, closest to the hole from a dts- 
tercolleglate Swimming and Div- EarU Comb8# Jr., Dr. Ned War- tance of 100 yards. 
tag Championships, unveiled the ren chairman of Eastern's De- Judson s distance of 12 1/2 
marker naming the pool tiL«««e- payment of Physical Education; inches from the hole won over 
monies Friday. Eastern's athletic committee;      second  place Gary  Schwekert s petition. 
' The pool was named for Combs Glenn E presnell, director of 26 feet, 10 1/2 Inches. Dennis 
by Eastern's Board of Regents. Athletics; Basketball Coach McKenzle, winner of the ln- 
Hls teams have established a Guy strong, Dr. Thomas Stovall, tramural archery trophy, fin- 
vice president for academic af- ished third In the golf tourney 
fairs; John L. Vickers, executive with  a distance  of 27 feet,    8 
"inches, 
lost only once In 24 meets in the "sjstant  to the president; Col-     Blll Crme, representing Sigma 
oriel Ernest Chapman and Don- Nll| w0n the fraternity archery 
aid Feltner, dean of public af- tournament held last Thursday 
f*lrs* in front of the Alumni Coliseum. 
v Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 24, 1968, Page 7 
Intramural Report 
Hole-In-One Golf Tournament Held 
Crane's winning score was 83. Fraternity tennis is now in 
Ben Hek of Alpha Chi Lamba fl- Progress but results will be slow 
nlshed second with 77 points. ln coming as it Is a double el- 
Thlrd place went to Dave Von Iminatlon tournament. 
Hoik of Phi Kappa Alpha with Entries for the handball tour- 
67 points. nament, which is scheduled   for 
In Intramural tennis, Roger October 28, are slowly coming in. 
Basham defeated Dave Butler to Entries for intramural basketball 
become the overall champion of wU1 •* accepted by the Intramural 
the 26 players entered ln com- otflce now- P1»y *« scheduled to 
start November 4. 
71-14 won-lost record against 
the best competition in south- 
eastern  United  States and have 
I 
Eastern Pool 
i 
Dedicated 
Eastern'.? new pool has been dedicated ln honor of the coach 
of the Eels. Don Combs, right in the picture. The pool is lo- 
cated in Alumni Coliseum. Also shown above is Earle B. 
Combs, former New York Yankee great and the father 
of the "coach whose teams have never lost to a Kentucky 
(Staff Photo by   Ken Harlow) college or university. 
I 
Natatorlum. 
At a lunch following the un- 
veiling ceremonies, Eastern Ex• 
ecutive Dean J. C. Powell said 
Combs "Is characterised as a 
winner in the tradition of his 
father, Earle Combs, a former 
New York Yankees baseball play- 
er   and  member  of    Eastern's 
Board of Regents." 
Saying Combs has "trained 
more than a score All-Amerlcan 
swimmers," Powell added that 
the swimming coach "symbolizes 
what can be achieved by a man 
who Is unsatisfied with less than 
the best performance by team 
members." 
Dr. Robert R. Martin, East- 
ern's president, Introduced 
Combs as "a coach whose teams 
.LAST WEEK'S OVC SCORES 
Murray 35.    Middle Tennessee 13 
Akron 31,   Eastern 20 
Western 13,    Tennessee Tech 0 
Chattanooga 16,    East Tennessee 6 
Morehead 35,    Youngstown 26 
TELEVISION REPAIR 
JOHN TAZEL 
Renegade  Back   of  the 
FRED TROIKjE 
Week Renegade Lineman of the Week 
Colonels Travel To Western 
(Continued from Page Four)   after touchdown to tie the score. 
tosses was to John Tasel. Tim Speaks ** be OUt ***" 
Last year the two schools bat- this week suffering from an ln- 
tled to a 14-14 deadlock. The hired knee. Dick Dunkle was ln- 
Colonels were trailing 14-6 un- jured ln the Akron game but there 
til Bob Beck scored with two mln- are a couple of bright spots as 
utes and forty seconds remaining 
in the game. The touchdown made Ron   House  and Paul Hampton 
the score 14-12. Gulce rolled a- could possibly be suited for Sat 
round  right  end for the points urday's action. 
Olsen Gives Views On 
Contact In Pro Football 
Renegades 
John Tasel, senior split- age of 49 yards per kick, 
end from Aliqulppa Pa. has been The Renegade Lineman of the 
selected as the Renegade Back of Week award went to Fred Trolke. 
the Week. He caught nine pas- The senior guard from Miami, 
ses for 141 yards Saturday and Fia. was honored for the sec- 
punted three times for an aver- ond time this 
"We really do get like anlm- tackle, "your life is at stake out 
als, trying to claw one another there. I'm not a weak man and 
apart ln there," admits All-Pro !'ve had quarterbacks bent under 
tackle Merlin Olsen of the Los me ln such a **y that I'd only 
Angeles Rams ln an exclus- have to twist them a little to 
ive Interview ln the current is-end their careers. I don't do it 
sue of SPORT Magazine. because I don't want to and I 
Olsen, explaining what it's like don,t want It done to me. Few 
In pro football's world of the ln- *>, or there would be more ser- 
terior lineman , says: "We get lous injuries than there are. 
so bruised and battered and tired Sometimes I'm twisted ln such 
we sometimes wind up laying ln a "^ that an opponent could 
sort of a coma. By the end of break my neck as easy as snap- 
the first half, your instincts Ping his fingers. If he did, he 
have taken over. By the end of might kill me." 
the game you're an animal. 
WftSSftSftaS &&tmm&mmm 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin Operated Laundry 
"It you'i'v ton busy .studying to do your wash, 
kit our attendants do it for you.'' 
2 Blocks off W. Main, 
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets 
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's 
Specialist In Transistors. 
Phonographs, Car 
CLICK'S 
RADIO & TV SERVICE 
W. IRVINE STREET   PHONE 623-3272 
'•When you come right down to 
It,"   says  the Ram's  All-Pro 
Headaoater 
JIM DEMLER 
the Week Headhunter Lineman of the Week 
Headhunters 
Headhunter Beck of the Week Jim Dernier, a senior tackle 
award went to Rich Dryden. Dry- from Bellevue, Ky, was chosen 
den, pressed into service at the Headhunter Lineman of the Week, 
linebacker position because of in- He threw the passer for two los- 
Juries, had 10 tackles and eight ses and also had seven tackles 
assists ln Saturday's game a- and 12 assists. 
gainst Akron. 
Simca   -   Alpine 
Tiger  -   Minx 
Sunbeam 
Alpine        Imp 
RICHMOND 
MOTOR COMPANY 
W    Main   St. Dial   623-5441 
Call  or See Gip  Parke or  Letter  Everso«e 
It's about time 
he got the 
accurate time. 
With ACCUTRON* 
he'll never be 
without it. 
ACCUTRON CUINBftt "AP" $179.00 
The Accutron movttntnt does not da* 
pond on witchworks. Instead, an elec- 
tronic-powered tuning fork keeps precise 
time through vibrations. In fan, Bulova 
farantaes monthly accuracy to within 
minute.t 
ACCUTRON- by BULOVA 
y Itgoaahmmmm. 
McCORDS 
JEWELRY 
fW« will adjust llmikuplni te this toltr. 
•net, If MMutry. Cuinnttf it for OIK yt»r, 
:*:•: 
i 
HAMMOND'S 
Barber and Style Shop 
PAUL DANIEL 
HOMER FULTZ 
JESSIE HAMMOND 
"we need your head to run our business" 
Now Richmond Hotel 623-5604 
Canfield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Across From Krogen—Phone 623-4010 
Horses 
DANIEL BOONE 
RIDING STABLE 
Highway 227 
Between Winchester and Boonesborouqh 
i m 
Rides — Picnic Area 
Open Daily 10-6 
*:: 
m 
•:•:•:• 
-1 
TKirnOtapAn- 
Xondoix Ijeir 
fiBRQGUE& 
glove-lined, 
veddy soft! 
I 
'.:■■• 
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: 
MAIN STREET     and   WATER STREET 
*&<:'A&ys'\&^^^ 
Outside—antiqued 
golden leather, styled 
like a brogue. Inside- 
smooth leather lining, soft 
as gloves. That's not all—the 
outsole is sueded for soft flexible walking. Aaah! 
Come try on glove-lined London Heir brogues. Veddy soft. Veddy 
reasonable. $12.99 
LERMANS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED —- 
eniunf* 
uvava puaarr nuairrv av ALWAYS WIST QUALITY 
Man's Towncraft turtleneck 
swsatsr of Orion® acrylic 
8.98 
Here's the* popular turtle in a luxurious inter- 
lock stitch sweater of machine washable, soft 
Orion* acrylic So comfortable... so easy care. 
Keeps its shape wash after wash. Full turtleneck 
style. White and solids Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
•      ^     - . :.-"■■■■ 
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DRY 
Where your clothes receive thdt 
personal care that only (ong 
experience can give. 
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT. 
We Guarantee To Please. 
PHONE 623-1368 t  240 S. SECOND 
77H? Lettermen Display 
Professional Touch 
,    BY DONNA FAUST 
FEATURE    EDITOR 
STOP and SNACK at 
BURGER BROIL 
"I came, I saw. I conquered," 
f" aid Julius Caesar upon enter- 
ngGaul. 
"We came;  we sang and we 
Jlconquered," procliamed the Let- 
termen after their appearance at 
Alumni Coliseum last Wednesday. 
night. 
Critics have long hailed a lack 
of professionalism as the major 
fault with today's popular enter- 
tainers. 
But on Wednesday night three 
professionals arrived to enter- 
tain an audience of 2,768. From 
the moment -the Wilson Brown 
Trio stepped on stage and swung 
into a fast .empoed. "1 Say A Lit- 
tle Prayer " to the Lettermen*s 
closing strains of "Goin» Out of 
My Head," the audience was 
captured. 
The Lettermen, all in their late 
20*s.     reached a quick rapport 
•   • 
In the entertainment   field.       drink  except   tor an occasional 
Their popularity grew on a wid- beer."      For some performers 
ening scale till  the  end of the that's   O.K.,   but   It   Just   isn't 
last year when disaster struck, our bag. And, now since we have 
Bob announced he was leaving the built up ths reputation, we Just 
group as of January 1st. Bob at couldn't add someone to the act: 
the time had a 5-year-old son who would destory it." 
about to enter school, and he felt    "We were having a very hard 
that the road life was not ton- time finding someone who acted 
(ducive to the boy or his younger u^e a person, not a hero. We 
sisters. like  to  feel  that  we  are not 
"We really paniced and ran presumptious performers." 
scared," Tom said. "I immed- There was only one flaw in the 
lately placed ads In the trade evening's performance. Jim 
papers to start auditioning for a Pike, who sings the high part, 
replacement." The boys felt that suffered from a sore throat dur- 
to maintain their image they ing the performance. The singer 
needed someone who looked Just has been plagued by the problem 
like Bob. had the same sound since a severe case of laryn- 
and was the same size. gitis last year. The group wason 
They auditioned over 250 sing- tour when the attack occured.but 
ers, and found only two that might he continued to travel. The result 
be suitable. About that time the was damage and weakening to the 
other third of the trio. Jim Pike, muscles surrounding the vocal 
remembered Ids little brother, chords. 
Gary.    Gary had been playing     Jim then spent   the summer 
in the service, and was Just re- 
turning home. 
KMiien »■-■"«"     ' The auditioned Gary, and his 
showmanship in the two and performance can testify for his 
df hour show.  Their reoer- ablllty> 
- 
, 
The Hemt of the Famous 15c Hamburgers 
and French Fries. 
Shakes:    Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate 
Broiling makes the difference 
West Main Street Richmond. Ky 
with the crowd and it held 
to the end  of  their  show. The 
Letterme  exhibited enthusiams 
and 
a half 
toire covered such hits as the 
old standard. "Softlv As I Leave 
You " Herb Alperts'" This Guy," 
and'the hard rock of "Run Away." 
All total, the group performed 
14 selections with only one short 
intermission. 
California was the birthplace 
of the Lettermen in 1961 as Jim 
Tony and Bob gained rapid ground 
Pp'J guitar for the group before going visiting a throat specialist dally 
ttgnt |- t a „o i„a   gnivK «ti«t M.   .wi wirMw to rebuild the dam 
The Lettermen image has some 
very hard to fit specifications. 
"We      are essentially a 
square group " Tony said. 
have a very humble attitude to- 
ward our public." 
Square? 
"No seriously" Tony said, 
"we don't use drugs, we don't 
smoke, 
The 
Lettermen 
ffSSfflSfflSfS!: Student Council Issues Regulations For Floats 
formances.   "VU go to bit a C, 
ana o king t il  t  - 
aged muscles. WbJle the mus- 
cles were not permanently In- 
jured. Jim still has trouble with 
Jim Pike seems to be throwing a left hook during a take off 
on the eong 'Tm Mr. Blue." The Letterman Included a 
medley of group Impereonatlons In their show Wednesday 
night. The song Is said to have gotten its inspiration from 
an Ingemar Johannsen fight.    (Staff photo by Craig Clover) 
and something entirely differ- 
very ent will come without me know- 
"We ing it." he said. 
When the group is on tour 
their travel arrangements are 
rather unique. A year and a half 
The council passed ■   motion committee, said that convertlbli 
ITSVOUR 
fc 
^ 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab 
24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
All CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OfRCE 
(Continued from Page One) 
ley   dump.  Both  will  be    open favoring the utilization of camp- -      neede<i for queen Candida 
until noon Sunday. us buildings  by recognized East- ^ rlde  ^ for me Homecoml 
Organizations disobeying reg- ern  groups for the cost of Jan- parade. 
ulatlons will  be ordered* to ap- ltorlal  and electrical fees only.     The   council   is scheduled t 
, a n n pear m stuc|ent Court and could     In another matter, Nelll Day, meet agmln n#3tt Tuesday at 5:1$ 
ago they bought a greyhound bus ^ flned $25   me miesindlcat- vice-president of the council and ln m# Grl^ Room, 
to  use for traveling, but they ^ chairman   of   the  Homecoming.* 
don't travel ln it. Instead, the ^.ne cOUncll Issued other rules 
three boys all drive their own aboutfloat8 two weeks ago. Floats 
cars. The bus doesn't go to waste are not to exceed 14 feet high or 
though, because all of the stage u f eet yMe ^fa the   Home - 
coming   Committee   has     rec-       (Oenttaued from Page One) 
ommended that groups not spend denc<j lQ ^ strength of Ameri-     The Commonwealth AAUP oft 
more than $250 for each float.     ,§     economic    and political flclal warned that much of the 
Two awards,  one     Mr WMf'. systems  than  those who would student unrest ln the future may 
lnallty  and one for beauty, will °1_   __, 
Professors Organization Here 
"A GOOD 
j   MA1TTO 
KNOww 
GEORGE 
RIDINGS, JR. 
404 Springfield Drive 
Phone 623-4638 
■^eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaewet 
crew and musicians use it. 
"Our contract reads that we 
cannot be booked more than two 
hundred    miles    apart  for con-      0 a ardSf  0ne those ^b would 
8^£Tf 'l^^'SSniements  *? °? .°  Kffi 7" gag critics ox these systems, be" focused on faculty members 
, ^*iJS^lome?rwttme * *iven /or fl„°atS- JZKS ^"S "There was a time " Dr father than administrators. He 
•S^SSteSK^S? «* ***** ,0r, re8ldenCe haU PlucSett    2d.    "tnaT 'AAUP added that some faculty   mem- 
&*1^rtg,™|^ i^a^oa^inaiMMrmt^ «—« * Eastern were relu- ^^^^1^^ travel with my golf clubs. bowl-d        ^ motlons were defeated <**«*  to admit .membership to "j^^ Sd**^. """H 
ing,  ball,   shotgun  and fishing^'one was passed. toe association." "Your chapter dents like dirt, 
pole." lony said when asked The Councll defeated a motion jff come a long way " he added 
about his leisure activities, opposing student organizations ■■■_" *** **E**2 instru- 
For seven years the Lettermen from reserving seats at campus n»«ntal ln promoting the forma- 
have given a smooth, meUow soclal and athietlc events. The 
tion of a faculty senate on your 
blending of their unique voices vote ^g 28 to 32 with one ab- campus.' 
to the popular music field.   In gtentlon In *he area ot academic tr9e~ 
days whan tha real ballad seems     Al80 " defeated was a motion dom, Dr. Plucknett suggested that 
to be doing a quick disappearing a^^t permitting students    to there     was considerable 
 i      iv...    »._„   Ir.^tY,   with   cmr>h ... .       .... i 
Installation 
(Continued from Pag* One) 
act   they come forth with such wear nlgn 
great hits  as  "Theme  for A 
Summer Place." "When I Fall 
In Love," and many more. 
wee'speeeee^eeeeeeeeeeee**'! 
. nt 
!,«l 
:** **,***% llJ tm <mi 
• LIFE INSURANCE 
• GROUP INSURANCE 
• ANNUITIES 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
• PENSION PLANS 
623-5400 
110 SOUTH SECOND STREET 
Open 7 days a week 
Sunday - Thursday   4 p.m. -1 A.M. 
Friday « Saturday   4 p.m. - 2 A.M. 
| CAttJnMHCT1 PlLIRfilY| 
•      w - - — --.. —   . 
nts    to there     as considerable     ap- Tanner   Richmond; Linda Nunn, 
school       er lackets Prehension  among the chapters Louisville;    Nancy   Ehrenberg, 
ers Intact The vote was because of the swing to the right Cincinnati,   Ohio; Debbie Daw- 
SMto 26 wiS five aitentioVs  «"* the support garnered by the kins, Independence; Linda   Da- 
third party presidential candi- vis, Eiizabethtown; Carol John- 
date George Wallace. He added son, Ashland; Vlcld Long, Louis- 
that the attempted speaker ban villa; Ann Preece, Grundy, Vlr- 
by some members of the last ginla; Georgia Thomason, Lei- 
legislature the formation of the tchfleld; Mary Jean Hampton, 
Kentucky  Un-American Acttvlt- LaGrange. 
les Committee, and Covemprr.i^Pa^Wges, Louisville; Janit 
Louie Nunn's public comment Angel, Lloyd; Carol Miller Fail- 
that some faculty members dale; Chris Lewandowskl Cof- 
should be removed, added to Ungswoood, N. Jv Lee Watson, 
this apprehension. 
Dr. Plucknett , quickly added 
that while there was this Initial 
apprehension, about the KUAC, 
he could not find fault with the 
restrained way ln which It Is 
now carrying out is responsl- 
IREN     •     MISS  BREN 
Colors... .'Winter White 'Irish Oxford •Orange Tenn, 
lUXYLEWECK PM6\e*:BUEKY FISHERMAN'* 
KNIT. 65% Wool, 35% fctxlcl Polyester. 
COMPLETELY WASHABLE. Co-ordinate 
DATE-MATE SET. 
DATE MATES! 
"We go together" 
IF ITS QUALITY YOURS LOOKING FOR 
THE SUPREMES 
(STEREO) SING RODGERS & HART $3.79 
THE BEST OF THE BEACH BOYS STEREO $3.79 
" PAUL REVERE & THE RAIDERS 
SOMETHING HAPPENING $3.79 
hUtties. 
$12.00 EACH 
S 
Richmond's 
Family Store 
Since 1893 
Next To Glyndon Hotel 
Use Oder's Convenient Lay Away Plan 
Store Hours: 
Monday Through Thursday 9 to 5:30 
Friday 9 to 9    Saturday 9to 6 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE IN THEATRE 
4 Miles South on U.8. t5 
Berea Road—Ph. tU-1718 
FRIDAY SAT*. SUN. 
MOVIE STARTS 7:00 P.M. 
ONE SHOWING SUN. 
illllt* ▲ r - — — **■ 
Kettering, Ohio; Debbie Dig- 
by Moorestown, N. J.; Sharon 
Shlvely, Batavia, Ohio; Susan 
Nance, Pikevllle; Gay Jennings, 
Nicholasvllle; Beverly Meece, 
Clayton, Ohio; Trlsh McDevitt, 
Cherry HiU. N. J.; and Ltafc 
Scott. 
Miss Phillips and Miss Sand- 
ker, were initiated in June dur- 
ing the fraternity's inter - 
national convention. 
The presentation of the new 
chapter's charter by Mrs. C. 
Robert Swinehart, third grand 
vice president of Alpha Gamma 
Delta, to Miss Phillips will 
highlight the Installation Banquet 
Saturday evening In the Sidney 
Clay Dining Room. 
The main speaker at the ban- 
quet will be Dr. Henry G. Mar- 
tin, vice-president for student 
affairs. .  
jkton; 
ROBERT MICHUM 
"THUNDER ROAD" 
OPEN SAT. & SUN. 
NIGHTS FOR THE WINTER 
\* 
I 
VISIT NEWBERRY'S 
COMPLETE RECORD DEPT. 
FEATURING THE TOP FORTY IN 45'* 
MAIN & 
SECOND 
IF ITS QUALITY YOURE LOOKING FOR 
Mun Street 
Welcome 
Eastern 
Students 
and 
Faculty 
623-3248 
"CALL   US 
FOR YOUR 
DWG 
NEEDS" 
Madame Pandit 
Speaks Oct. 29 
The only woman ever to   sit 
as president of the United Na- 
tions General Assembly, India's 
Madame V. L. Pandit, will speak 
at Eastern on Oct. 29. 
Mediae Pandit 
Madame Pandit, sister of the 
late Prime Minister Nehru, will 
deliver the fourth lecture in the 
annual Garvice Kincald Lecture 
Series at 8 p.m. in Brock Aud- 
itor! um.__j ___ 
She is now a member of the 
Indian Parliament. Besides 
serving as U.N. General As- 
sembly president she has also 
served her country as ambas- 
sador to the Soviet Union, the 
United States and the United 
Kingdom. 
Madame Pandit was elected 
to the municipal board of Alla- 
habad in 1935. In 1937^ she was 
elected to the United Provinces 
Legislative Assembly and ap- 
pointed minister in the Cabinet 
She served two terms as the 
first woman Provincial Minis- 
ter. 
She  led delegations to diplo- 
matic   conferences  in the U.S 
and for several years led the 
Indian     delegation   to the U.N. 
Assembly at Lake Success   the 
only woman to have led a dele- 
gation.   She was elected presi- 
dent  of the  eighth session     of 
the U.N. General Assembly Sept. 
15,1953. 
She holds six honorary degrees 
from American colleges and a 
commission as a Kentucky 
Colonel. 
of House of Styles 
Beauty Salon 
EASTERN BY-PASS 
6234161 
8 A.M. ■ © r .M. 
HAIR STYLISTS 
Phyllis MiHion 
Carolyn Hofl 
Brenda Cain 
Mary Ellen Stout 
Ann Montgomery 
Ann Smith 
..... 
i iu 
ALEX'S MUSIC 
120 BIG _ .   _ 
HILL AYE.   WORLD 623-6010 
RICHMOND. KY. 
JUST    ARRIVED 
SHEET MUSIC INCLUDING TOP 30 HITS 
STEREO RECORDS AND CARTRIDGE TAPES 
......   I.-.J 
t .-ixi \^rHb1eVe^iln* -Of"    - 
DANCE BAND EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME 
BAND INSTRUMENTS AND ALL 
MUSICAL ACCESSORIES 
WURUTZER PIANOS AND ORGANS 
ALSO PORTABLE COMBO ORGANS 
■f Sign Up Now For A Time That Fits Your Schedule (evening lessons are available) 
French purse of leather. S14.50 
Kevcase of leather $4.SO 
Cigarette case of leather $9.00 
I    m 
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FASHIONS, 
Jumpers -Han :■■■■• 
Colleen Lleske, freshman from Brownsburg, Indiana, wears 
a wool plaid suspendered Jumper, aet off by turtle nee* 
sweater with matching: tifhta. Hie veraatile jumper eU- 
aemble can be teamed with different blouses or worn by 
itself.     -* - (St*** Pta*0 ** To™ Carter) 
By CHIP TOLBERT 
ESaUIHE'S FASHION EDITOR 
FLOCCIPAUCIHIHIUPILIFICATIOM-try that on you* Fun, a 
Wagnaltol Actually, it has nothing whatsoever to do with this col- 
umn...! just wanted a classy opener. Now then, about fashion. 
I can hardly remember a Fall when there's been such a wide selec- 
tion of good looking men's wear. New styles, new colors and fabrics 
...there's something for everyone, with plenty of room for indi- 
viduality. First off, let's consider color. Current and choice for Fall 
are the new... 
HARVEST COLORS—warm browns, sunlit greens, livelier blues 
and golden wheat These ate not single, specific colors; rather, a 
group of warm autumnal tones—each made more vibrant by an 
underlying "sunlit" cast. Greens are clearer, bearing no relation- 
ship to the olive range; blues are seen in brighter, intermediate 
tones; browns range from rich bronze to russet; and golden wheat 
livens up the beige/tan shades. Look for these Harvest Colors in 
all types of tailored apparel, including... 
THE COUNTRY SUIT, which comes to campus 
with a POW! Bold, colorful plaids and over- 
plaids emphasise the casual aspect of these new 
suits, while the smoother finish of the worsted, 
cheviot or saxony fabrics allows for more flexi- 
bility in where they can be worn. Available in 
either two or three-button models, this suit 
makes unmistakable impact—particularly when 
worn with matching vest. 
THE POWER OF PLAID is also seen in the re- 
turn of authentic clan tartans in sportswear. 
Slacks, shirts, ties, jackets—all will be bearing 
the stamp of MacDonald, Munro, Royal Stew- 
art. Try the slacks with a solid color blaxer. Or 
a red tartan jacket...just the thing for your 
next fling. Highland or otherwise. 
DONEGAL TWEEDS are back, too, and one can't help wondering 
r why the long hiatus. This classic fabric—a sturdy woolen flecked 
| with multi-colored, nubs—looks mighty handsome on its own, or 
p mix it with any patterna you like since it has an cer-all solid color 
I look. Harvest Wheat is particularly suited to this tweed, affording 
■ 
na 
, 
Fall Jumpers 
Get New Flair 
By CAROL LAIRD 
Women's Editor 
Popular again this year is the jumper. This fall brings 
many more variations than ever before. 
The basic style — sleeveless and collarless — is back, 
but saddle stiching, decorative darts, monograms, and em- 
broidered yolks add a new flair. 
Fabrics such as homespun, merlng velvet sleeveless dreli. 
hopsacking, wool flannel, felt, Here the added accents ate 
corduroy, leather, and tweeds glittery Jewelry of gold, »liver, 
are adding individuality. Cor- and /"or "rhlnestones, a frilly 
duroy, especially the super wide- blouse of satin, organdy, or 
wale type, can be worn in the lace in a contrasting color i 
early fall through spring. bright white often eompiim 
Coming on very  strong   this the ensemble, 
winter is the leather Jumper with      With all  the new accessori 
saddle stiching for campus wear now available — Jewelry,   tU 
suedes mat   look scarfs,    sweaters,, end stoc or the soft 
great lor more «ophlatt«ato*oc~ .lpef.-fc JuBODes, 4e y*>i*wic 
2£t SL fe^rtlSXk i0\ ^^IT^    •,  *J loota"or^i."combiition make it equally acceptable with or with- 
h3..ni2merfan5 *%£%•  A Ml)?   Re CIV I teX out a jacket. However, it doe. mske a perfect partner for the solid 
•^ * color blaser or one of those antiqued leather jackets that are so 
On C ampus   • popular right now. 
Representatives  of the U. S.. 3||Ap£ UP i8 our parting word for this month. With more and 
£f "X ^lcer_5^ld*teJrTC **?« more fitted apparel making the scene, it behooves us all to watch 
fel o£DWMtern  | EwS^And believe'me. if. one heck of a lot easier when 
"lE wUradmlnister I. Arm-J you're college age...I know, the hard way! 
ed Forces Qualification Test and' 
a warm neutral background for all sorts of color accents. 
THE TURTLENECK TAKEOVER continue. 
strong this Fall, as is evidenced by the extraor- 
dinary selection available. One idea we like— 
the bulky knit pullover with an extra-high cuff 
at the neck...enough to be adjustable, depend- 
ing on the depth of the turn-over. Intricate 
vertical cables and stylized variations of fisher- 
men's knits add textured, dimensional interest 
to many of these sweaters. There's plenty of 
opportunity for individuality, so forget the 
over-worked white turtleneck with navy blue 
blazer. You're college men...not U-boat com- 
manders. 
. make fashion news in bold woven 
      The fwJon.ifiift from fa#fli.Hni 
cottons to lightweight woolen blends, and the rugged good 
tique mahogany to velvet suedes 
in pastel pinks and blues. 
Styles have the '68 flavor 
also. The all-girl dirndl skirt 
with bibs or suspenders are 
springing up with strong ap- 
proval from coeds. 
Colleen Lleski, a freshman 
fro Brownburg, Indiana, chose 
this plaid version from Belair'a 
for spectator wear. The sporty 
suspenders and patch pockets 
set off the dirndl skirt topped 
with a wide cumberbund waist- 
band. 
Underneath it all is a great 
new duo— the matching knit 
turtleneck and opaque hose. Her 
bright red stockings and swea- 
ter catch the red accent in the 
predominately brown and beige 
Plaid. 
Tweed and leather make a 
good combination and are often 
teamed with paisley or wool 
knit ties and barrel cuffed shirts 
to give the jumper the tailored 
look. 
On to the evening version, the 
soft smooth,   sometimes  shim- 
fficer Candidate Test   toj •co«rrt«wortob«iM.»s©.uinKM 
senior students interested in de- 
termining if they can qualify for 
the Army Officer Candidate Pro- 
gram. 
Lieutenant Ralph B. Grieme, 
Jr., ocs Procurement Officer, 
and Lieutenant Bette A. Dellert, 
Women's Army Corps will setup 
a display in the student   union. 
They will be available there to 
Interview students and answer 
questions concerning the various 
commissioned officer and war- 
rant officer programs available to 
both men and women. 
The exact time and place that 
the qualifying tests will be ad- 
ministered will be available at 
the OCS team display during the 
selection team's visit on 30 Oct- 
ober 1968. 
M^;0?Srn
er^8Sigma Tau Pi meeting - 318 Comb. Bid*. 
9mm$F^J*KlM* - 322  Comb. Bldg. 
Wednesday. October SO 
8-00 p.m. — Spoon River Anthology — Pearl Buchanan 
Theater    ** 
Thursday, October 81 
7:30 p.m. — Audubon Film — Brock Auditorium 
8:00 p.m. — Spoon River Anthology — Pearl Buchanan 
Theater 
The 
Little House 
200J/, SOUTH THJRP STREET 
College &> Career 
THE SIDEUNER 
lip a flair, clashed with a diagonal side 
. rmitw Stag's s«isaHoiid 65% Da* 
T«(R) polyesfer. 35% catton poplin bench coat 
wings out with a giant flappedI patchipocket and 
wild, wild body lining of striped, brushed Or- 
iCR) acryic plush.  We HnecT the *"•**« 
tube-quilted acetate . . . and cafl it Fan great 
Sites: 8-16      Retail: $45.00 
!*"    ■-. 
Welcome Alumni and Friends! 
For Any Help You Need In 
Selcting Flowrs, Visit 
RICHMOND    GREN HOUSES 
WESTOVER AVENUE 
623-3410 
PLENTY OF PARKING SPAG^ 
l j 
COIFFURES by JOY 
"Let us show you how a hair- 
piece by Classic can add to your 
hair style and bring out a prettier 
you." 
Next to First Methodist Church 
Open Thursday * Friday Nights 
405 WEST MAIN ST. 
DIAL 623-6246 
»If. **m, • >^* 
The Yfelow- BHed worapiCKer 
doesrrt write words. 
It helps you remember them. 
< 
i 
The! Ibrdpicker is a marking pen 
that pinp      Phames, gleans words, and 
highlights them all In bright yellow. You don't 
use it to write down the words you have to 
remember. You use it to write over them. 
The Yellow-Billed Wordpicker. 
It reminds you how smart you should b* 
And for 49c, you shouldn't have to be 
reminded to buy one. 
Heflef ,-•> 
HB    EJJ ■   1 BBBBBBBBBBJ. 
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ALL PURCHASES 
ENGRAVING FREE 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
10% EKU Student Discount 
(Must Have I.D. Card) 
KESSLER JEWELRY 
Richmond's Leading Diamond Store For 25 Yrs. 
NoxtDoorToBoglo/s *"-,z 
'Ag' Building 
Plans To Be Set 
ornamental horlculture and had 
sent him to investigate Eastern's 
training program, 
. The guests toured Eastern s 
greenhouse at the conclusion of 
the meeting. 
Africa-America 
Dr W. A. Householder re- 
ported at the meeting of the 
Ornamental Horticulture Coun- 
cil on Oct. 18 that plans for the 
proposed site of Eastern s new 
Agriculture Building would soon 
be   finalized- 
Nine boys are receiving work 
schoUrshlps^These scholarships Cnnf(%rf%n pp   Cpf 
are financed by horticulture In- \^UIIIC1 CllCt/   JVl 
dustrles. They give each boy the 
right to work 18 hours at $1.20 
per hour as administered by the 
EKU Foundation Fund. They op- 
erate, Eastern's greenhouseunder 
teacher supervision. 
Dr. Householder noted that 
"Africa - America*' Is the 
theme of a conference sponsored 
by the office of International 
Education at Eastern Friday and- 
Saturday at the Student Union 
Building. 
Dr. Michael Lofchle and Dr. r. ousenuiuei "««« ——      iOXcm  a u
the Agriculture Dept. was trying John P()Vey of the UCLA African 
to encourage students to woric studles center, key resources 
for the horticulture industries ^ ^ coherence will be pub- 
durlng the summer Instead or «u recelved on Friday at 8 p.m. 
returning home to farm. He be- ln Walnut Hall, 
lieves  that  If the boys practice     Dr> j^^ ^ discuss Afri- 
CORNER NORW SECOND & IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND.  KENTUCKY 
wtn-inM "PETE" NOLAND,  MGR. 
es  ran  " »H" "-'" r  u . wacme wui UIJ>«UB» "Aia- 
in   greenhouses   and  nurseries can.Amercan history during the 
during    the summer It would in- flrst   80sslon   whiCh begins at 
crease their knowledge and bene-   1Q ^^  The aecood session will 
be a small group seminar study- 
ing the American racial crisis 
State Emplo 
In EKU Course 
When schoolbells rang this fall, a unique one*room 
schoolhouse opened its doors to 25 students and Kentucky 
embarked on a new educational venture. jg 
The schoolhouse Is Room 327, According to Gov.Nunn the pro- 
the Senate Caucus Room, ln the ject is unique ln the United 
Capitol Building in Frankfort states. No other state has any 
and the students are all senior  program of this nature. 
The future of the One - room 
schoolhouse looks bright. Plans 
are to expand the size and num- 
ber of classes available, bring- 
ing in courses ln administrative 
law and public service. 
The Senate schoolhouse will 
have   its  very own graduating 
employees 
Fee Payments* 
fit them in the horticulture pro- 
An Explanation 
» 
Dr D B Pettenglll. chairman of the political ■dence depart- 
^«t *f TB«atern explains a question to a student concerning 
3 caadmtaSS5 Unde^a new program. >**«&* 
?eUHng graduate courses to   state «^^g ££"% 
Sam   Whlttaker   In reviewing  i^e"8tudy" of Africa in Ameri- 
the objectives  and  curricula of ^ scnools# 
the present program stated that        After lmcli  Dr. Povey will 
one of the purposes of the meet- (Uscm8 tne uterary   movement ' -. . , StarAssas «j^.gjttsz Geography Department 
could  evaluate the program and M „ 
mistakes In the present training j^pnpnlly conducted, the con- 
program, ference will have a general 
In comment on this program ^^^i^ by the audience of 
Carl Drelsbach, greenhouse op- introduced by Dr.'s Povey 
erator said, "I think that Dr. JJg Lofchle. AH interested facul- 
Householder and Sam Whitaxer, ^^ student3 are invited to at- 
by opening up new fields to ' 
people in horticulture, wiU have "**— 
created, when it materializes, a g~s TOgx   Planned. 
great Industry   for Southeastern (^OUrSC   STIdllUW 
*3Er2 coiaceuo from the For  Coroners 
E. G. Hill Company said, "We've „„.,.„„ 
been associated with the program jhe Law Enforcement council 
one year. We worked with the ha8 tenatlvely decided to set up 
boys this summer and are very a training course for coroners 
pleased with the program made." ln the state. The council s ex- 
Dr. Kenneth Nelson, a former ecutive director, Robert CiarK 
sericulture professor at Ohio stone, said the suggestion was 
State University and chairman made by representatives of the 
of the Vocational Training Com- Kentucky coroners Association. 
mission of the Ohio Florist As- A committee has been appointed 
soclation,   said   the association tp investigate the   possibility or 
was interested in improving vo- conducting the coroners course 
catlonal  training In the field of a the University. 
administrators and 
of State government. 
They are participating in a 
program which Gov. Louie B, 
Nunn proposed to "upgrade State 
government, and provide Ken - 
tuckians the best State personnel 
possible."   
The program is a simple one. class. 
Offer graduate level studies  in 
public administration and    re- 
lated fields to qualified   State 
uato°credit from a Slate uni-  JrOr   Determents 
varsity.   And    most^Important male studenta whoareafr- 
brlng the teacher to them so that but wn0 ^vt not 
more interested personnel   can J^Tregistration fees are i*1* 
*W£«« of this proposal BV3ft^*Bffi 
is a Monday n^htpuc^claw of ^S^^SWE- * 
25 taking Eastern's Political ^ R9JsiTlt cannot no«y 
Science Course M5 "Theory of ^ selective Service Board the 
Public AdmiMs ration," for J™^, college enroiiroent «e- 
<1?^Cn!!:^,.     „t«,ir    less the schedule card is in, toe 
Dr* A B; P<?ep*% J?fci"   office and stamped "fees pa$' man of Eastern's PoUflcal Set-   nMm MmAwmmk ^ tn th- ^ 
To Make Aerial Map 
jtae. sss isas *-« 38ES ed soon by Dr. Joseph Schwend- lson County map on the other 
?maT chairman of the depart-side of the paper," says Sen- 
ment of geography at Eastern, wendeman. 
ence Department, is the teacher 
and according to him over   15 
potential students had to be turn- 
ed away for lack of space. 
The  pilot course    Identifies 
This card must be l  t e office 
la order for a student to be of- 
ficially enrolled. 1-9 
Students who become eighteen 
years of age after enrolling here 
Richmond's Finest 
Record Shop 
Gifts For All Occasions 
GOODWIN'S 
GIFT SHOP 
:.«•     j; 
"Trie Finest In Music"* 
Located Corner First and Water St. 
Greeting 
Sealing Wax and Seal 
Schwendeman, a commander in 
the United States Naval Reserve, 
will be flight checking a new air- 
craft out of Andrews Air Force 
Base Washington, where he com- 
mands an air patrol squadron. 
The aircraft, an anti - sub- 
marine patrol bomber, is called 
the SP2-H. 
Schwendeman hopes for   Navy 
permission to take aboard at the 
Lexington airport an Eastern geo- 
graphy student, David Rains from 
Arlington, Va., who will photo- 
graph Richmond and its vicinity 
from the air. Rains, a senior, 
is in charge of the photo   lab- 
oratory  ln the department    of 
geography.   The facilities     are 
used ln support of cartography 
classes   within the department. 
"No accurate aerial mapping 
has  ever been done, for    the 
Richmond city map as far as we 
know"       says    Schwendeman. 
"Some existing maps are    in- 
accurate,    partly   because   toe: 
city has "grown rapidly   within 
the   last few years. We'd like to 
show new suburbs and   areas in 
the county that are likely to build 
up. We also want to letter   and 
index all streets."   _    _____ 
Freshman Text 
On Campus 
"Fiction for Composition" 
freshman English test, by Dr.| 
Bert C. Bach and Dr. Gon 
Browning, Is being used for 
first time on campus, 
authors are members of 
Eastern faculty. Dr. Bach, 
native of Whitesburg Kentucky ■ 
is Chairman of the Departmenil 
of English for Central University! 
College and an Associate Pro-I 
fessor of English. He has been| 
at Eastern since 1966. 
m na iu«u«uw j»" "* °6c •"« «»«*««.».,, .~.». 
executive systems and analyzes should bring their selective serv- 
their functions, conditions and ice number to the Registrar's 
problems. Their course also office as soon as they receive 
studies changes to administra- it. Then their application for 
Uve processes from both toe a scholastic deferment can be 
historical and operational point processed and sent to their lo- 
Of View.     «a.1 hoard. 
Fiction for Composition 
i\WTef/ 
* 
WELL'S BARBER SHOP 
Water Street Next to Bus Station 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
COLLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS 
are your 
contact lenses 
more work than 
thej^e worth? 
Hair 
Styling 
Featuring 
i 
5 HairctUiii *V 
to 
Razor 
Cutting 
TAX SHELTERED 
ANNUITIES 
See 
Orem G. Wright 
P.O. Box 4065 Gardenside 
Lexington, Ky. 40504 
is ,^;;;;,i"„r ;|^e»iitin£ 
l 
Southwestern Life 
WSUKWCC COMPANY • DAUA* • •**»» 
®tie 
Hmueraitg 
Go where your Patronage is Appreciated. 
PHONE 623-3985 
As seen in MADEMOISELLE 
£hip'nShort 
guru shirt, 
shaper of 
wardrobe 
philosophies) 
5.00 
1 
If you're tired of using 
two or more separate so- 
lutions to take care of 
your contact lenses, we 
have the solution. It's 
Lensine the all-purpose 
lens solution for com- 
plete contact lens care- 
preparing, cleaning, and 
soaking. ■ Just a drop or 
two of Lensine before you 
insert your contacts coats 
and lubricates the lens 
surface making it smooth- 
er and non-irritating. 
Cleaning your contacts 
with Lensine retards the 
buildup of foreign de- 
posits on the lenses. ■ 
Lensine is sterile, self- 
sanitizing, and antisep- 
tic making it ideal for 
storage of your lenses 
between wearing periods. 
And you get a removable 
storage case on the bot- 
tom of every bottle, a 
Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in 
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine.aCaringfor con- 
has been demonstrated tact lenses can be as con- 
venient as wearing them 
with'Lensine, from the 
Murine Company, Inc. 
that improper storage 
between wearings may 
result in the growth of 
bacteria on the lenses. 
This is a sure cause of eye 
irritation and could seri- 
ously endanger vision. 
)<\      IS 
Dr. Browning originally from 
Lake Charles, Louisiana, is an 
Associate Professor of English 
and  has also been at Eastern 
since 1966. 
"Fiction for Composition" was 
written under contract for Scott- 
Foresman     Publishing    Com- 
pany, and was published in April. 
Professors Bach and   Brown 
ing»8   reaction ot the acceptance 
of the text at Eastern was: "We 
were pleased that it was accepted 
here, was we would be pleased 
wherever It was accepted." They 
withdrew from the selection of 
texts by the English Department. 
Both completed a rhetoric and 
writing manual in August that Is I 
scheduled to be published in the 
fail of 1969, by Random House 
Publications.    Dr. Bach had a 
critical introduction to Dickens* 
"Great   Expectations"  publilh- 
ed ln 1966, and he U currently 
working  on a critical book of 
poetry in collaboration with Wil- 
liam   Walling of Rutgers State 
University     and. with William 
Sessions  of Georgia State Col- 
lege.     This book is  scheduled 
to be published by Dodd-Meade 
in the spring of 1969. 
Dr. Browning had an article 
published in "Clthria," in May 
1968    on Eugene Zaniatln, and 
writes book reviews for the^Lex- 
ington Herald-Leader."     
CD 
FWWOIWOIHCIOUS m»\» lean to*** th« "windowpane" owlgfl.   f 
If s new. Take the accented sport coat, above, for example. If> 
complimented by solid color slacks with the distinctive "U. 
Shop fit" fnm ***• 
The charcoal wool panel dress, above, is one of many U. Shop 
tailored selections. Augmented by the linen-lace collar and cofls, 
(Pie Iitoersttsftmp gjgg        623-9674 
Why meditate? The guru takes, with everything you 
own. Carefree 50% polyester, 50% cotton oxford. 
Masterful shaping. Mister shades. Sizes 28 to 38. 
/flfek *=£2^%ae-AMERICAN 
1®§ RESTAURANT 
228 S. 2nd ST. ":00 A.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT 
WE CAN CATER FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
PIZZA MADE TO ORDER 
CALL AHEAD FOR YOUR 
CARRY OUT ORDERS 
623-5338 
GtNi SHOP 
NORTH SECOND STREET 
ALSO 
Try Our New Supreme' 
em 
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Homecoming Weekend Expected To Be Biggest Ever For Alumni 
*"^ ' v UiinJUrMt     Frankfort   KY406- 
-BY LORRAINE FOLEY 
ALUMNI NEWS EDITOR 
Before retlrment, AMELIA 
JANE SCOTT CANIVAN '18, 
worked It years in a lunch room 
NANCY FLORENCE BOUDI-and gas station, and 15 years 
NOT JOHNSON, «18, is retired sewing covers on soft bans and 
and resides with her husband base balls, In her home, for 
Clyde, at 1820 Fourth Ave.. PI- McGregor Sports Co., Clncln- 
cayune. Miss. 38486. Before re- nati. She and her husband John, 
tirement Mrs. Johnson did grad- now reside at 419 Fountain Ave- 
uate work at the University of the nue , Georgetown, KY 40324. 
City of St. Louis under Dr. COREY S. ACRA, «88 is own- 
George Payne, a former Eastern er of Corey S. Acre * Assoc- 
faculty     member, and also at latet-Appraisers 
to use good 
training 
the Home 
she had at 
E.     Montecito     Sierra Madre, putting 
Calif.  91084.  Mr. Acra was on Economlc- 
eampus last Alumni Day for his Extern. 
40th reunion of his Class. j«  ^^ COINS NASSIDA, 
VINA SILEB '34, if™ teach- .„ ^^ art at umUmn Cen- 
^■^iZTJi1?' ^5h     **» tral High School, has served on with a total of 46 teaching years. ^ ^ Councll and ^ Chair- 
reslde at 544 Watson Rd.t Apt. 
4LErlanger, KY. 
SARAH JEAN GIRVIN Is teach- 
ing In Orangeburg, New York. 
Her address Is Roundtree Apt 
12. 9W_ Plermont. NY 
Church Children's Home In Dan- DENNIS J. BURROWS Is an 
vllle. He and Ann reside at 416 English teacher at Estlll Co. 
CHara Di- Danville Ky 40422. High School In Irvine, Ky. He 
ALAN KENT CHALFIN is em- and his wife the former LINDA 
ployed by Armco Steel and re- c. ADAMS reside at College 
sides  with his wife. Judy at 20 Hill. KY 40416. 
He 
Berkley University, Calif. daughers and resides at 487 
YESTERDA Y 
Her address is Route 3, Box, — ^ CUy Beauttflcatlon 
9, Corbln, KY 40701. 
Mrs. Blake Plnson ( ANNA 
DOTSON), who attended Eastern 
in 1988 ft 1936) was chosen to be 
two listed in the 1968 publication of 
"Who's Who in American Wo- 
men." Mr. Plnson is a real 
estate broker for the Plnson 
Realty Company located in 
the Plnson Hotel Building, Plke- 
rllle, Kentucky. 
WILLIAM E. ADAMS,   presi- 
dent of the '40 class, and a cer- 
ROSALIND   ADELLE   GLASS-  Kenwood Drive, Middletown, Ohio     JERALDINE   BLACKBURN Is 
COCK is a teacher In Lebanon 
Elementary School and resides 
lit* ttfled public accountant in Rich- 
..      i- . t . u .. i        t  tDxxAs^^ been named to a one- Thc yellowed pages 6t tune weave oft-told tales ot  year ^mrm «, the Slate Boara 
nostalgia. They spice the mind with memories and others 
which some may just as soon forget. m 
They say youth and laughter and vigor to the tired. 
They crease the comers of lips with smiles as the mind 
whirls back through time. Memories leak from the attic 
trunk and there is a longing.. .a sad longing.. .to return. 
/Come then, blow away the dust 
and raise time's rusty lid as we 
explore that cliche which stu- 
dents of today seen hesitant to 
travel Memory Lane. 
If you're a Puella Indian, you 
Sobably remember more about 
e campus than most. For It 
was Puella.who first camped In 
the area known today as East- 
ern Kentucky University. 
It was in 1906 that the State 
Legislature     established East- Chapel Site 
This picture of Hanger Stadium shows the approximate lo- 
cation of the Meditation Chapel. The chapel whiofc is to bo 
built by money raised through the Century Fund Is hoped to 
I 
of  accountancy. 
WILLIAM STOCKER,   '42, an 
Eastern faculty member, visit- 
ed Russia this past summer on a 
''People to People" tour, osten- 
sibly to study Russian agricul- 
ture.     Mr. Stacker is a doc- 
toral  candidate  in agriculture 
education at the University of 
llvan Hall because    It was too Kentucky, 
small, five girls were nominated    Walter Tevis, husband  of the 
as Break Girls, a very high hon- former JAMIE GRIGGS, ' 52  is 
or as you may remember. Nom- the well known author of "The 
lasted were Vivian Garnett, Mil- Hustle '   a novel subsequently 
dred Leverldge, Dot Neff, Helen maa9 'into a widely distributed 
Osborne and Penny White. film  as well as a second novel 
If you were a student then, you g^ numerous short stories. He 
probably bad a date to see Cecil **« at Eastern this summer as 
B.   DeMiil's     "Reap The Wildest critic and lecturer at East- 
Wind" at the Madison Theatre. ern»s Creative Writing Confer- 
In 1944, when Helen Osborne ence.    Tevis currently Is lect- 
was Miss Eastern, you elected urer jn English at Ohio Unlver- 
ern Kentucky Normal School (and" Patsy Newell and Neal Roberts slty at Athens. He and Ms fam- 
a sister institution in the west as Mr. and Miss Popularity.        Uy     r#slde     at 12 Maplewood 
whose name we won't mention).      Remeber  Joe Harper,    Carl Drive, Athens, Ohio, 45701. 
At    that   time,   Richmond was   Eagle and Harold Moberly? You      MARGARET  GOVER JOHNS, 
having its problems. The Grand* <*° " 7°^ were at Eastern   In .g*  ^ Economics Insturctor at 
Jury, In fact, returned 109 In- «»••■fly 50»s. They were   our. «>,* Somerset Community Col- 
dlctments In an attempt to keep BMOC's,       theiL    leading   the we of the University of Kentucky. Drive of Richmond.    Her hus- 
local saloon keepers from selling Maroons (or  Colonels, if    you Her husband, JERRY JOHNS,'55, band, FRANK, «55, who was co- 
Jhiskey to minors. Seems to be Prefer) to success in basketball. i5head football coach at Somer- captain of the celebrated   Ma- 
i constant problem^ doesn't it? Blanche McCown was our Home- get High.  They have one daugh- foon team that went to the Tan- 
Members oi the class of 1922 coming queen that year. tor ,„<, receive their mall at 
irlll  rememBer  Earle  Combs,     Names like Bob Zweigart, Jack Box ^g   Somerset, Ky, 42801. 
i'one of the  most popular stu- Adams, Guy Strong, and Roy Kldd     EFFIE GILBERT FISHER,'53, 
tlents  at  the  Normal School," were household names in Rich- ^ Home Economics teacher at 
venturing off on his own to try n?°°d In the mid 80's. Zweigart, Knox Central High School. Her 
out for the LoulsvUle baseball President  of  all four of    his husband, Louis, Is retired from 
team.   Combs,  now  a member classes, was an Eastern cheer- u* u.8. Marine Corps and they 
of the Eastern Board of Regents, laader and Mr. Popularity. Betty reCeive their mail at Box 372, 
later   gained fame with the New '••n McLocklin was his female BarbourvUle KY 40906. 
York Yankees.                              counterpart. ROBERT L. GARRETT, Jr., 
A span of 19 years and a World    For you youngsters mere was .53     ls   district   traffic man- 
War saw enrollment drop to 269. i963# the year Alumni Coliseum gg£  for Southern  Bell Tele- 
lg   The girls dominated the camp- was dedicated after crumbling to   phone Co.   He ls married to the State University, Kent, Ohio, 44- 
4us  then.  Cleo McGuire,    Jean itie ground once during construe- f0rmer Jeanne Burke and they  240. 
Anthony and Patsy Newell weretl0tta And who can forget Frank ^9 one daughter, Laura. Their 
presidents of the senior, Junior Quertln and BiU Goedde as they address is: P.O. Box, 482, Dan- 
and    sophomore   classes,   tfeV'i^j   the Maroon football team?   yiil9 Ky# 40422. 
spectlvely.                                   And that good-looking sophomore     j^r      graduating   In 1953 
.     That was in 1948, the   same quarterback,     Larry   Marmle. gjRgy DELK  was married to 
<-'year President Roosevelt signed Carolyn King was aqueen.Home- ^ c sanclento(Pete) and taught 
. the antt-lnfUtlon bill and aUied coming Queen.                         ■     a- ciarksville Indiana. Dayton, 
bombers      raided    Nati    held     And to 1954, Eastern  proudly 0hto ^ lma 'been at fcagtview 
45048 . teaching for the Wayne County 
JOAN ELIZABETH BERK- Board of Education and resides 
EMEYER Is a first grade teach- on Route 1 Box 6, Monticello, 
er In the Lincoln School, Day- KY 42633. 
ton, Ky. Her address is 213 CONNIE JANE BUNTAIN was 
Linden Ave., Southgate, KY 410- married to WILLIAM S.BURRIS, 
71. '68   on August 31   1968 and is 
DONALD COPE ls principal of employed as Tax Examiner for 
Russell Cave School in Fayette the KY. Dept. of Revenue. The 
Co. He and Margaret Ann have Burrls' reside at 610 1/2 East 
one daughter Lisa Ann, and re- 
side at 1059 barley Drive, Lex- 
ington, KY 40505. 
MICHAEL FRANKLIN DIL- 
LION, AA in Recreation, ls at- 
tending Eastern working toward 
his BS degree. His address ls 
Route 1, Paint Lick, KY 4046L 
JAMES G. BURNETTE, in 
teaches social studies and is as- 
sistant football coach at Franklin 
County High School. He was mar- 
ried  to REBECCA CASEY, now 
Main St ee .,  
01. 
JAMES DONALD CAREY and 
his wife, the former Diana Kayi 
Hopkins, reside at 121 West Josie, 
Hiiisboro Ohio and James ls em- 
ployed by the Smith & HopkUtf 
Lumber Corp. there. 
NANCY CHASEY  ls   teaching 
second grade in the Montpeliet 
Public Schools.   Her address li 
314   Newdale, Dr.,  Bryan, Ohio, 
43506. 
JANET LOIUSE CARDIN BA- 
KER is teaching In Jefferson Co 
She and Charles reside at 201 
Rockford Lane, LoulsvUle, K 
40216.    ^___ » 
tending Eastern on June 7 1968. 
Their address ls 900 Tierra 
Linda Dr., Apt. 6, Frankfort 
KY 40601. 
MARVIN BISHOP is attending 
medical school at the University 
of Kentucky and lives at 1345 
Royalty Ct., Apt. 3, Lexington 
40804. 
JAMES ROBY GAMBILL is 
employed by the Paintsvllle In- 
dependent Schools. He and 
his wife, the former PATRICIA 
ANN BRANHAM, have a new son, 
James Christopher who was born 
September 8,1968. Their address 
is   West Van Lear. KY 41268. 
EVANS C. SPURLIN 
REALTOR 
310 EAST MAIN STREET -   OFflCE PHONE 423-3830 
Phillip Cunnoqin    —      Sole*mett Dooqias Cfctaaeitt, 
Phone 623-496? Nitws Phot* 423-4574 
be completed by 1970. 
gerine Bowl in 1955, ls Police 
Chief for the City of Richmond. 
They have two children, Frank 
and Darlene. 
(Staff photo by Ken Harlow) 
SHARON   KAYE   fiOCKER   is 
tending at Deep Springs Elemen- 
tary School     She and William 
on Route 2, Gravel Switch, KY ^^ ^ 1M4  Versailles Road, 
DAVID   TEE  CAMPBELL  ra-   Apt. 83-D   Lexington 40504. 
?      7 ,« ■«   r.-     «    I        JOHN   6.   HAIL   ls a social 
sides at 126 Rockaway St.   Ha-      rt      ta the pubUc assistance 
zard. KY 40471 and teaches In office at Somerset.  His address 
ADA MARLENE HAY WYLES, 
•57, lives on Route 9 Lexington 
40505 and teaches third grade 
at Seventh St. Elem. School In 
Parts, KY. 
CHARLES E. CLEAVER, «60, 
is assistant professor in the 
mathematics department of Kent 
lal    worker     at the Christian 48801. 
KENNY'S DRIVE IN 
France.   Richmo 
jMtheh centered arc 
■ouota. It waa 880,000 pounds shy an(| 
T» October. And, by the way, it 
also was the year Youngstown 
swamped Western Teachers 40- dorms 
0. 
At  Eastern, coaches Turkey Eastern, 
Hughes and Rome Rankln devoted ahui 
their  time to training men for i0in  us again 
-fighting Instead of football. Ran- sneak  back  a 
■kin was later "loaned" to   the 
.University  of Kentucky so   the 
^Lexington school could have   a 
^football team. 
mwuoced completion of the ''^VElsm. School in Avon Lake, Ohio 
lest"  dorms  In Kentucky, T|f«£J»ce 1959. She and her husband, 
ike Ohio 44012. 
ETTA   LEE   Bl 
which soared*l2 
stories into Sky. Today* n»»«oat 
of you  know, mere are three 
'   » 
RANHAM,   «53, 
irch St.. Thorn- 
Recall the 
travel 
Also in  '43, 
were forced to 
when the   girls 
move out of Sul- 
MARY CAROLE BOONE ASH- 
««good ol' days," as we TON ,„ u du- for n^on 
through those frayed pages of af|t» tea'Mng 8lnce 1966 ^ ^ 
time. You can laugh... .ana H^,^ CMld Care center In 
even cry, if you like. . . as we p#arl C£ty  Hawtll# she and her 
visit Easterns past. 
Richmond 
One-Hour Cleaners 
featuring 
'Martinizing" 
MOST in Dry Ckanincj 
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY 
TwoDrivevIn  Windows 
423-3939 311 W. Main 
husband, Andrew, have one son 
and one daughter, 
MARTHA JANE ALLNUTT 
BURKHART; '53, teaches 4th 
grade at Dixie Elem. School In 
Louisville Ky. She and Rob- 
ert have three sons and reside 
at 9816 Ponder Lane Valley 
Stalon, KY 40172. 
JACQUELINE BURNETT 
MASSEY, :5S, resides at 1103 
Richland Drive, Memphis Term. 
38116. with her husband Robert, 
and their two sons, Robert, Jr. 
and John.   She ls a Homemaker, 
EDWARD   B. DODD,  who at- 
tended 1960-61, received his B.S. 
at Pembroke Stato College. Hep:; 
and Ida wife, the former EMMA 
CAROL   LOGAN,   who attend 
Eastern are both working for the 
Dept of Community Colleges iff 
North Carolina. They haveth: 
children and live at 805 HlUc 
Drive, Rocttngbam, N,C. 
Dodds would love to hear fro 
former classmates. 
DOUHLAS L. MASSEY, 
'68, has been named dean of 
labor at Berea College. Doug 
has been the director'of alumni 
affairs at Berea for several 
years. 
JOYCE MARSH, »66, received 
her MA degree in English lit- 
erature from the University of 
Colorado In August, 1968. Her 
address in 929 MaxweU, Boulder, 
Colorado 80302. 
1968 GRADUATE NEWS 
A  .<*.,       Your Purchase FREE 
If We Do Not 
Thank You 
-    - Open All Year - 
Suds 
Duds 
HambuTqers-ConeYS-Milk Shakes 
BIG HILL AVE. RICHMOND 
Color this year like never before. Popular stripes, plaids, checks, 
all with the distinctive University Shop's "clinging fit" Good 
selection of materials, weights, sizes, prices and styles. So don't 
beiuatMa»4..u«adif(»(BMrfWa^orafuR.    «|kT UffTfp 
tttt KHIPKI sltg 9kf% 
LINDA LEE BENNETT BLAIR, 
is now working as anurse*s aide 
at a nursing home In Lexington. 
She loves the medical field and 
eventually plans to go to nursing 
school. She and Michael reside 
at 183 Zandale Dr., Apt. 8, Lex- 
ington, Ky 40803. 
RONALD F. BATES, a teach- 
er In the Kenton Co. School 
System, was married on Sept- 
ember 7. 1968.   He and Deborah 
Cam Flick 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUTITORIUM 
October 24—Thursday 
FAB FROM THE 
4, MAO01NO CBOWD 
S 
Julie Christie, 
Terence Stamp 
DAYLIGH 
SAVINGS 
»       TIME 
ENDS 
October 85—Friday 
**TAR FROM THE 
MADDING CBOWD 
Julie Christie, 
Terence Stamp 
October 88—Saturday 
ATTACK ON THE 
IRON COAST 
Lloyd Bridges 
October 88—Menday 
THE SAND PEBBLES 
: Steve McQueen 
Richard Attenboroug-h 
Richard Crenna 
CandJce Bergen 
October 89—Tueeday 
MADAME PANDIT 
Oarvloa Kincald Lecture 
8 p.m. in Brock Auditorium 
October 30—Wednesday 
THE SAND PEBBLES 
Steve McQueen 
Richard Attenborough 
Richard Crenna 
Candle* Bergen 
■ELECTED    SHORT    SUB- 
JECTS   ALL   rmoamAMS- 
sr«w.VrJ£is # •ton 7f« - (CfcBdre.) under 1 
6 
OCT7st7fh 
BURGERMATIC 
ON EASTERN BY-PASS 
Hamburgers 18< 
French Fries 15< 
Chuck Wagon, 
Creamy Milkshakes 
\ 
■ 
mA7g @MIISS m® 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS- 
- MAIN STREET & WG Hill AVENUE 
BIG MACHINE ON CAMPUS 
You don't need a slide rule to 
figure the capabilities of the 
great new Olds 4-4-2. 
Check out the vital statistics 
and you'll see what we mean. 
400 cu. in. displacement. 350 
horsepower. 440 Ib.-ft.torque. 
4-barrel carb. And dual low- 
restriction exhaust. 
And if it's the ultimate head- 
turner you're after, you can 
order your 4-4-2 with Force-Air 
Induction. (Better known as Dr. 
Oldsmobile's W-30 Machine.) 
So if you're planning an es- 
cape from the ordinary/why 
not make it big! Make it in a 
1969 Olds 4-4-2. 
Oldsmobile: Your escape from the ordinary. 
Olds ads for cortege students are created by college students. 
-y-aw-i'-. <■--■■ m 
■i 
Pog« 12, Cottarn Progr—», Thurs., Oct. 24, 1968 
* ■• 
i  • -.fl*Wfc     iOfil 3MSU 
• 
i 
bWBC 
+ ANY SIZE UP TO 9 x 14 
I ANY TIME AT OUR SERVICE COUNTER 
* EACH 10c COPY--9c FOR 50 OR MORE 
* OVER 2.000 LF  _ 
J WHERE YOU GET DISCOUNT PRICES 
EVERY DAY 
+ SPECIAL ORDER 
CHALK UP ANOTHER 
RECORD ... 
a - 
■ 
i 
I, I 
imm w - 
CMIIIS 
Wes Montgomery 
Lovin' Spoonful 
Johnny Mathis 
;     .,      The Monkees 
jimmy Smith 
Cannonball Adderley     The Animals 
Righteous Bros.      Herman's Hermits 
phis many more of your 
Mamas & The Pap 
Ray Charles      Thi 
Jack Jones   TIJI 
Sam the Sham Bobbie I 
Cal Tjader        Stan Getz^ 
all-time favorites. 
* ALL YOUR FAVORITE ARTK 
* SPECIAL ORDER DEPARTMI 
* DISCOUNT PRICED 
* BEST SELECTION IN TOWN 
- 
MEMBER 
NAT* 
»*»»**»¥*»***** 
riON 
m^m 
«►!»■  m * *•»■. 
1 
EASTERN 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICE 
FOOTBALL BLANKETS 
EASTERN JACKETS (LINED AND UNLINED) 
POMPS FOR FLOATS At Discount To Clubs 
COMPLETE LINE OF STUDY NOTES 
CONTACT COLD CAPSULES , 
■ REG. $1.59 Now $1.39 
RIGHT GUARD REG. $1.00 SIZE NOW 89c 
GILLETTE BLADES REG. $1.45 NOW 98c 
CONVERSE TENNIS SHOES $8.50 
FREE GIFT-PAC FOR STUDENTS 
BOM gAOTBM 
IS AVAILABLE AT 
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
(DESIGN COPYRIGHT 
BY RING COMMITTEE) 
; 
STORE HOURS 
MPUS ' 
OOK 
8-5 WEEKDAYS 8-12 SATURDAY 
astern 
TORE STUDENT UNION BUILDING 623-2696 
entucky 
niversity 
c- 
-*ki 
IMMI 
